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RESEARCH INTO CRiMES AGAINST THE ELDERLY 
(Part I) 

;J'ANUA'BY 31, 1978 

U.S. HOUSE Oll~ REPRESENTATIVES, SELECT CO:M::M:ITl'E.E o~r 
AGING; SunoomnT.I!EE ON DO.ll!ESTIO AND INTERNATIONAL 
SCIEN'I'IJ!'IO PLANNING, ANALYSlfI. AND COOPERATION OF THE 
OO!DUT'l'EE ON SOIENCE AW TEcHNOLOGY; AND SUBaOM:~ 
:M:lT'l.1Ejjl ON HOUSING AND CON~ INTERESTS OF THE 
SELECT COMl'd:ITI'.EE ON AGINa 

WasJWngton, D.O. 
The committee and subcommittees met, pursuant to notice at 10 :05 

a.m., in room 340, Cannon. HQUse Office Building, Hon. Claude Pepper 
(chairman of the Select Committee on A~g) ~ James H. Scheuer 
( chairman of the Subnvammittee on DomestIc and International Plan
ning, Analysis and Cooperation -of the Committee on Science n.nd 
Technology) ; and Edwa1'd R. Roybal (chairman of the Subcommittee 
on Housmg and Consumer Interests of the Select Committee on 
Aooing) , pr~siding. _. 

Members present : Representatives Pepper of Florida; Scheuer of 
New York j I.lloyd of Tennessee; Roybal of California; Walsh of 
New York; BiagJP of New York; and Risenltoover of Oklahoma. 

Staff present: ~elect Committee on Aging: Robert S. Weiner, staff 
director; Kathy Gardner, professional staff member; lUld MariE' 
Cunninghmn, executive secretary. Subcommittee on Domestic and 
International Planning, Analysis and Cooperation: .r onah Shaclrnai, 
technical consultant; Jim Gallagher, minority staff; and Carol 
Pompliano, secretary. Subcmnmittee on Housing and Consumer I'Il~ 
terests: Jose Ga'rZa, majority staff director; Patricia Lawrence, 
minority staff director: and MeHssa Pollak, research assistant. 

Mr. SCHEUER. The hearings in the research into violent crimes 
against the elderly will commen~ today. 

We have the great honOT of having the presence of Congressman 
Olaude Pepper of Florida at these hearings and he win C'hair these 
hearings as long as the Rules Committee-which is now meeting
doesn't can lrini away. Senator Pepper has had a lifelong concern 
and involvement with the problems of the elderly; he is 0.1so as 
knowledgeable as any other Memb~r 0:£ Congress on the subject of 
crime as he served as C'hlJ,irman of the Select Committee on Crime. 
So the essential depth of his humanity is a deep lrnowledge f.):f the 
aging and a deep knowledge 0:£ the crime all combined to give him 
remarkable insight into the 'Emblems of crimes a~ainst the elderly, 
and we are delighted to have him chair these meetmgs this morning.-' 
I am delighted to intl"odu0e him as chairman of this session. Con~ 
gressman Claude Pepper 'J! Florida. 
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OPEN'mG STATEMENT OF OlIAIRMAN CLAUDE PEPPElt 

Mr. P~. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Ohairman. I would 
not want to begin my statement in a dispensatious way, but I must 
correct one of the remarks made by the distinguished ~hairman~ 
I'm not the chairman. I am the cochairman along with hUrl. He is 
the chairman and I am delighted to be able to work with Mr, Sdheuer, 
OM of my distinguished and devoted friends. He is cne of ott1' 
greatest Members of the Co:qgress in this important work in which 
he is ellgaged. 

As I saId, I want to thank my distinguished colleague from New 
York for erlending the :full House Select Oommittee on Aging and 
its Subcommittee on Housing and Oonsumer Interests this oppor~ 
tunity to join with him and his distinguished committee on continuing 
the investigation into research into violent behavior. 

It is It particular pleasure for me to take }!art in these hearings with 
my friend, Jim Sclieuer, because I know of his deep commitment to 
the problems and the concerns of 17he elderly. 

Wben our antimandatory retirement bill faced House floor schedul
ing difficulties last year, it was Mr. Scheuer who had the preemptive 
time on lilie floor, who was kind and generous enough to accord the 
privilege to our Select Committee on Aging of taking up our bill 
against mandatory retirement and making it possible for that bill to 
be passed by the House by: an overriding majority. We will always be 
most grateful as will the elderly people of this country, now and here
after, to Mr. Scl:leuer for making it possible for the House to consider 
and to enact our bill at that time. Without the kindness of 
Mr. Scheuer we could not have had an opportunity to continue our 
bill and have it enacted at that time. 

As the fonner chairman of the House Select Committ8\) on Crime, 
I remain deeply concerned about our Nation's crime pr~\blems. Re
grettably, I believe most would agree that crime has lliot abated. 
However, there are spoTadic instances and certain categol'ies in sta
tistics in which we fuid in a given community, for example, as in my 
communi.ty in Miami, that murder has diminish~d in number for a 
¢ven year. But in general we regret to say that brime has not a.bated, 
It has persist~d and continues to bel, I think, one of the N ation's 
greatest concerns. 

During my service as chairman of the Crime Committee, it became 
abundantly clea.r to me that there is no single plan we can immedintely 
implement to reduce the number of ('irimina.1s or the number of crimes. 
We do not know of a criminal justice system anywhere that holds that 
complete promise. Nor do we know what teclmiques or procedures can 
be devised which would be capable of transforming a criminal be
havior into a lawabiding one. 

In sum, our ignorance far exceeds our knowledge and perhaps that 
is onr greatest barner to effective crime prevention. 

With respect to the elderly vict~s of crime, we know little and 
we overlook a lot. What do statistics mean, for example, which state 
that older persons are not victimized more often, sustain fewerin;uries 
when attacked and sulfer lower economic losses than younger victims 
in our population. 
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It may simply mean that most older persons huye reduced their risk 
by sta.ying at home, as most or many of them do; that the. older person 
by vi~l~e of diminisl~ed strength is less ~i1?-"ely to require. force before 
submissIon; and, that the older person, hvmg on a fixed mcome, most 
of them very small, has less to lose . 

Such statistics Innsk the cruel realities and the consequenc2s of 
cri~e against the. elderly ~nd diminish the ability of Congress to 
eshmate the true Impact crlffie has on older Americans. 

Perhaps tl~e most tragic consequence of crime, not reflected by these 
statistics, is the fear it imparts in older persons-the least powerful 
and most vuJnel'able segment of the Nation's population. Although the 
elderly report they fear crime more than any other single problem 
they e!lcounter, jnc1nding inadequate incomes' and risinO' health care 
costs, It would appeal' from these research findings that their crime 
problems do not differ from those of the population at large. 

The elderly fear crime and circumscribe theIr behr.vior, and right
fully so. :Many 'older persons already bear the physical and economic 
hardships inflicted on the victims of crime. The mere fear of crime, in 
1i~ht of such vulnerabilities further curtails their independence. 
For older persons the fear of crime can be 9.S debilitating as the crime 
itself. 
. I do not believe that Congress can afford to ac'"t6pt the proposition 

that older people exaggerate theil' crime problems and I am sure your 
hearings here will so disclose. Perhaps it is true that the older person's 
perception Of' fear of crime rather than actual victimization is in
creasing. But 3; hope these hearings will serve to dispel whatever incor
rect notions we may have and help us to determine what contributions 
federally supported research has made, or can wake toward reduc~ 
ing the elderly person's feal' and. their victimization" 

Now, may I add just a few words more to the statement that I have 
just read. 

l\fy experience in my 4 years as chairman of the Rouse Crime Com
mitteee led me to the conclusion that the greatest area of productivity~ 
the greatest hope for reducin.g crime in this country is in the area of 
pre'l'€'ntion. 

We can increase the stiifv.dSS of the penalties upon those convicted. 
We can do away with plea. bargaining-as a young lady, the State's 
attorney in Dade County, my home cOlmty, has announced she is go
ing to do. We can reduce the amount of plea bargaining if we can get 
the proper funds to provide the jails in which to incarcerate more 
people who al~ convicted. 

We would have to get the legislature or approprts,te authority to 
provide more courtrooms and more judges to try cases in those court~ 
rooms and more court personnel and more money to provide the ex
pensive trials and more investigators who make the trials possible and 
the like. Tlris is unlikely, I regret to say. 

Bo, our present machinery :for curbing crime by detection j),nd by 
conviction and punishment is relatively ineffective. Where I think 
we can get the greatest r~turn is through the area of prevention, par~ 
ticularly among the young people. I think that most of those who 
:Rerpetrate crime today a.:re young E8ople. Young hoodlums prey upon 
Qld people. The elderly are afraid to walk in our parks; they are 
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afraid to walk down the street. Young criminals get a certain sadistic 
pleasure in attacking old people, sometimes not only in robbing them 
but in killing them. 

We had rIght here in Washington a few years ago a case where a 
17-year-old boy attacked a 70-year-old lady on one of the streets of 
Washington. He robbed her, raped her, and killed ber. His punishment 
was incarceration until he became 21 years of age and then he was 
released from prison . 

.A., lot ~f t~e~e young people, ~ever havin.g' had any. discipline to 
speun: of ill theIr homes or in theIr schools, actually beheve they can 
do anything they want and get away with it. Many of them actually 
do, in oUNlrimina.l justice system. 

I think you will find a large percentage of the young !Ji.1.minals al'e 
school dropouts. If we could 'Provide the money and give the assistance 
to the school systems of this country to try to stop school dropouts, in 
my opinion you could reduce crine in this country, particularly 
among the elderly, by 25 percent. But when we go to the floor in the 
House or the Senate and try to get more money to stop school drop
outs, we don't always get the favorable response that you can get 
sometimes when you say, let's put more policemen on, let's impose 
severe penalties, or let's provide more police power, and the like. 

So I would hope, Mr. Chairmll,n, that in your very abled inquiry 
here you will disclose, as much as possible, what the causes of crime 
against the elderly are, who are the 'People who generally inflict that 
crime, and what may be done thai,; will be most effective in preventing 
those people from inflicting thai: terror especially upon the elderly 
people of this country. We have ~m to 24 million people over the age of 
65 in this cOlmtry. To remove the majority of the fear that constantly 
hangs over the heads and. hearts q,f those people would be a great hu
manitarian contribution, Mr. Chairman, and I know you are going to 
make a v~\luable contribution toward it. 

Mr, SOIDlUER. Well, we tha~you very, very much, Mr. Chairman, 
an.d we hope you will stay with us. 

Mr. PErPER. 1i hope I can. It is now my. particular pleasure to intro
duce the cochairman of this joint hearing we are having today, Mr. 
Scheuer, who has been one of the most forward-looking, one of the 
most compassionate, one of the most considerate Members of this 
House. He is a legislator who tries to make things better and lighten 
the load of 'Poverty, disease, discomfort, and fear from the backs 
and from the hearts of the people of this country. 

Recently, Mr. Scheuer was appointed chairman of one of the most 
impcrtant committees that this House will ever have, and that is the 
Select Committee on Population. I know I told 'Mr. Scheuer that I was 
called. upon by one of the municipalities in my area to put a little com
ment in· a 100-year capsule that was to be buried. It will be opened 
100 years from now. They asked me to state what I thought would be 
the subject of most concern to the human race in the intervening 100 
years. ~ said my conce!ll is in the ~rea of two thin!!S : on~ is population 
exploslOn, the mcreasmg populatIon of the worl:i; and the second is 
nuclear energy, nuclear weapons. I'm going to check when they open 
that c3:psule to see whether I was right or not. 
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At any rate, we are very fortunate today to have so able a man, 
a man that takes such great passion and conooJ."n for the people as Mr. 
Scheuer, to chair these meetings. Mr. Scheuer. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CRAmMAN' J'AMES :a:. SC:a::EUElt 

Mr. SCHEW:R. Thank you very mUl}h, Senator. I just hope that I'm 
around to watch you open that capsule. 

'Senator Pepper is a very hard act to follow, and he has already 
eloquently addressed many of the points that I want to malte. 

We feel that these hearings are terribly important, because as a 
single group, a small slice of the population pie, the elderly are far 
more vulnerable physically, psychologically, and financially than any 
other group in our society. They are so much more vulnerable to vio
lent crime. 

The siege mentality that crime against the elclerly imposes on all 
of the elderly, the fact that they are a self-designated shut-in group 
who are forced by their fears and by the actualities to imprison them
selves in their own aJ?artments is a horrible and pitiful commentary on 
the state of our SOCIety today. 

The Senator told us that the economic impact of a violent attack 
is greatest on the elderly. They suffer more in the way of physical dis
abIlity because they I).re frail, and they frequently have infirmities to 
start off with. And starting :from a very fragi1e base any attfLCk can 
have devastating economic consequences to them, and of course many 
of our elderly are living il fi~ed incomesi on basically margm,'ltl stand~ 
ards of living anyway, s~ .. it devastates their financial 'Yell-,beiug. 

They are more vulnerable because many of them hv~ ill rundown 
neighborhoods and centi"al core neighborhoods. They rely., many of 
them, either on walling or on public trans'portation, which means they 
have to walk on the streets in the eveninO' and othel'tim~; p?,f the day. 
They do not have taxicabs or chaufferediimousines at thel:t~;r2ck and 
call, so they are out on the streets and very vulnerable. 

They cannot resist. In their senior years they tend to be less strong 
and perhaps infirm. They cannot fight back, so they are just sitting 
ducks for a violent attack. These violent attacks come frequently, re
peatedly, and predictably. 

Half of all our violent crimes are performed by teenagers and three
quarters of all our violent crime is performed by people under the age 
of 25. So it is a youthful business. The avera~ age at which these 
crimes are being committed gets earlier and earher and earlier, and for 
some reason, Senator, we don't unuerstand the wanton cruelty that you 
disc~ssed; the absolute, pointless: ,horrifying, unnecessary cruelty 
seems to be getting worse and taking place earlier in these young 
criminals' careers. " 

You discussed what happened in Washington a couple of years ago, 
why incidents like that do not even make the papers any more in 
New York. It is becoming subcomplex. And why these young people 
will first rob the elderly people in their apartments, and aiter they 
have taken whatever pitifullittJa valuables they may haV'e they will 
tie them up and stick a plastic bag over their head and tie it tight so they 
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-suffocate, defies my human nnderstanding, and I'm sure it defies your 
human understanding. We have got to learn more, and that's what 
these hearings are all about. 

I would like now to introduce Cong:essman Roybal, who is chairman 
of the Select Committee on Aging's lIousing and Consumer Interest.."l 
Subcommittee. Congr~ssman Roybal has a great deal of expertise in the 
field of housing for the elderly, and we are delighted to have him. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, I do not want to take the time of the witness to read a 

statement, and therefore I ask unanimous consent that my statement be 
printed in the record. 

Mr. SC:a:Emm. It will be printed in its entirety at this point in the 
record. 

[The prepared statement of Chairman Edward R. Roybal follows :] 

PBEPARED STATEMENT OF ClI.AllW:,AN EDW.ABD R. ROYllAL 

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Housing and Consumer Interests of the 
Select Committee on Aging, I welcome the opportunlty to participate in a hearing 
on an1.l.lsue that is of crucial importance to this country's 22 million older persons. 
The purpose of this hearing is to evaluate the purpose of and the Deed for 
research into criminal victimization of the elderly, 

I am proud thul; my Subcommittee took the inttiatl.ve by preparing the :first 
report addressing the issue of elderly cri1J:le victimization from a national perspec
tive. That report an(l, the Seven hearings that were held by the Subcommittee 
prior to its publication presented convincing evidcnc~ that there al'e far too many 
gaps in our knowledge of the causes and effects of thrs serious problem. Elderly 
crime victimization becam9 a "popular" iS3ue, 'arOUSing public indignation, when 
both natiOnal and local media focused attention on the problem. However, even 
with this publicity, OJ,g' information about the scope, causes, and impact of the 
problem remains extremely limited. 

Since crime is generally acknowledged to be a growing concern for most 
Americans, we may well be justi:1led in wondering why the Committee on Science 
and Technology and the Select Committee on Aging are today focusIng exclusively 
on the elderly as victims of crime. In briefly reiterating the unique circum
stances confronting elderly victims that were brought out in the report, I would 
like to pOint out that for the elderly, crime poses an especially serious problem. 
For example, if a young, working man or women loses $20 in a mugging or has 
a television set taken in a burglary, replacement of either item with the victim's 
current earnings is usually possible within a relatively short period of time. 
In contrast, for the elderly person, living on a small, :fixed inCQme, the loss ot 
$20 may mean that he/she is unable to purchase food for a week, and the loss 
of a television set could cause 11 severe hardship for the elderly person who 
relies on TV as the major source of entertainment and contact with the outside 
world. In addition, if a young man or woman is knocked down during an assault, 
any physical injury sustained by that person is likely to be much less severe 
than if an elderly man Or woman happened to be the victim.. 

Another reason why crime Is a special problem for the elderly was vividly 
exposed in the two hearittgs we held in which elderly victims testified. In an 
article appearing yesterday in the Washington Post, it \"las revealed that nearly 
Sf; percent of the elderly surveyed in Silver Spring, Maryland, have a fear ot 
crime. There seems to be little doubt that fear of crime is a pervasive problem 
tor the elderly. In fact the tear ot crime is often much greater than the actual 
incIdence of crime. This fear causes many elderly persons to become recluses, 
afraid to venture outside of their houses or apartments. One social service 
provider at our hearing in Los Angeles testified that many elderly persons are 
afraid to even answer their doors during the day for f'28.r of being viciimized. 

Now that we have begun to r.ecQgnize the unique problems crime poses for 
the elderly, it is time to direct our attentiGn to finding some workable solutions 
aimed at reducing the physical, :financial, and psych910gical trauma, The Sub-
committee's crime rep<)rt illustrates the need for improvement in many areas of 
research on crime and the elderly. First, the ~t.o/.!8tical methods employed by 
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both governmental agencIes and private organizations ttl gathering data on the 
magnitude of the problem have been severely criticized. These methodological 
problems have rendered useless much of the data that, has been collected thus 
far. In addition, very little is known about the causesof criminal behavior in 
teenagers, the principle victimizers of the elderly. There Is growing concern 
regarding an increase in the violent behaviOr of teellilgers as perpetrators of 
crime against the el:derly. Further, research must be undertaken it we are to 
discover the causes of fear and formulate effective remedies for elilIlinating 
this serious problem. 

In order to develol' potential solutions to the multitudle of problems associated 
with crlmlnal victimization of the elderly, we need qUBllity research which ",111 
enable us to accurately lQentify those problems. Research is essential if we 
are to avoid making costly, clumsy, futile attempts at solving those problem!.!. 
Without the research to identify the type of assistance and/or programs which 
should prove effectIve in eliminating the problems, target eftlcle,ncy may be 
sacrificed, resulting in many federal dollars being wasted. 

I am pleased that the ComlIlittee on Science and Technology, the committee 
which will consider any legislation providing funds for reseasch Q~ elderly 
crime victimization, is taking such an active intarest in this issue. The witnesses 
here today were invited because they are recogllized as being distinguished and 
articulate ex~rts on crime and the elderly. Many of their names Ilre familiar 
to me because of the' assistance they furnished my subcommittee with tl!~ crime 
report. They Will be able to provide the Committees With their opinions regard
ing the research needed to address the problem. Your thoughts, ideas, and re<."" 
'ommendations will be valuable guidelines for the committees. I wish to extend 
my sincere thanks to each one of yon. I appreeiate your taking time from your 
busy schedules in order to he with us today. 

Mr. SemmER. Before we call the first witness we can call on another 
colleague of ours to make some remarks, One of our experts in the 
field of crime, a gentleman who also served on CongresRman PepPl'r's 
Select Committee on Crime, Congressman Mario Diaggi of 1, ow York 
a very valuable colleague. ' 

},Ill. PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to add a word to our 
distinguished ch~Lirman's introduction. Mr. Biag¢, a dist41guished 
member of the New York Democratic delegation IS also chairman of 
the Subcommittee on Federal, State and Community Services of the 
House Select Committee on Aging. 

He has been one of the great leaders of our committee in promoting 
programs and ~onducting hearings for the elderly of our country. He 
has held many hearings In his area and assisted in heari'ilgs in. other 
areas. He brings his knowledge and experience to the work of this 
committee. So I am pleased to joiu my chairman here in commending 
my friend and my subcommittee chairman, Mr. Biaggi. 

STATEIDlNT OF ltE].lll.ESEWl'ATIVE MARIO :BIAGG! 

Mr. BlAGGI. Thank you very much, Senator and Chairman 
Scheuer. 

My remarks are rather brief bC{lause I think the comments made by .. 
both of you have been stated many, many times and I don't lmow that 
there is anything new so far. I am involved, I have been in this area. 
,of crime for better than a quarter of a century. I have been in the 
Congress for 10 yearsentrustin~ myself :with the problems of the 
elderly. We have any numbei' ot s~g~estlOns that have been made 
legislatively and administratively, some of them have been imple
mented, Bome in the pro(less. 

I am just curious, I itm here as a curious person and I think it is 
important becaus~ that ~'!lriosity hopefully will be satisfied by the 

!i 
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witnesses that will testify today in the process of researching the 
crime agrl.inst the elderly. 

I guess I could probably be a witness tr~yself and testify, but that's 
not our purpose. I would like to be whe:cf) I could benefit, if I can, be· 
cause I don't know what they are going to say. I hope it is not the 
same kind of testimony we have heard in the past. That will serve us 
no good. I hope it is some realistic approach, because the pie-in-the· 
sky attitude went down the drain a long time ago. Alld I hopo it is not 
dealing with venal academic understandiug, because that won't help 
a senior citizen one bit. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Before we hear from our first witnesses I wish to sub· 

mit for the record a statement from our colleague Congressman John 
Paul Hammerschmidt who is unable to be here today. 

[The statement of Congressman John P$l,ul Hammerschmidt 
follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMI!);,(T OF REPRESENTATIVE JOHN PAUL HAMMERSOHMIDT 

I am pleased that the Select Committee on .Aging has collaborated with the 
Committeq on Science and Technology ,to continue an examination of signifi08~ce 
and mntaalinterest-cr'lminal ,ictimlzation of the elderly. 

In AprJl, 1977, the Housing and Consumer Interel;',t('l SubcomMittee, on which 
I serve ~~ the ranking minority member, published a report entitled, "In 
Search 01: Security: A National Perspective on Elderly Crlme Victimization." 
The report WIlS tbe culmination of seven congressional hearings, an extemlive 
review of the literature and independent staff research. Our concern in under
taking this report was to 6etermine the actual rate of elderly Y.ictiml2>B.tion and 
to resolve the controversy which surrounds this issue. 

An analysis of all the avaUable data "suggests" that the elderly were not 
Tictiml! of crime in any disproportionate measure to their numbers in the pollula
tion. I use the word "Buggests" because the data themselves defied our tllrming 
firm conclusions. Both the FBI nnd LEAA statistics had methodological weak
nesses. St.udies undertaken by independent researchers had such If variety of 
samples, settings and measurement techniques, that the results could not be 
compared with one another. The raw data and the LEAA comparative statistics 
for 1973 and 1974, however, denoted a stgnificant crime problem. Also, qualita· 
t1',e measures indicated that the elderlY are the group most debilitated. by 
criminal victimization. 

Our report ended with a number of legislative and administrative recom
mendations. I would like to share some of thece with you and also the progress 
which has taken place in the last year. I hasten to add that I am not implying 
a cause/effect relationship between our proposals and the ensuing l'l!sults. 

One of our recommendations was a victim compensatIon bill that addressed 
the special needs of the elderly. Alt.hough not exactly the bill we developed, H.R. 
7010 (a bill providing grnnt9 to States for the pityment of compensation to injured 
persons for certain criminal aota) passed the House on September 30, 1977. 

A second recommendation called tor the creation of a central office of criminal 
justice statistics" This office would be responsible for compiling and analyzing 
all crime dnta. We specificnlly re<l<Jmmended that the .FBI uniform crime report 
record the age of the victim." On July 26th, the Attorney General directed the 
Office for Improvements1n the Administration for Justice to create a Bureau of 
Justice Statistics. 

A third recommendation, based on legislation introduced by Ohairman Olaude 
Pepper, focused on prevention of juvenile crime. It has been clearly established 
that juveniles are the principal perpetrators of crime against the elderly. The 
National Institute of Meutal Health has determined that having a learning dis
ability is the single greatest reason that children drop out of school-700,OOO 
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eaCh year. Seventy-five petcent of these children end up in juvenile detention 
centers. To be able to identifl and treat this special group of potential offend\~rs, 
Oongress amended the JuvenUe Justice and Delinquency Act of 1974. Public LllW 
95-115 allows UD to $14 million for the following three years for programs 
addressing the relationship between learning disabilities and delinquency. 

The final recommendation that r sh::\ll mention relates directly to today'a hen.l~· 
ing-that Oongress should mandate that the Oenter for Studies of Crime antt 
Delinquency of the Natl:.:mal Institute on Mental Health, in conjunction with 
the National Institute on Aging, eonduct an in-depth study of crli:ninal victimiza
tion of the elderly by juveniles. Even though tl:;e actual rate of elderly yjctim!
zation continues to be out of focus, we CIlnnot remain enttenched in statiStics. 
Our goal is to :reduce victim1zo.tion of Vole elderly. And, it is our belief that well
directed research can help uo achieve that end. We have asked these witnesses, 
all experts, how we can best utilize research to accomplish our objective. I look: 
forward to their testimony. 

Mr. SCHEmm. Our first witnesses will be Jack and Sharon Gold
smith. Will they come forward, please. 

The Ooldsmlths have been leaders in the academic community on 
the subject of crimes against the elderly. They have coedited 1£ volume 
on "Ornne and the Elderly: Challenge and Response" and they have 
both written numerous articles and professional papers together a;p.d 
separJl.tely on crime. and the elderly. ' 

Mr. Goldsmith served as Chairman of the National Conference on 
Crime Against the Elderly in 1975 ltnd Mrs. Goldsmith Was a coor~ 
dinator of tha.t conferenc.e. 

So we are happy to have you with us. Your statement will be 
printed in the record in its entirety • 

[See append~~ 1, p. 53; for the prepared statement of Jack and 
Sharon Goldsnuth.] 

Mr. SOHEUER. I Vlo1.11d suggest that you c:hat with us :ip1ormally for 
S or 10 minutes und then I'm sure we ",ill all ha:v~ questions for you. 
You can talk together, s~parately ... ;,~ bl"'~"9ve:i' you wish. 

STATEMENTS OF :.TACK GOLDSlUTlI, Ph. D., ASSOCIATE PltoFESSOR 
AT THE CENTER FOR THE ~~MOr1ST1tATION OF roSTICE, TJ1E 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY; AN.tJ SHARON S, GOLDSMITH, COiDIREC~ 
TOR OF THE DlSTlTUn ON CRIME AND THE ELDERLY AT IrRE 
AME1UCAN UNIVERSITY 

Mr. SCllEUIlR. We have your prepared statement, which will nppear 
in the record. Shall we proceed with questions ~ 

Ms. GoLDSMITH. Yes; you could just ask us questions. 
Mr. SemmER. Why don't you tell us what the wodd of sdence and 

what thesciel'ltmc ~rate'I'l~ity ca~ do to help le.gislrotors in approl\chmg 
the probl~ms of cnme WIth a litth If>.SS demagogy and a httle more 
fine tuned perceptions. .. 

Ms. GOLDSMITH. I think the best way to answer that question is to 
say that it is necessary to take a little bit dift'erent vie-w of the prob
lem of crime than hus been common in the past. 

I agree with Congressman Pepper's comment that there are a lot 
'0£ things that are not being thought of and not being enactedb(>~nuse 
they are not perceived as relnting to the crime pt'oblsm but thnt are 
intep;raUy related. to this problem. 
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I think that maybe reorienting our focus to a broader perspective 
to see crime g,S a social, econ0mic, and political problem would be a 
first step. 

Now, r don't lmow that that's necessarHy a job for the scientific 
community. It. may be that it is the job for those in public office to 
force that kind of reevaluation. or perspective. 

Mr. PEPFER. Well, in the first place, who commits crime against the 
elderly? Are we right that most of the perpetrators are young people ~ 

Ms. GoLDSMITH. I think there is some contradictory evidence on that. 
Many of the individual stua:1~s and the report,of the Subcommittee on 
Housing and Consumer Interests of April 1977, noted that a number 
of local studies have indicated that it is predominantly young people 
especially for certain types of crime such as the crime" of opportu
nity-purse snatching, attempted purse snatching, pocket picking, and 
that sort of thing. 

But there are many other kinds of crimes, and they have to be 
looked into as part of an attack on this problem. That would include 
getting very serious about economic crime and victimization by 
bureaucracy. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Do you want to comment on that, the victimization by 
bureaucracy. Could you please elaborate on that? 

Ms. GOWSMITH. Well I think that many of our social services 
bureaucracies intending to serve, designed to serve victims and poten
tial victims of crime, are making it, in fact, more difficult for people 
who find themselves victims. 

What I mean to say is that the bureaucracy puts some organi:.-::ational 
l?riorities before the human problems, the human n.eeds of the people it 
1S suppose to serve. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Give us a few instances. 
Ms. GoLDSMITH. All right, I will give you one. 
I think there must be something that can be done about court sched

uling of cases involving, shall we use the exampb, older people who 
find it difficult to get to court to testify either as witnesses or as vic-
tims in a trial. . 

It seems to me unnecessary to further burden an older person who 
has been victimized by crime already by postponing, stalling or delay
ing his case to his or her inconvenience, but to the convenience of the 
bureaucracy, for an example. 

Mr. SOHEUEU. I will give you another one. We have a crime victiin 
compensation law in New York, but until very recently the police were 
not permitted to teU the elderlv victim of the existence of this law. 
The fact is that the elderly victims didn't know that there was some
body there ready to help them. 

To me, that was mindless bureaucracy going berserk. 
Mr. BrAGG!. Would the chairman yield? 
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes; of course. . 
Mr. BIAGGI. I am happy that the chairm9.n brought that point out 

because as you mig-ht recall I bronght that very fact to the attention 
of the new I'Qlice commissioner, McGuire. A study that my staff had 
made revealed that fewer than 50 percent of the precincts 'in the city 
of New York had material, brochures, and were in fact complying 
with the law. 
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But in further connection with the court procedure and what is 
happening in the various communities is purely a movement that has 
exploded as the result-exploded among the senior citizens and they 
have coalesced when a senior citizen has become a victim of crime. 
They in fact monitor it. rj~his is very recent in the county where I 
reside. And I iind that the judge in these matters is generally-he 
conducts himself at least in an equitable fashion, and the conclusion of 
the cltses has been more satisfactory from a practical point of view. 
, Ms. GoLDSMITH. There is also a question in connection with this 
giving victims information. Many of these statements-most of them
can be made about any victim of crime, but it is perhaps ill some cases 
more of a burden on older victims. 

For example, victims are anxious for the return of recove~'ed pl'Op
erty, and notification of what has happened to the offender. l;a: the 1(er
son who has robbed you is back out on the street-and especial~:y Slllce 
many of them are, and live within a few blocks of the victim-l~'think 
it is the victim's right to know that. 

There is inadequate feedback from the criminal justice system to the 
victims and to the commlmitv. 

Mr. PEPPER. Do you agree that a lot of the young perpetrators of 
crime are school dropout!;; ~ 

Ms. GOLDSl'InTH, I'm not an expert and don't think I can answ'er 
that. It is my feeling that this is the {'ase. but I suggest that some of 
the other witnesses may be more knowledgeable about this, 

Mr. PEPPER. W ell~ taking the chairman's fig-ures here which are 
generally accepted that abOut 50 percent of the violent or serious 
crimes are perpetrated by people und£'T 11 years of age, what can be 
done to keep these people from becoming perpetrators, 

Let ml3 give you one instance. that was bronght ont in our crime 
committee hearings. There was a judge in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 
named Orlando. He testified that in his juvenile court 118 took 10 boys 
who were there for serious offenses and put them intI) a program to 
tram them to do some kind of maritime work. Some way or another 
he got the money to set up this kind of a program. 

He put these. 10 boys, who were so-called bad boys, into that pro~ 
gram. He testified, after 11 months I)f experience with that program 
that not a single one of those boys dropped out or got into any other 
trou~l~. One of '0em got a job paying about $5,000 ,a year hl one of 
th.e clhes of Flonda~ and all of them were anticipai()g early gradu~ 
atlOn from that program. 

Nxny, appare~tly :find~ng a way t,o.use ~heir talents and to engage 
them m sometijmg creatIve and posltlve dIstracted them from careers 
of crime and directed them toward a useful life . 

. No,w, one other case. I he!lrd of a boy in the black community in my 
(hstn~t. A lady who '\V~s m charge of a progx:am i~ that area told 
~e t!llS story one SUIiu.ay mornmg when I was gomg through the 
distnct. . 

There was a boy that was a terror to the police. They were !Liter 
him all of the time. They associated him with almost everythinO' that 
occurred in that area. ... 

One day the lady who was in charge of that program decided she 
would try a new approach with that boy, She gave him a job in the 

24-224-78-3 
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office, 'Put a little desk over in one corner and put a little sign. up 011 
the front of that desk, Mr. John Smith, Or whatever the boy's name. 
was. She gave that boy a job. . .. 

Well, it wasn't long before there was a complete transformatlOn 1n 
the character of that boy. Shortly thereafter there was about ~o be 
a demonstration. Some youngsters of that area were threatenmg a 
violent demonstration of some sort in which the police were concerned. 
This boy went right out where the commotion was going on and 
walked right up to the front and said: "Hey, ain't going to be no 
trouble here. I'm here now. Ain't going to be no trouble, you all just 
wait. Everything's going to be alll'ight." And that boy, jnstead of 
being the worst offender in the community became a pacifier· of the 
trouble' in the community. 

Now, the lady, at the time she talked to·me said, "I don't know what's 
going to happen, his job is going to run out at the end of the sum
mer and if he loses his job I don't lmow what the boy will go back to." 

How could we give more attention to these youngsters, give them 
jobs, give them supervision, and give them permanent employment, 
and tlie like. In other words, wouldn't we 'profit by sJ?ending some 
more time with them in the earlier age rather than trymg to correct 
them after they have already become serious criminals ~ 

Ms. GOLDSMITn. Yes; I do think that. In describing an ideal situ
ation, if in fact that could be done on an extensive scale I think you 
would find that there would be a dramatic improvement of the 
situation. . 

For example, I lmow that your concern is very strong in discovering 
what the relationship is between crime and learning disabled children 
who run into problems in school~ are labeled and perhaps, there
fore· set out on the wrong track. That kind of interest and inquiry 
into prevention is necessary. What you are talking about here is 
a massive effort requiring a great deal of resonrces and commitment 
of this country. You and others who believe likewise that this is 00-
'portant must convince the public it is n{lcessary to spend our resources 
m order to attack a problem which most people do not see connected 
to crime~ 

Until the public can be educated to your view, I think that it is 
going to 'pe awhile before we can see any kind of improvement in t..'lat 
area. 

Mr. PEPPER. Let me commend here for the record, Mr. and Mrs. 
Goldsmith, because they assisted onr stafi very valuably in preparing 
legislation which I introduced on learning disabilities and juvenile de
linquency. Congress has given some s,?-pport to that program and it 
offers great hope. We are very much mdebted to Dr. and Ms. Gold-
smith· for their help in thnt area. . 

Mr. SOHEUER. Well, in that connnection let me ask Professor Gold
smith a couple of questions and then you just hammer at it. 

First of all, give us some idea of .:what you think the more important 
research findings are about crime against the elderly. What are the 
significant things that yon have fonnd that you feel conld help point 
us in new directions; things thu.t V9'C may not have realized before or 
perceptions that. were lost in the ~ihnft1e ~ . . 

Second, what has been the govermnentall'esponse to those findings, 
those more sensitive perceptions both at the Federal, State, and local 
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level since-alLoi these,tiers are involved in crime control in one way or 
another~, , ' " 

Third,. what. innovative prog;-ams do you suggest .Co~gressDllln 
Pepper and Congressman Blaggl and I ought to be zetomg In on, and 
recommending to our colleagues ~ . 

:Mr. GOLDSMITH. There has been a good deal of research-quite a 
bit of it is contradictory. 

Other' witnesses this morning, I think, are specialists in this and 
will go into. it with. a little bit more detail. 

I think what we do. find-and it.was a surprise to a lo.t of us-is that 
perhaps the e:lderly are less victimized :eor most cate~ories of crilne 
than the public at large. So there has been a tendency, because of that, 
to-- , 

Mr. SCHEUER. Let me just interrupt yo.U fo.r a second. I think the 
statistics indicate that youth, not o.nly the youth victimizing, but the 
youth are being victimized too.. Mo.st aggressors are yo.uth and most 
victims are youth. 

The leading cause of death among black teenage males is homicide; 
it is a far different set of reasons than :ror middle-class young people. 
So young peo.ple are victimized more than the elderly, but ilie yo.un~ 
l'eople seem to be able to shake it off, it doesn't have the psychologicaL 
nnpact, it doesn't have the eco.nomic impact, it doesn't have the 'physi
cal impact. It is quite true that while elderly people are victImized 
slightly less than the young people, the results are far more Aevastating 
to the elderly. Not only in term3 of the individual's life, hut. this whole 
panoply of fear that hangs like an umbrella over theeommunity that 
makes them self-co.mmitted inmates in their own dwellings. 

Mr. GOLDSMITH. I believe really as I started to. say, quantitative 
data can take us so far and it can sho.W us rates on various categ:ories 
of crime~ but it ~oe~ no~ get at precisely this thing that we are talking 
about-tne qualitatIve slde, 
If I am hIt over the head and fall down in a muggin 0' or something 

that's one statistic. If someone in his eighties suffers the SR.me stroke 
or blow on the head this 'could be--

Mr. SOHEUER. And the same :fall. 
Mr. GOLDSMITH. The same fall . .An entirely different outcome be

cause of these qualitative factors. Research so far stresses the quan~ 
titative. It can only take us so far. We need another dimension to look 
at the whole equation. 

Mr. SCHEUER. The research only gives us numbers and quantifies 
but does not qualify. It does not give us the quality of the hurt and the 
injury. Is this not poor research ~ Should not the research give us 
some Sense of the impact of the crime against the elderly. And on any 
comparative scale in terms of the impact of the crime on the lives of 
elderly people, on a scale of 1 to 10 it has to be 9'. 

Mx. GOLDs:r.rITH. I would not say thf';d'':'+' is poor research. I think it is 
:fine research, but it can only go so far---each type of research can only 
take us so far. What you need is a wider variety. 

Mr. SOHEUER. ' You. are saying that some ,research is mi~ing? 
Mr. GOLDSMITH. I say there are several dimensions to the problem, 

and there is no one hest way to arrive at this information. 
Mr. SCHEUER. OK, what have we found from o.ur research ~ 
What have governments at the State and local level done with your 

:findings~ 
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Th'fr. GOLDSMITH. There has been increasing awareness. There have 
been conferences, there have been articles and newspapers and maga
zines have been alerting the public, the law enforcement communIty 
and the criminal justice community generally. There have also been a 
number of programs, many of them federally funded to sensitize the 
law enforcement community to better deal with the special problems 
of the older citizens. 

Ms. GoLDS~HTH. I would like to mr,ke one comment in regard to 
what we are doing, what we could do and what we might be doing cur
rently. I think there is a problem in the response that has been gen
erated recently. The initial reaction to this problem of crime agamst 
the elderly becoming a highly visible issue-which has only been in 
the last few years-has been that a do-something mentality 01' do
somethin~ reaction has set in. The intentions are very honorable and 
very aOOd.-which is to do something to help the victim or help pro
tec~ oider people better or to do something to inlprove the police 
attItude, to do something. 

But I think that as part o.f this, a lOot of money is beillO' spent
especially Federal money-to get a relatively small return. One thing 
that we should be doing that we are not is to evaluate if that's cost 
effective. I think, by and large, we don't really know. The program 
evaluation of many, federally funded programs has been very 1:>001'. I 
think that there is some question about what kind of long-range impact 
the spending of this kind of money and developing these h-inds of 
pro~ams can have unless there is more coordination and unless it is 
eValuated more fully. Because we really do not know for certain what 
is effective and what can be done. We could improve neiO'hborhood 
watch, escort services, llnd all these things as something ti;at can be 
done. The effectiveness is another matter. 

I think that there are deeper issues that should be dealt with, 
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to depart now, but 

before I go, I would like to recognize one of the distinguished ll',\em
bel'S of the Aging Committee of the House with whom I had a very 
fine meeting in Svracuse last year when we were there. He is a verv 
important memoer of our AglnO' C<:>mmittee and perhaps when Dr. 
Goldsmith has concluded, I woulil appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, if you 
could gi"ve my distinguishe~ collea~e the floor to make an opening 
statement and ask any questions he mIght have. 

Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate those kind 
words. Unfortunately, like most of us we all have other meetings and 
I have another meetlllg to go to in a few minutes, but I did want to 
drop b because I am very interested in this subject. I have done some 
work with the elderly in my area on victimization of the elderly. 

Mr. .SCHEUER. Mrs. Goldsmith, you mentioned broader issues a 
moment ago, what are those broader issues ~ 

Ms. GOLDSl\IlTH. Well, I think that crime cannot be divorced from 
other social and economic issues. 

I thi~k that ~l:e problem of crime against .the elderly is refated to 
the sOClal condItion of the elderly and the llladequate hOUSlllg, the 
i~adequa~e transportatio!l, discrimu!ation, f?rced retitrement-these 
kinds of Issues. I don't think you can Isolate crIme andfJry to solve it as 
if it were not connected very closed to these other issues. 

'----------------.~-------
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~fr. SCHEITER. Yes, Mrs. Goldsmith, I agree with what you say, it is 
a theoretical matter, but as a practical matter there are those who would 
say that's 9, copout because we are not going to reach nearby, tomorrow 
or next week or next month or next year or in this decade or probably 
jn the next decade, you know, we have been talking about a national 
health program which we urgently need. 

Now, we have heard nothing from the administration for that first 
year, and now they say they are O'oing to s~1,ld something up here at 
the end of their second year. Maybe they whi and maybe it will come 
up in the third year, and by the time we get around to discussing it, it 
will be in their fourth year which will now be election year. The reason 
is perfectly clear, we can't afford, or at least their perception is that 
we cannot afford a national health prO,2Tum. New Zealand, Australia, 
Canada, En~land, West Germany, and all the Scandanavian countries, 
Holland ana Belgium, almost every civilized country in the world cun 
afford a national health program of sorts, but we can't. OK~ So we are 
not going to solve our housing problems and our transportation prob
lems and our health problems and our school problems in the in1mediate 
future. Of course, we must work as a society to solve those problems in 
the long run, but as John :M:aynard Keynes said, the great British econ
omist] Sir Keynes said in the Ion 0' run we will all be dead. And that is 
especmlly true of the' elderly. They can't wait to resolve all of their 
problems in this society. 

In the short run there must be some targeted programs and policies
I should Bay policies and programs-to alleviate their problems while 
we m-:e trying desperately to solve all of the societal problems that you 
mentIOned., 

'Would my distinguished colleague, Mr. Roybal come up here and 
take the chaid 

Mr. ROYBAL. Surely. 
Mr. SCHEUER. So what we are asking you is, while we are solving 

all of these problems what do we zero in on-what perceptions have 
we gotten from the research that indicat~s that what we are doing 
we should do differently or things that we are not doing we should 
do or things we are doing we should stop doing. What perceptions 
have we achieved that we can apply to what the Federal, State and 
local governments are doing. 

How have they responded, and here we are, :Marlo Biaggi, Ed 
Roybal, Senator Pepper, myself. We are legislators, this is what you 
have put us in business to do and this is why you are paying us our 
salaries to 1:>e down here 5 days a week to be legislating. We go back 
to our districts 2 days a week to service our people there, but 5 days 
a week, pretty nearly 5£ weeks a year we are here legislating. 

"'''nat can you tell us we ought to do now ~"What specific programs 
can we encapsulate in ~aw that will help alleviate this desperate prob-
lem, crime against the elderly. " 

Now. :Ms. Goldsmith, we have had a little over 15 or 20 minutes of 
just give or take and if you feel y?U would like to read y?ur state
ment now, you, by aU means read It. But I have really enJoyed the 
,air£' ancI ta,ke and I propose that you just talk with us. W~ want to 
learn from you. If you think the best way you can teach us IS to read 
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it, by all means please- feel free to read it. You have been wonderful 
witnesses and we have-thoroughly enjoyed it. 

I would like Professor Goldsmlth to interrupt and get in there and 
participate. This is what we want, to learn from you. How can we do 
our job betted· . . 

Mr. GOLDSMITH. Therll'l are a number of experimental programs 
around, neighborhood w~ktch and escort services and specially trained 
police officers; dozens a7J.d dozens of innovative programs-

Mr. SC!IEUER. Let JIlj~ interrupt you by saying this: We have gone 
way over our time anfl we will continue to go over our time. 

r want to announ~e to the audience and to the other· witnesses, 
We will keep going aiter 12 o'clock. My next appointment is 3 o'clock 
I will not have any lunch, somebody will bring me in an apple. ,Va 
have gone, as I say, far above our alloted time and we are prepared 
to do that for the other witnesses so we will not knock off at 12 but 
will continue up to and including 3 o'clock. So any of you who are 
scheduled to t.estify, if YOUi don't think you can last through without 
a saf,q,wich you might want to go and get one now. 

Go ahead, Dr. Goldsmith. 
Mr. GOLDSMITH. To continue on the pojnt, I think there is a lot 

that is going on but there has not been a comprehensive overview in 
tying together a clearinghouse of information exchang:e of precisely 
what is going on and beyond that evaluating to find out what is 
effective and what is not. We really have not gotten to that point yet 
and I personally feel that that is what we should do in the near 
future is sort of take stock--

Mr. SCmmER. You are saying we should sort of look down from 
the mountaintop and take a look at the whole array of activity that 
has taken place, a sort of summing up or an evaluation. 

~fr. GOLDSMITH. Exactly. You know, in the last 3 y.ears there has 
been a wide array of programs. Different communities generating 
their own programs without communicuting with the neighboring 
commtmity thut mayor may not have a simllur program. 'l'here is a 
need for a lot of sharing and, beyond that, evaluating. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Now, what else can Mario Biaggi, Ed Roybal, and I 
do besides encourage, with funding the kind of evaluation you are 
talking about. What other fine tuning programs do you have to recom
mend to ue~ 

Ms. GOLtlSMITH. Well, you might look into leQjslation in other areas 
where vou. can have an impact for example, public housing. There has 
been a "lot of work done in terms of trying to improve housing and 
secu.rity~ and there is a lot of debate about age segregated housing for 
the elderly in public housing. 

I think maybe it i~,time to step back there for a minute and ask why 
we have to stick to oltl formulas for public housing-and that's a more 
fundamental issue. I mean, do we put olel people in a separate building 
or not, is not the only issue in pnblic housing. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Are you familiar with the work of Oscar N ewman ~ 
Ms. GOWSIDTH. Yes; I certainly am. r know that issue, but are you 

also aware that a great number of senior citizens groups dislike the 
concept of segregating people by age and creating what they refer to 
as age ghettos within public housing. 
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. Mr. SClIEUER. 'Well, I think that you are pointing toward an emerg
ing consensus that th~ elderly do not want to be isolated from the 
mainstream. They want to be part of the mainstream but in a some~ 
what protected situation, so that the kids are not running up and down 
their halls yelling and screaming and so the kids are not batting a ball 
against the wall of th.e apartment iu which t,hey live on the oth.er side. 

Mr. BrAGGI. Mr. Chairman ~ 
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes. 
Mr. BrAGGI. Let me address myself to that a little bit. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Certainly. 
Mr. BIAGGI. One of the few programs that I have dealt with. 11n.s 

had a most satisfactory effect on the senior citizens. 
What you are saying I have read in a few places, but my experience 

with. the senior citizen in segregated housin~ has been in direct con
flict with what you are saying and what otner people 'have written. 
I have visited. 01, I imagine I must have visited 2,000 ()r 3,000 such 
places. 

In my judgment we have not built enough. We have not provided 
enough funding for seniol' citizens and for every apartment available 
we have 100 applicants. The chairman says it may not be the optimum 
and perhaps it 1S not. Perhaps they might like some l..-ind of integrated 
housing and as the chairman added very wisely wit!:. that sense of 
security. 

Well we have come to that conclusion, please come back because it 
is my observation that that. is most difficult to attain. 

Ms. GOLDSMITH. I think you are misunderstanding what I am saying. 
Mr. BL\.r.oI. Let me ask you one more question. 
The Congress has voted for housing, the Con!!Tess has voted for 

nc1ditional jobs, the Congress has appropriated billions and thousands 
every year for education, that's long range and it will be long beyond 
your hfetime and my lifetime before we reach utopia. We are talking 
in terms of now, not once-let me ask you one question. I won't guar
reI ,with your suggestion. 

Ms. GOLDSMITH. It was not a suggestion, sir. I think you misunder
stood what I said. I was not taking a side on this issue. I was not 
arguing for or against it. I was asking, is that the only issue in public 
housing ~ I was taking the position it was not. 

Mr. BIAGGI. I'm sure it is not. 
Let me pose a que,c;;tion to y'OU. We have mnny of these young men 

and women who commit crimes against the elderly. We have records 
where they have committed crimes, not once, twice, or three times bu.t 
as high as 53 times; but they have never been incarcerated because 
the age prescribed, at least 1ll the State of New York by law, 16 
which. means a criminal, if he is a juvenile, will not be incarcerated 
for robbery if that would be the crime. 

'What would your view be toward reducing the age so that they can 
be treated in the same fashion as adults when they commit those 
crimes of It hideous nature. . 

Ms. GOLDSMITH. In N 8'\9' Y -Cl'..~ is it 21 ~ 
Mr. BrAGGI. No; juvenile delinquency is 16. 
Ms. GOLDSMITH'. Reducing that age ~ 
Mr. BlAGGI. ~at~ 
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Ms. GoLDSMITH. You suggest reducing the age from 16 to a lower 
age~ 

Mr. BlAGGI. Right. 
Ms. GOLDSMlTiI. No; I would net be in favor oitha t. 
I would be in favor of spending th~ money that you requIre to do 

that on preventive programs. 
Mr. BlAGG!. Thank you very much. That's all I havfl. 
Mr. SCHE1JER. Mr. Roybal ~ 
Mr. ROnAL. I have been very interested in the exchange you had 

with my colleague from New York with regard to the lowering of the 
age that persons can be prosecuted as adults, from 18 to 16 ;years. 

I must say that I agree with you. Our hearings have :indIcated that 
there is a great deal 'Of crime aga:inst the elderly by those who are 16 
years of age and under. No line yet has come forward "and told the 
committee that the solution "I'[ould be the reduct:on of the age limit 
for criminal prosecution as ali adult. Sociolo~sts, however, have come 
forward and have made the recommendatlon that more attention 
should be focused in the area of prevention. 

I realize this is a controversial area. Some may disagree with the 
position that you have taken and the position that I at this time en
dorse, but nevertheless, I think that a great deal still has to be d~ lle 
to further study the problem so that we can come up with some kind 
of solution. 

'What we find at the present time is that senior citizens are greatly 
victimized by young people. It is not the senior citizen victimizing 
the senior citizen. The hearings we held here in "Washington, D.C., 
clearly indicated that most of the victimization of senior CItizens was 
perpetrated by young men and women 18 years of age and under, and 
that a good many of them were ill the 13-, 14:-, and 15-year-old category. 

Most of the crimes we heard about involved purse snatching. Many 
times they Were knocked down and even kicked. In a lot of instances 
they were kicked in the face. So that does happen quite often. It is a 
problem we have to look at very carefully, and I am not sure that any 
recomm£!ndation to incarcerate a youngster and treat him as an adult 
would solve the problem. I agree with you that the matter of preven
tion is something that should be studied. 

Ms. GOLDs:r.rr.rn. I think that perhaps the taking of the moneys that 
would be 'required to incarcerate these young people and spending it 
on programs that would improve the daily lives and security of the 
eJderly would be better. 

Incarceration of a large number of people for a long period of time 
is a very expensive proposition ~n.d I submit-perhaps especially in 
this case-not B,n optlmal spending ox resources. 

Mr, ;ROYBAL. Of .course, we ml,l,U; ~'ealize that this is a gray area. 
T?-er~ ~s a lO,t ?f dIsagreement as VJ what can be done. We are just 
discussmg tIllS m very general terms, and not really seekinQ' solutions 
at this moment. 0 

Mr. SCIlllUER, :rhank you ,:"e11T much~ Congressman Roybal. 
Now, ~ would hke to re~ogIllze Con~resswoman Marilyn Lloyd. wl10 

serves >yIth me on the SCl~nce and Technology Committee which, of 
course~ IS the parent commIttee to our subcommitte and she also serves 
on the Select Committee on Aging, So she really comes with a vel'y 
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dual concern and a great depth of interest and we nre delightell to 
ha"\1e her here. 

r would be very happy to have you make a statement, Marilyn, or 
ask questions. 

Mrs. LLOYD. Thank you nry much. 
Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that r did arrive late, but Iwus at two 

other subcommittee meetings. r did not get to hear the testimony but 
the consensus it seems to me is that we all have agreed with the same 
thing, that we really do not have any objectives that we co,n really 
go toward. Is that the consensus of opinion ~ 

Ms. GO:WSMIT:H. I think you cannot come up with solutions ri O'ht 
now to the problems. I do not think that enough is known about w:6.at 
the problem is or what is effective in combating it yet. 

Mrs. LLOYD. But don't you think it would vary in the rural areas, 
the urban areas ~ 

Ms. GOLDsMr.rn. The pattern of crime, yes. 
:i\<frs. LLOYD. I talked to my elderly in Chattanooga at 0, townhall 

meeting recently and they are "\1ery disturbed about it in their hous
ing projects. If they cannot be secure in this small of a area, in the 
so-called Bible belt in the South, then this problem is not confined 
to the northern areas. These people too are frightened, afru.id to get 
out of the house at night. 

I was very concerned about the fact. I asked the police department 
why we do not have adequate men on dut.y who can patrol these 
areas. So, I sort of thought, well, maybe we could do a little bit bet
ter, why do we not put more of Oiu' elderly in one of our housing proj
ects. hd, 01 course, this is certainly not agree!l.ble to those over 65 at 
all. Would you care to comment on this ~ 

Ms. Go:WSMIT:H. We had touched on that briefly a moment ago. 
There are a great many recommendations, as the chairman pointed 
out, and the studies of Oscar Newman, in New York, that anvocate 
age segregated housing :in public housing units by the elderly because 
of the dramatically lowered victimization rate when this happens. 

Mr. SOHEUER. But he is not talking about se~regation and having 
a whole project of elderly. He is saying that if there are three or four 
buildings, we should have one of them for the elderly so when they 
go outside there are kids, they can babysit, they are involved in a 
total community, but they are in their own building and they are in 
a protected situation. 

Ms. GOLDSMIT:H. r have also heard of a proposal that would not 
eliminaw all young people from a project, but maybe only "\1ery young 
children from a project. In other words, it could be almost an adult 
community where only older children were allowed. 

Mr. SOHE"U.ER. As a potential grandfather, I do not think I would 
like that. You couldn't get me dead or alive to live in a buildinO' that 
did not have young kids. C 

Mrs. LLOYD. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. 
What is being done to those that commit these crimes, those who 

are under 18 ~ Basically, what is it ~ 
Ms. GoLDSMITH. I -do not want to make generalized statements. 
Mrs. LLOYD. Do they pa't them on the hand ~ 
Ms. GOLDSMITH. That seems to be the feeling of a lot of people, 

yes. That is tme not just for people who commit crimes against the 
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older people, but for others as well, that there should be tougher pen-
alties-or that was on(' point of view anyway. . 

Mrs. LLOYD. Well, as fl· ';,dother I firmly believe ill the system of re
wards. I mean, this canoe a positive approach an~ it can o}so be a 
ne~~!\;e approach; but, for the record's sake, I dIsagree wlth you. 
It' we should have: stricter penalties for those who commit crim~s 
against the elderly, if they are 13 or 14 or up to 18. If th~y commlt 
this crime they are old enough to know what they are domg, and I 
certainly think there should be stiffer penalties for those acts. 

I will disagree with you on this, Thank you very much. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Thank you, Congresswoman Lloyd. 
I think one of the things that elderly people want is to be involved, 

to be useful, to be wanted, to be needed and one way they can help is 
takin~ care of younger kids. They can babysit and they do all kinds 
of things with yOU1lg kids while mothers and rathers are working. 

So I think to structure communities for elderly people with no 
youn~ kids is really a mindless exercise. Maybe the 12- to 16-year
olds threaten the elderly, but not little kids. So as I said~ as a poten
tial grandfather, I would say that an elderly community that bars 
small kids would be a very barren, sterile thing. 

Well, I understand you have to go back to your teaching, Professor. 
Let me make just a couple of points before you. gf. If you are late, 
please tell them that we insisted on holding you over here way beyond 
the time because you were such stimulating, thoughtful witnesses. 

Second, I wish to thank you very, very much for your acquired as
sistl,l.nce in helping us organize these hearings. We are going to have 
sor.~e future hearings on lIUD reses.reh and we very much hope 
that you can pick your brains on that. 

Third and most important of all, I want to express my sense of pride 
in the kind of work you are doing. A number of us exactly 10 years 
ago supported a research arm in the .J ustice :Department, the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. I was the House 
author of that legislation along with Congressman Bob McClory, of 
illinois. Ten years ago there was no research fraternity in the field 
of criminal justice. 

One or two schools around the country, the John Jay School in 
New York, one on the west coast, one at Northwestern, t think, and 
that was about it. There really was no research fraternity and because 
a little nourishment was provided, we have today a really dynamic, 
tertific research community in the .field of criminn.l justice in which 
you two are playing a very wonderiulleadership role and that gives 
all of us a sense of real pride. We do not want to legislate just shoot
ing from the hip. We do not want to legislate through demagogy and 
through responding to know-nothing pressures. We want to produce 
legislation that works, legislation tJiat helps, legislation that is cost
effective, legislation that produces results . .And we are just not going 
to be able to do that unless We have able, proper, hard-headed scholar
ly people like you who are pointing-who are giving us some new 
directions and some new insights. 

I think many approaches of the past have proven that they have not 
wor~ed and we want to know why . .As a liberal I am disappointed that 
many of the liberol solutions, the haH-way houses, the released work-
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time and other so~called liberal causes do not seem to have effected the 
pursuit of this quest. 

We have to find out why these programs didn't work and we have 
to adopt programs that do. The whole new fraternity in which you 
have played a leading role is helping us and it will help us more in 
the future and I want to express my deep appreciation to the two of 
you. for having played such remarkable and productive leadership 
roles in this whole new fraternity in criminal justice research. 

Ed, do yoa have anything~ 
Mr. RoYBAL. No, sir. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Marilyn ~ 
Mrs. LLOYD. No, thank you. 
Mr. SCHEUER. So with those words, we thank you 'Very, very much 

for your testimony and we apologize for keeping you far beyond your 
normal time. . 

rVe are now going to get into victimology. 
Now, the first thing Dr. Richard ]f. Sparks of the School of 

Criminal Justice at Rutgers University in Newark, N.J. has to explain 
to me is: v\11at does "victimology" mean and, then we win get on with 
the rest of Dr. Sparks' testimony. 

STATEMnT OF RICHARD F. SPAItKS, Ph. D., SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEWARK, N.l. 

1l£r. SPARKS. To answer your question about what is victimology, 
that term was invented about 20 years ago by an Israeli lawyer named 
Mendelsohn. 

As a general term, "victimology" encompasses a whole range of 
types of research on victims. 
-1fr. SCHEUER. Victimology means the study of victims. 

Mr. SPARKS. Of victims, particularly the victims of crime. Some 
researchers want to talk about victims as a group as if victims all have 
something in common-whether they are victims of accidents, victims 
of illnesses, or whatever. 

Mr. SOHEt;IER. Well, you. could say there is a certain psychological 
trauma of being a victim of anything. 

Mr. SPARKs. I suppose so. But crime is the afea that I am interested 
in and knowledgeable about, and about which I would like to talk. 
I know you are interested in research on crime and criminal justice, 
so I would like to talk a bit about the method of studying victims by 
means of victimization surveJ'S-

Before I talk about these SUrYb,).!}, perhaps I could give you a little 
sense of my own background in this area. In 1973, when I was on the 
faculty at the Institute of Criminology in Cambridge, England, I 
carried out a victimization survey in three areas in London. ",Ve were 
partly concerned to test the methodology, but we wanted also to find 
out more than was known at the time about victimization in that 
country. 

After that, I came back to this country :in 1974; I served as con
sultant to the N aHonal Academy Panel that evaluated the ongoing 
surveys that the Census Bureau has carried out for LEU. So in 
addition to having done some of my own research in this area, I have 
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some knowledge of the National Crime Panel surveys and their results. 
I think thut victimization surveys for the moment are our main 

source of information about victims in genern.land crimes against the 
elderly in particular. As you know, the uniform crime reports con~ 
tain no information at all on victims. Some police forces do routinely 
collect these data, but they d~'n1t get published. 

,Yell, I ,:ill come back a little later to the police records of crime 
because I think that as a research method--

:Mr. SCHEUER. Do y{)U think that crime reports ought to require 
information about victims ~ Age, sex, physical condition: financial 
r.!ondition, where they live, what kind of neighborhoods, that kind of 
thing. V\T ould that be helpful to research ~ 

Mr. SPARKS. Yes and no. I do not think it would be helpful to publish 
it in the uniform crime reports yolume that the FBI :puts out. It 
would be helpful if individual police forces collected that miol'mation 
more than they do at the moment. 

Some of them do. 
~fr. SCHEUER. Either make it a standard requirement that they 

report or they are not going to report it, isn't that true ~ 
Mr. SPARKS. Well, do you melJ,n--
Mr. SOHEUER. Is there any middle road ~ 
:Mr. SPARKS. If the FBI would require them to report that informa

tion, that might be a strategy for getting them to coll~ct the informa
tion. It has only been through a prodding by the FBI that police 
forces have collected statistiC',s in the detail that they have, so it would 
probably be good strategy. 

Mr. SCIIEUEIt. I mean, it costs money to ask a question. I think they 
figure in the census every additional question costs $25 million or 
something like that. I don't know. 

I know when we do a privat.e poll talkinO' to about 200 people, each 
additional qUl'stion costs $700, 80 you wou9.d think twice before you 
just loaded il). a lot of unnecessary questions. 

On a cost-benefit basis you are suggesting that even though it costs 
them extra money and time, it is well worth it in terms of the insights 
with which we approach the problems of victims. 

Mr. SrAlUts. I would agree with that entirely. 
Turning to the queshon of crime against the elderly and the general 

dimensions of the problem. I think the impression is very often given 
and this is 3. quantitative problem: People describe the Victimization 
of the elderlv as substantial or significant or frequent, and the imJ?res
sion given is' that it is increasing. The available evidence, in my judg
ment, shows that that is just not the case. Our best rtvn;ilable evidence 
from the National Crime Panel surveys and other victimization sur
veys, as you have heard, is that victimization decreases with age and 
that in particular, people over 65 are much less likely to be victims 
than people under that age. 

Now, this is so for the National 0rime Panel; for most of the 39 
city-level surveys whi<\h have been done to date-:.....except that people 
over 65 report more personal larceny with contact, purse snatching,and 
that sort of thing. But that conclusion is one that also emerges from 
'Victim surveys done in {)ther countries. We Iound it in my London SU'l:
vey, for example, and it also has been found in surveys of violent vic-
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tjmization in several other (:ountries. So we are not talking about a. 
large-scale quantitative problem here. . 

There are sonie qualifications that you have to make with sur
vey data, and I think they are very important. This is a relatively new 
research method, and I think that we have to treat some or the fi..'ldings 
of the surveys rather cal'efuIly and not jump to conclusions on the 
basis of them. 

",VE'; know, for example, that these surveys also tend to under
estimate the amount of crime just because some peopJe forget incidents 
or they don't mention them to the interviewer. At the moment we 
do not Jmow whether the elderly are more likely to forget things 
than other people. 

The second thing is the statistic that is now used to measure vic
timL'.:Hif"'n; this relates to a point you made in your opening l'emal'ks, 
:Mr. Chairman. 

The victimization rate is the only statistic that LE~\.A. publishes 
in its reports on these surveys, but it' is very misleading. You work out 
a yjctimization r11.te by taking the total number of victimizations, lQt's 
say in a group of people over 65, and dividing it by the number of peo
ple in that group. But we lmow that there is small number of people 
who get victimized more than once in any given particular period. So 
if It ma!l is victimized four times, he gets counted four times in the 
numerator of it and only once in the denominator. So the result of that 
is it inflates the rate and you can't use it as a measure o.f risk. 

Now, just to take some ball park figures1lefs say we had 2 million 
victimizations committed against 20 million elderly people. You could 
not jump from that to the conclusion that the elderly as a group have a 
1 in 10 chance of beina a victim. For most of them the rIsk would be 
much lower, but then there would be this very small group with a very 
much higher risk. 

:Mr. SCHEUER. You think some of them are victimized more th!tI1 once 
in the course of the year? 

:Mr. S:PARKS. Oh, indeed. Some of them are victimized so oftoan that 
they can't remember dates und particular incidents, So there is an ex
tremely small group who are disproportionately accounting for It lot 
of the victimization. And again we do not know at the moment wlu:ither 
this is more serious with the elderly than with younger people. 

Mr. SCllEUER. Well, shouldn't we find out what tl~e characteristics 
are of that group and whether there isn't some l'easonable wp.y that 
they can minimize the risk to themselves ~ There are may be something 
about their conduct that makes them crime prone or vIctim prone. It 
seems that the research ouaht to tell us about that, and maybe they 
could be c('c\mseled to help them to rearrange their lives withont lock
ing themj~to their apartments. I am not suggesting that we convert 
them all into shut-ins, but it L~~~W be that there is something 
crimogenic about. the way they ol':.,>1inize their lives and reasonable 
steps could be tn.ken by them to reduce the danger of ~ttack without 
circumscribing their activities. \r 

Mr. SPARKs. I a e with that. It is a very importltnt problem; 
it was only realizervery recently that the distribution lor victimiza
tion wa~ as I described it, with this small gro~, of mUltiple victims. 

Mr. RoYBAL. Wouldn't that statistic bo eqft~l.&ed so to speak by tho 
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fact that there all'e many victims who never report crimes committed 
agltinst them . 
. Mr. SPARKs. You are talking now about vi'3timization as measured 
by surveys, where people are asked directly if they have been victims 1 

~1:r. RoYBAL. Yes; but in order to get a true figure, I suppose you 
must also examine police records of I'sported crimes. In compiling the 
statistics, one must' take into account the fact that polico departments 
throughout the country claim that senior citizens do not report crimes, 
Is that taken into consideration with regard to research on the victim· 
ization rate of senior citizens ~ 

l\fr. SPARKs. I'm sorry, ~Ir. Roybal, taken into consideration by 
whom ~ Do you mean by LEU in its measure of victimization? 

Mr. ROYBAL. Yes. 
Mr. SPARKS. Well, there are two problems here. 
One is that sC'me people don't report things that happen to them to 

the survey interviewers, and of course, in those instances if they don't 
mention rncidents, if they are forgotten or whatever, th6Y can't be 
included in the victimization reports. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Perhaps I may have misunderstood. I think you said 
that people 65 years of age are 'less likely to be victimized. 

Mr. SPARKS. They are less likely to report being victimized, yes, 
than younger people. 

Mr. RoYBAL. So then they are less likely to report being victimized. 
But they could actually be victimized to a greater extent than indio 
cated by the surveys because they often fail to report crimes. 

Mr. SPARKs. Well, I think that is unlikely, but for the moment we 
don't know whether they are more likely to' forget or fail to mention 
things than younger people. This is one of the things-

Mr. ROYnAt-. WeU, how then do you discover the rate of 'rictimiza
tion of senior citizE)ns ~ 

Mr. SPARKS. I'm sorry? 
Mr. ROYBAL. How do you reach or come to the conclusion as to what 

the rateis~ 
Mr. SPARKS. Well, from the surveys they I~Ount up the total number 

of ·victimization incidents that are mention.ed by people whom they 
interview, and let's say we are talking ab01Jlt people age 65 and over, 
they take the total number or incidents that those people mention and 
they divide it by the number of people that they interview or the 
population estjmate. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Yes; but you also said that i.30me of these victims are 
victimized more thrm once. 

Mr. SPARKs. Yes; at the moment that is disbl'Uised. 
Mr. RoYBAL. On the other hand, then, can you develop a procedure 

for taking into account those individuals who are victimized but fail 
to report the crimes. Is there some way of figuring out what the norm 
would be in a situation of that kind ~ 

Mr. SPArotS. No; theoretically it is possible to investigate that ques
tion. For example, you could start with people that you know that 
have reported crimes to the police and you could go arotmd and inter
view them and see how many of them mention the crime to the survey 
interviewer. . 

I did it in my own particular survey, that particular kind of re
. search and we found that older people were no less likely to forget 
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than the younger people, but it could be different in a survey being 
clone in this country. lfor the moment, we just don't have a handle on 
that problem that you mentioned. 

But it is important not to take that rate and jump right to a measure 
of risk because the rate exaggerates risk for the great majority of 
people and it understates for this kind of a minority. 

Now, I really--
Mr. SCHEUER. May I interrupt you for one moment. 
I would like to welcome Congressman Ted Risenhoover of Okla

homa a very distinguished Member of the Select Committee on the 
~aing und Ted; we are running very informal hearings and if you 
have a question please interrupt, or if you have, a statement we would 
be very happy to hear it. 

Mr. RISENHOOVER. No statement. Thank you very much. 
Mr. SOHEUER. OK. If you feel like asking a question interrupt. Go 

ahead, Mr. Sparks. 
Mr. SPARKS. Weil, there are some other qualifications that we need 

to-if I may just address that point that you mentioned, Mr. Chairman. 
As I said, this is a very recent problem, it has only been recognized 

in the last, I would say, 5 years among researchers, that there is a 
small group of apparently victimization prone people. Whether they 
are just unluck;y or wht;~ther they do something to expose· themselves 
to unnecessary rIsks, We don't know at the moment. 

It is, however, 3 very difficult problem. It is a needle-in-the-haystack 
problem, because this group is very small. And while I think it is a top 
priori~y for research in the area of victimization, I think it is going to 
be a very difficult problem to tackle satisfactorily. , 

Another thing that these surveys do, too, at the moment-and I'm 
sure you realize this--is, they lump everybody age 65 and over to
gether in one category . .And that obviously doesn't permit us to get 
a very good handle on victimization of the elderly in any precise way. 
There are micro data tapes available to researchers, and you can do a 
finer analysis with those tapes, but I have not seen any such analysis 
yet. 

Mention has been made of the risk factor in relation to the fact that 
the elderly don't go out as of tell. I think that is almost certainly part Qf 
the explanation of their lower victimization rate. Now, in my survey in 
London we asked people-before we talked about crimes at ail, we 
asked them "How many nights a week on the average do you go out ~" 
And we found, just as you would expect, that the older people were, the 
less often they went out; and when we compared 65-year-old people 
who went out twice a week with 25-year-old people who went out twice 
a week, their victimization rates becom(~ more similar. They weren't 
identical, but they became more similar. 

Curiously LEAA is asking-in a so-call\":=iattitude questionnaire
a very similar ~uestion: "How often do you go out in the evenings for 
entertainment~ , Nothing about crime. They haven't analvzed this 
question yet in relation to victimization, and I'm sure if they did sO, 
they would find something similar to my findings. 

Now, maybe part of the reason that people don't go out is that they 
a,C'.e afraid of onme, but I don't think that is the only or most important 
reason. As people get older they tend to cut their social lives back for 
all sorts of reasons that have nothing at all to do with crime. It is also 
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Mr. SOHEUER. Well, now, wait a minute. How do you ask the ques
tion of an elderly person that will give you a true perception of 
whether they do or don't fear crime as sort of a major intrusion on 
their lives ~ 

Mr. SPARKS. Well, there are a variety of ways of tryinO' to get at 
that, I am suggestin~ that you don't just ask them straig11t out the 
question, "Are you afraid of crime~" 

I might give you a little example nom my own research. In some 
of our pilot work I was interviewing a man in Cambridge and I asked 
him, "Is there a lot of crime around here~" He was an elderly man 
and he immediately launched into a long discussion of how terrible 
conditions were, and how much crime there was, and how much van
dalism there was, and so :forth and so on. And it pretty soon became 
clear that his talk about crime was symbolic, it was a vehicle for him 
to express a lot of other discontent that he felt with his life, and he 
ended up after about 20 I;\1inutes saying, "Well, yo'tt know, things 
aren't really much worse than they were when I was a boy." 

Now, in our research in London" we started off asking people a lot 
of questions about their neighborhoods. Did they like the neighbor
hood, would they be happy to leave and so forth and so on. A.. fair 
number of them said they didn't like their neighborhoods, they were 
terrible places and they wanted to get out. So when they said. that" 
we asked why? And at that point almost nobody mentioned crime. And 
about 5 minutes later in the interview we came back and said, "Is there 
much crime around here?" And the ones who had previously expressed' 
discontent with their neighborhoods then said there was a lot oIcrime,. 
t~ey were much more willing than others to say there was a lot of 
crIme. 

Mr. SCHEUER. 'What kind of neighborhoods were these 1 
Mr. S:PARKS. There was a mixture. We had-I don't know if you 

mow London. There were three areas: Brixton, which is the htr,gest 
West Indian community in London and another one was an East End: 
working class area; and Kensington, a rich middle-class area. 

Mr. SCHEtTER. Well, you know, in my district I have all kinds of 
neighborhoods and I have one that is a very low-income neighborhood, 
but they don't seem to be terribly concel'lled about crime and the rate 
o! crime is. quite high but they don't talk about it a lot. They talk 
about housmg and jobs and so forth.. . . 

I have another neighborhood that 13 a mIddle mcome, blue collar' 
large scale housing project with its own internal police force, and they 
must have 10,000 or 15,000 people living there in 25 different high rise 
buildings, a police force of about 40 security officers, and a crime-free 
oasis. But, of course i:f there is a burglary it goes through that project 
like wildfire and they have a couple of them a year. It is still a crime
free oasis. But when you talk to people in that--

Mr. S:PARKs. They are scared to death. 
Mr. SCHEUER. They are scared to death, right. And they will ten you 

verbatim about every incident that has happened in that community 
in the last 5 years, all the :facts surrounding each incident. 

Whereas an incident where crime is an everyday happenstance-
Mr. S:PARKS. That's a very general finding. 

24:-224-78-5 
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One of the strange things that these surveys are showing us-the 
-crime panel sUl\Teys show it and so do those in other countries-is that 
fear of crime, beliefs about crime, attitudes about crime really have re
markably little to do with a person's experience as a vi~tim. In fact, 
there are some studies which suggest that nonvictilIlis express more 
fear than victims and that maybe--' 

Mr. SCHEmm. Do these surveys show whether they had relatives or 
friends or in:unediate family who were victims? 
. Mr. SPARJ.?3. That, to my knowledge has not been investigated. Not 
ill any detail. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Congressman Risenhoover, do you have any questions 
-or any comments to make ~ 

Mr. RISENHOOVER. No. 
Mr. SCHEUER. All right, continue Doctor. 
Mr. SPARKS. I think this is illustrated by the problem of the elderly 

because, as you said, they have a relatively low risk of crime) but they 
.express relatively high fear. Not all that much higher, iI)cidentally 
than the you.lJ.ger people, but because the risk is lower it is dispropor
tionate. 

This is what we need, I believe, to try and understand in the future 
r\,sea1'ch. Not so much the factors that lead to the risk of crime, but 
the origins of the fea.r of crime that people express despite facing- a 
~~elatively low risk. It is also important to try and create some kmd 
.olf. env.ironment where elderly residents would feel secure as well as 
bemg 1:easonably safe. 

Could 1 conclude my briefing by saying a couple of words about what 
I think O'llr priorities in future research in this area should be, and say 
something about the methods that could be used. 

As I have. already said, victimization surveys are our most compte
h.ensive source of data. These surveys, at the moment, have their limita
tions and their imperfect1ons, and we do need to be cautious in draw
ing conclusions from them, but they are still an important research 
tool. 

After the National Academy's panel report, LEAA is reevalu~ 
-ating these surveys. At one time they proposed to stop collecting data 
-entirely; now, I understand they have revised that plan, and they are 
going to continue collecting data lmtil this June, and after that to 
collect at a reduced rate so as to allow more research of a methodologi
-cal. developmental kind. 

I think that is the right course. That developmental work should 
have been done 5 years -ago, but it is important to do it now and to 
make these surveys continue in a more informative form in the future. 
We should not forget that the first surveys of this kind were done only 
12 years ago, and 12 years is a very short time in any science and espe
cially in the social sciences. So even though I have indicated some 
shortcomings of the surveys in their present form, I believe they are 
potentially the most important research method that we have in this 
-area. 

I don't think that for studying a lYt:oblem like cnme agains~ t~e 
·~lderly that we can rely on surveys entIrely. As I have already mdl
rated, I think it is a localized. Ptobl('m and even a citywide survey is 
in danger of missing' particular neighborhoods like the one you men-
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Mr. SOHEUER. Well, now, wuit a minute. How do you ask i~le ques
tion of an elderly person that will give you a true perception of 
whether they door don't fear crime as sort of a major intrusion on 
their lives ~ 

Mr. SPARXS. Well, there are a variety of ways of tryinG" to get at 
that, I am suggesting that you don't just ask them straight out the 
question, "Are you afraid of crime~" 

I might give you a little example from my own research. In some 
of our pilot work I was interviewing a man in Cambridge and I askecl 
him, "Is there a lot of crirne around here 1" He was an elderly ma11 
and he immediately launched into a long discussion of how terrible 
conditions were, and how much crime there was, and how much van
dalism there was, and so forth and so on. And it pretty soon became 
clear that histn.lk about crime was symbolio, it was a vehicle for him 
to express a lot of other discontent that he felt with his life, and he 
ended up after about 20 minutes saying, "Well, you know, things. 
aren't really much worse than they were when I was a boy." 

Now, in our re!learch in London we start~d off asking people a lot 
of questions about their neighborhoods, Did they like the nei~hbor
hood, would they be happy to leave and so forth and so on. A fair 
number of them said they didn't like their neighborhoods, they were 
terrible places and they wanted to get out. So when they said thatr 
we asked why ~ And at that point almost nobody mentioned crime. And 
about 5 minutes later in the interview we came back and said, "Is there 
much crime around here ?11 .And the ones who had previously expressed 
discontent with their neighborhoods then said there was a lot of crime,. 
th.ey were much more willing than others to say there was a lot of 
crl1ne. 

Mr. SCHEUER. What kind of neighborhoods were these ~ 
lVIr. SPARKS. There was a mixture. We had-I don't know if you 

know London. There were three areas: Brixton, which is the In,rgest 
West Indian community in London and another oria was an East End 
working class area; and Kensington, a rich middle-class area. 

lVIr. SCHEUER. Well, you know, in my djstrict I have all kinds of 
neighborhoods.und I have one that is a very low-income neighborhood, 
but they don't seem to be terribly concerned about crime and the rate' 
a! crime is quite high but they don't talk about it a lot. They talk 
about housing and jobs and so forth. 

I have Ilnother neighborhood that is a middle income, blue collar 
IBrge scale housing project with its own internal police force, and they 
must have 10,000 or 15,000 people living there in 25 different high rise
buildin~, a police force of about 40 securit,y officers, and a crime-free 
oasis. But, of course if there is a burglary it goes through that project 
like wildfire and they have a couple of them a year. It is still a crime
free oasis. But when you talk to people in that-

Mr. SPARXS. They are scared to death. 
Mr. SCHEUER. They are scared to death, right. And they will ten vou 

verbatim about every incident that has happened in that comm1.u1ity 
in the last 5 years, aU the facts surrounding each incident. 

Whereas an incident where crime is an everyday happenstance
Mr. SPARXS. That's a very genetal finding. 

24-224-78-5 
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One of the strange things that these surveys are showing us-the 
-crime panel surveys show it and so do those in other countries-is that 
fear of crime, beliefs about crime, attitudes about crime really have re
markably little to do with a person's experience as a victim. In fact, 
there are some studies which suggest that nonvictims express more 
fear than victims and that maybe- . 

Mr. SCHEUER. Do these surveys show whether they had relatires or 
friends or immediate family who were victims 1 

Mr. SPARKS. That, to my knowledge has not been investigated. Not 
in any detail. 
. Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman Risenhoover, do you have any questions 
-or any comments to make ~ 

Mr. RL'iENROOVER. No. 
Mr. SCHEUER. All right, continue Doctor, 
Mr. SPARKS. I think this is illustrated by the problem of the elderly 

because, as you said, they have a relatively low risk of crime, but they 
-express relatively high fear. Not all that much higher, incidentally 
than the younger people, but because the risk is lower it is dispropo:r:'-' 
iionate. \\. 

'rhis is what we need, I believe, to try and understand in the future 
research. Not so much the factors that lead to the risk of crime, but 
-the origins of the fear of c.rime that people express despite facin~ a 
relatively low risk. It is also important to try and create some kmd 
<If environment where elderly residents would feel secure as well as 
being reasonably safe. 
. Could I conclude my briefing by saying a couple of words about what 
I think our priorities in future research in tIllS area should be, and say 
something about the methods that could be used. 

As I have already said, victimization surveys are our most compre
hensive source of data. These surveys, at the moment, have their limit a
iions and their imperfections, and we do need to be cautious in draw
ing conclusions from them, but they are still an important research 
tool. 

.Aiter the National Academy's panel report~ LEU is reevalu
·s.ting these surveys. At one time they proposed to stop collecting datt\ 
'Cntirely; now, I understand they have revised that plan, and they are 
going to continue collecting data until this June, and after that to 
collect at a reduced rate so as to allow mora research of a methodologi-
-cal, developmental kind. . 

I think that is the right course. That developmental work should 
have been done 5 years ago, but it is important to do it now and to 
make these surveys continue in a more informative form in the future. 
We should not forget that the first surveys of this kind were done only 
12 years UIrO, ancl12 years is a very short time in any science and espe
cially in the social sciences. So even thoulrh I have indicated sOme 
shortcomings of the surveys in their present lorm, I believe they are 
potentially the most important research methode· that we have in this 
-area. 

I don't think t.hat for studying a probJem like crime against the 
-elderlv thnt we can rely on sn:rvevs entirely. As I have already indi~ 
('ated,VI think it is a localizerl. problem and even a citywide sun-try is 
in danger of missing particular neighborhoods like the one you men-
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tioned where perceptions of crime and the risk of crime and so forth 
(}an change practically from street to street. 

You can conduct very localized victim surveys; for example, just 
go to particular neighborhoods. But that still is a very expensive 
method of doing research, and in the crime panel surveys, for ex
ample, take any 6-month 'Period and. only abo,ut 10 p~rc~n~ of. those 
that are interviewed, nationally mentlOn any kmd of vlctImlzatIOn at 
all. Obviously then you are talking to 90 percent of your sample for 
nothing. 

Even if you went to a high-crime neighborhood you might contact 
no more than 30 or 40 percent of the people who were victims and 
that's still a very expensive way to get your information. That's the 
:i'eason why I suggested earlier that police records of crime could be 
used here. II we can 'Persuade the police-and perhaps the FBI is the 
best to do the persuading-to collect those data on age and sex and the 
neighborhood and so forth of the victim, then we can work from that 
directly. 

Another possibility is that if they will at least collect basic things 
like age and sex, which a lot of them routinely do now, we can use 
them for what in the technical jargon is called a sampling frame. 
We could use them as a way of identifying victims who could then be 
interviewed and followed up and so forth. And once these data were 
collected~ starting from police records-where by definition, all people 
involved had some experience with crime and contributed something to 
the data-once we got data from all of these people, they might help 
118 to identify high-risk areas und high-risk groups, and they could 
also give us more information about the consequences of victimiza
tion. For example, the extent to which victims' needs are being met by 
-compensation programs and that kind of thing. 

So I think it is well worth supporting research of that kind based 
'On police records as well as the more general survey approach. that 
the National Crime Panel represents. 

1fr. ,SCHEUER. Thank you very much. . 
Congressman Roybal ~ 
)Ir. ROYBAL. No questions. 
}fro SCHEUER. Congressman Risenhoover ~ 
)fr. RISENHOOVER. No questions. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Well, just one last question, Dr. Sparks, Your testi

mony has been very interesting and we have asked several questions. I 
11!1ve one las~ question. Here,we are, sitting ~ere as legislators; what 
kUld of speCIfic progr~mmatIc recommendatIOns do you have for us; 
research 'Programs ano. other kinds of progran:s that would address 
themselves to crime against the elderly. Can you give us some specific 
fine-tune recommendations ~ 

MI'. SPAIm:s. I don't believe that there is any clear need for more 
special :fund~np: for res~arch on crime against the elderly over and 
ttbove what IS now avallable through the programs which fund re-
search on crime generally. . 

I don't see any indication that there is a need for more research. than 
ca~ now reasonably. be obtained through existing means . 

..lv~r. S,CHEUER. ~ncidentall:y-, ~n the one proble~ that you raised, 1ihe 
heL 9£ mf?rmatlOn about vlctIms. out subcommIttee has issued 1/, re
port m whICh we call for the creation of a bureau of justice statistics 
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in the Justice Department which would then, of coutse make its Bta
tistics available to the FBI and all of the other law enforcement in
stitutions in the country. The FBI's primary responsibility is not 
statist~l!s and research. Their mission is an hwestigative OM and not an 
analytical one. 

We think that we will get more adequate statistics that way. So~ as· 
you can see, we have thought about this problem and perhaps we will 
be discussing it with you in the future. 

If there are no further questions, thank you very, very much. 
[See appendix 1, p. 56, for the prepared statement of Dr, Sparks.} 
Mr. SOHEUER. Now, I would like to ask our next witness. Dr. ::\Iichaef 

J. Hindelang, professor of criminal justice at the State UniYel'sity 
of New YorK in A.lbany, to step forward. 

Dr. Hindelang is going to testify On the analysis of crime survey 
data. ""Ve are happy to have you, and your testimony will be reprinted 
in its entirety in the record. 

Perhaps you might want to talk to us and chat informally and I'm 
sure we. will have some questions. 

[See appendix 1, p. 56, for the prepared statement of Dr. Sparks.] 
lang.] 

STAT-DENT OF MICHAEL 1. RINDELANG, Ph. D. PltOFESSOR AND 
A.SSOCIATE DEAN, SCHOOL OF c:a:rMINAL roSTlCE, STATE UNI· 
"'lEltSITY OF NEW YOltX, ALBANY, IT.Y. 

. Mr. HINDELANG. One of the things I would like to do is to try to 
deal with very briefly with what some of the findings are and to put 
them .in somewhat of a different perspective, but in :many ways it would 
be quite repetitive of what has been said already today. 

One of the questions asked in the national cr:une panel surveys re
gards fear of walking alone at night in one's own neighborhood. These
data. indicate that among the elderly, about 7 out of 10 have such 
n. fear, but it is interestin~ to note that when the question is fear of 
walking alone in the neighborhood during the daytime the propor
tion drops to about 1 or 2 out of 10; 2 out of 10 females, lout of lO' 
males. 

One of the things that I'm concerned about is that the perspective
on this probk~ IWt be taken out of context. That is to say, for ex
ample, the national crime paD~l surveys done to date show qnite
clearly- that when we consider the kinds of crimes that people are most 
fearful of: namely, personal crhnes in which there is some real risk 
of injury, such as in rape, robbery, assault, and personal amony, fol" 
example, a purse snatching situation, we look at the country as a whole t 
99 percent of those 65 years of age or older do not experience such 
crimes in It given 12-month period. 

~fr. SOmmER. Ninety-nine percent ~ 
Mr. RrNoELANG. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Well, we keep talking about 1 out of 10 elderly people, 

et cetera, et cetera, would be victims of crime each year. Is tliat really 
a Riece of misinformation that we are pa:ssifig about ~ 

Mr. HrNDELANl}. Well, I think that the problem derives £rom talk
in,g- about crime as if it were unitary. 

'When we take a look at nonpersonal crimes such as burglary of 
household, larceny of property not involving a contact between the 
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victim and the o:iIeuder, vehicle theft, and so on, those kinds of crime, 
the 1 (mt of 10 firrure is more realistic. But my point hel'S is that the 
kinds of crimes that people, especially elderly people, tell us they are 
.afraid of are the high-fear c~imes of rape) robbery, assault, and per
sonallarce'lY. In those crimes 99 percent of the elderly in It 12-mont.h 
period will not experience those cJ:imes. 

This is for the Uuited States as a. whole. When we shift to urban 
.areas there. have been 26 cities that have been surveyed in the Na
tional Crime Panel surveys for the crimes that I mentioned, rape, 
robbery, assault, and larceny from the person in urban areas, 96 per
cent of the elderly will not experience those crimes, will not report 
those crimes to survey interviewers. 

One of the things that has been mentioned briefly today a.nd in 
prior hearings before this committee is that the category 65 years of 
~g:e and older is a quite heterogeneous category, and so when we-talk 
.about risk or l,'ates o:f victimization for people in this category, we 
have quite a wide ag~ span. 

One of the reasons that this wide age span is used is that that 
victim~zation aga~nst the elderly is .so infrequent that it is difficult to 
2et rehable statIstlcal data for finer mtervals. 
- I have been involved in a project looking very closely at the victim
ization of the elderly with the NS).tional Crime Panel data, and we 
have useG age categories SUell as 65 to 69, 70 to 14, and so onz and the 
results that emerge nre quite compatible with the findings tnat have 
already been published and have been discussed before this committee. 
That is, regardless of how we res~ment the 65-plus age category, the 
results look very much. the same. They have a much, much lower rate 
for evel'Y kind of crimfr exce~t the purse~snatch type of crime. 

Oue othGr thing r W01...Ud liKe to comment on is the failure of victims 
to report to t1le police. 

11\ some prior testimony before this committee it had been sug
gested that elderly people whG are interviewed in surveys and who 
mention crimes to Census Bureau interviewers aYe more likely not 
to report them. to the police than youngerpeol?le. Iha.ve looked at this 
question in a, variety of seta of data, the natIOnal dam available and 
in data available in. the 26' cities surveyed, and if anything, elderly 
persons have a slightly greater likelihood of calling the police, once 
victimized~ 

In connection with failure. to report to the police', it hilS alsO' been 
suggested earlier and in some of the literai'ttl'e on this topie that fear 
of reprisal from the offender is one reason why victims do not report 
to the police. The- data from the United. States as a whole indicate. that 
those e1derly perso.us. who. tell :interviewers that they were it victim of 
cl'ime hut. it. was not reported to the police, onlv () percent indicated 
they had an:)/' fear of reprisal. This is exactly the same percentage for 
nonelderly p.e.o.p.le,. about 5 percent of all victims 'W~'lO do not. :report 
crimes which they suffer, to the police, say that t11eylilld some fearof 
reprisal hom the offender. 

In other words, it is not by any stretch one of the common reasons 
given for failure to rep.ort to the police. 

:\11:. RonaL.. Dr~Hindf>olang~ that part of you!' testimony if. in direct 
conflict with testimony that my subcommittee has heard over a period 
of 2 years. 
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You make three points: One, elderly Americans are not likely or 
are no more likely than the younger American to be victimized by 
juveniles; two, older Americans, in comparison to younger Ame'li
cans, are not less likely to call the police when victimized; and three,. 
elderly victims are not likely i;o say they failed to call the police be-
cause of the fe~x of reprisal. . . 

We had a hearing here in Washington; it was an all~day headng. 
That was probably the saddest 8 hours tliat the members of the sub
committee have ever spent where victim after victim told the sub
committee that they were afraid to report the crime to the police
because the young men who were involved would come back and beat 
them up if they did report it. And in many instances we got testimony 
from individuals who even had a system of paying off youngsters in 
order to avoid being beaten up. . 

Now, that happened here in Washington. But we also have held 
hearings in other parts of the country, and as far as I'm concerned, I 
have come to the conclusion that persons over 65 years of age who are 
victimized by persons they know are not going to report tliose crimes 
to the police. 

Now, hciw does that correspond to your findings ~ 
Mr. !fINPELANG. It does not. 
Perhaps people who have appeared before this committee have been 

telling yOU\ different things than they have been telling the Census 
Bureau interviewers, but--
. Mr. ROYIt~L. Well, isn't it possible that your interviewers haven~t 
tl.lked to the\~e people ~ 

Mr. I-IrND1!\:t.ANG. The persons who are selected for these studies are
selected on a probability basis to be representative, for example, of 
the )?opulatiO';u of the United States as a whole in connection WIth the 
N atlOnal Crmie Panel national sample, and in these 26 cities that have 
been studied, :the samples are representative of the populations of 
those cities. 

Now, it is ahlo possible that the older peo1?le appearing before this 
committee are not representative of those victlms--

Mr. RoYBAL. l1ut lt can be representative of a particular locale, and 
it can be repres(mtative of the average senior CItizen that lives, lefs 
say, in a certain section of the District of Columbia or Los Angeles 
or New York or a;,nyplace else. 

Mr. HmnELAN./j' •. Well, n.1l tmee of those cities that you mentioned 
,have been surveyed along with these 26 cities and the results that I 
just reported are quite compatible with the results for those individual 
cities.' •. 
. These results are based on interviews with 2 million people In the- \: 
United States; 2 million interviews have been collected. Arid if there 1\ 

is ~ differenrs in this regard, I would-my ~ess would be it is be~ 
cause--it is n6Gbecause the Census Bureau 1S not drawing a repre~ 
sentative saml'le, but perhaps you committee hearings are not draw.i.ng 
repreSlmtativG samples. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Well, it could also be true·that the representative sam· 
pIes that you have gathered are a grilled cross section of the entire 
city and maybe the entire country. But how are you able to reach the
conclusion that they were less likely to call the police than another 
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age group is something I .can't ~eally understand, parti'C~larly since 
there has been overwhelmmg eVIdence that they are afraId to report 
crimes. . 

Mr. HINDELANG. I guess I don't l.mdorstand your questlon. 
What the surveys do is to interview people anll ask them if they 

have been victims of crime. All persons who say yes are asked whether 
they reported tho crime to the polJco. When we compare elderly' and 
nonelderly responses to that questIOn, the elderly are not more likely 
to say that they failed to call the police, than are persons between the 
ages of 12 and 64. 

Mr. ROYBAL. There was a stu6:y that came out yesterday that shows 
th,!tt elderly persons living in Silver Spring, Md., are often victimized 
by crime. t haven't read the report in its entirety, but I see a contradic
tion with your testimony. 

]11:r. HI1-.TDELANG. Well, my testimony is based on interviews, about 2 
million interviews, and I am not sure what the source of the informa
tion you are referring to is, but I would be glad to take a look at it. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Well, this report is from the State of Maryland. So 
the State of Maryland is perhaps different than other States. 

M.r. HmnELANG. Well, the city of Baltimore is quite consistent with 
what. I have just reported, so I'm not sure where in Maryland. 

Mr. ROYBAL. You are saying then that in the city of Baltimore, the 
elderly are less likely to say that they do not rep-ort 'Crime to the police ~ 

Mr. HINDELANG. The elderly are about as hkely to report crime to 
the police, slightly more likely in general, than younger people. 

Mr. ROYBAL. That is not what the study of the elderly in Silver 
~pring indicated. I suv.pose that it is a pretty good report, and I would 
like to have you read It and see how it compares with studies that you 
!have ID..ade. 

Mr. IIlNDELANG. They are not my studies-they are the U.S. Bureau 
of the {,1ensus-but I would be 'glad to look at it and comment on it. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Well, if the Bureau of the Census made the study and 
if it is us accurate as the study they have made on the popUlation 
it.;;el£, then I would say that that study should be thrown out the 
wmdow. 

Mr. RISENHOOVER. I don't have any questions, but I would like to 
make an o'bservation. 

I suspect that in Maryland the incidents of crime against the elderly 
and their not reporting them would probably be much higher than it 
would be in a State like Oklahoma, at Jeast in the area that I represent. 
But my experience has been that older people do report the crimes. 
My background in law enforcement and as a nevvspaper reporter 
covering trials has been t.hat older people are more likely to show up 

, when someone is brought to trial, at least in my part of the country. 
I am not familiar with other areas, which could be much different. 
I'm sure urban areas would be much different than rural areas where 
you have young people victimizing older people and in my area that 
would be quite different. So I am sure there would be a difference. 

Mr, RoYBAL. With a complete lack of transportation for senior 
citizens in various parts of the country, including metropolitan areas 
-without accessibility to transportation such as Los Angeles, it seems 
to- me that a senior citizen would have difficulty getting to the police 
station to make a report. 
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Many elderly persons testified that they called the police and there 
were so many questions asked that they finally gave up. They want 
all kinds of information and finally they say, come down to the police 
station, and they don't go to the police statIon. 

Mr. RISENHOOVER. In my area the policeman comes out to them. 
~rr. RO'l"BAL. Now, there is a difference. Ii a policeman comes to see 

the senior citizen, then I would agree with you. But it is my under
standing that the practice in general is that once a report is made, 
questions are asked on the phone. Then they say you must come back 
and sign a report at the police station, and this is where the senior 
citizen finally gives up and say to heck with it, I'm not goin~ to go 
down to the police department. Therefore~ the report IS not 
completed. 

Mr. RISENHOOVER. I would agree with that observation. 
l\Ir. HINDELANG. I was just glancing over the stud~ of interviews 

with 178 elderly Silver Spring residents and it doesn t say how they 
w(~re selected, but with that number of respondents, I doubt whether 
it includes people who have not come to the attention of the police. 
:Maybe I could get a. little bit more informa.~ion about that. H only 
those people have come to the attention of the police it is diflicult to 
see how that woul£l bEl relevant in. terms of comparing the proportions 
who failed to notify the police. 

l\fr. RISENHOOVER. May I make an observation at this point. 
~rr. ROYBAL. PleaSe do. 
Mr. RISENHOOVER. In the reporting end of it, of which I am familiar 

a. lot of times police do not want to indicate through thei!' remarks 
that their jurisdiction: is crime pFone. 

Mr. 1IrNnELANG. Right. 
Mr. RISENHOOVER. .A person who called on the phone and asked 

questions and then did not go to the police and sign the report would 
not be listed as a victim of crime. 

Mr. HINDELAN6. Generally that would be true. 
~fr~ RISENBOOVllR. But in your surveys, if you ask someone if they 

were a victim, they would say yes to the Census Department, they 
would say yes, they had been a victim. The police department would 
not carry that because the person did not go ahead and complete the 
paperwork. 

Mr. HnIDELANG-. That's correct. 
Mr. RISENHOOVER:. There could be a big differe:nce in the statistiCS'. 
Mr. SCHEUER. There would be a falloff in the dat!t ~ First, because 

of the fact that a lot 0:£ elderly people do not report crimes, and sec
ond because of the, foot that when they report it, it. will not be a re
l)orted crime unless they mar'l\e the trip to the police. station. 
• Mr. HINDELANGi. I would not agree that the rate of nonreporting 
among the elderly is Itny higher than any other age group. 

Mr. SOHEUER. 'Well, I could concede that, but it IS very hftlro f01: 
some other reasons. I suppose the ~:rreatest nonreported crime of all 
would be rape where we think less than 1 case in IS is reported. Nt>w 
that situation mf~y be improving because the police are oeginnin~ to 
treat raped victirn~,a little bit more sensitively and they are beglnnmg 
to eliminate some of. the harsher accusatory prejudicial ways in which 
they have treated women who have reported rape in the :pll.St. 80 it 
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may be that this problem is improving somewhat, but to say unrep0l't
ing am(lnO' the elderly is no w.orse than other segm~nts of the pop?la
tion, yot;!. bow, does not shed a great de~l of new hg!lt 0!J. the st~bJect. 

:Mr. f,(INDELANO. ~ 0; the reason I ralsecl that pomt IS that It has 
been arfl'ued that there is a systematic bias in police statistics that 
would utlderrepresent elde:ay victims. And this goes t<:? that statement. 
That is tl:> say if it were true that 80 percent of the comes suffered by 
the elderly w~re not reported to the police us compayed to 10 percent 
nonreport.inO' for all other age group~ the.n our offiClal data would bl' 
much worsel':lthan they are, but Sillce the best available suryey data 
indicate; that there is not an age bias in reporting victimizations to 
the poli~e once th~y occurred, that m~ans t~at we can h.n-ve ll<;>re con
fidence In the offiCIal data when we are lookmg at questIOns ·of the ],'e
lationship between ttge and victimizat.ion than would otherwise be 
the case. 

Mr. SOHEUER. 'VeIl; except; that if Congressman Roybal and Con
gressman Risenhoover are right, the elderly are frequently asked to 
come down and sign the repoi·t and it is a particular characteristic of 
the elderly· that they move about less and are not. quite as mobile as 
youn~ people. That requirement in itself may be a bias against the 
elderly reporting crilne. 

Mr. HrNDELANO. But suchu. requirement would not be a requirement 
only for the.elderly. 

Mr. SCHEUER. I know, but this proportionately affects the elderly 
inpra-ctical application. 

Iv.t:r. HINDELANG. Perhaps; I don't know. 
Mr. SCHEUF.R. Well, maybe this is something we ought tcdind out. 
I think you: are probably aware that you have. taken us all a little 

aback; wo are breathless here in disbelie.:r. at your feeling that the 
impact of crime against, the elderly is not disproportionate to the 
impact of crime against the rest of the popUlation. 

Mr. HINDELANG. That's right. 
Mr. SOlmUER. N()w~ we discussed before that we know as a statistical 

matter--in numerical terms-crime against the elderly is somewhat 
lessthan crimes against young people. 

Mr. HINDELANO. Very 811 bstantially less. 
Mr. SdIIEUER; 'VeIl, a young person may have a couple-of bucks 

stolen or somebody may punch him in the nose or he may even be 
n~ug1red. But to him it may Hot be a Yl'ry big de-al. T f somebody throws 
hun to the ground or tak~s his money, vou know, a young person can 
shrug it off. He isn:t hurt: his life is not reallv impacted in a very 
important way. or at least it may not be. Particularly in a ghetto, :ill 
a low-income cl'ntral eor·" area of a city wherl' crime is a fact of life 
n.nd where young pl'oplehn;ve accommodated themselves to crirnl' as an 
existing reality. 

But that same crime a~ain8t the eld"lrly, if they are thrown to 
the ground, they may break a hip or nIl arm, and that has. devastating 
consequences upon them. If their purses ure snatched, even the few 
dollars that they lose may have devastating financial consequences. In 
terms of certain psychological trauma it may have a tremendous im
pact on them, and it can significantly increase theit> fear. 

It seems to me that when you talk about the elderlv and say that 
they are undervictimized~ you are not taking into accocunt the qualita-
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tive impact of the victimization. '.I;ile elderly don't feel that they nre 
undervictimized, and the effect, it seems to all of us, has a devastating 
impact on their lives. 

I know when I go back to mv district, this is what I hear more than 
anything else, !lnd if I told them, look, you are undervict~mized, you 
ate not overvictimized, why, they would be hanging me in effigy in my 
district. : 

Mr. RoYBAL. In my disbj~·\t~ too. That's for sure. 
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Mr. Ch1.:1rman, would you yield 1 
Mr. SOHEUER. Sure. 
Mr. RISENHOOVER. I am not surprised at what the statistics reflect 

and for the reasons you have stated, but, also l for the reasonn that 
we heard, older people are not les~ likely to report than younger peo" 
pIe. Young people do not report crimes for other reasons. Even though 
they are more mobile, they are tied up with their jnbs and have to take 
time from their jobs if they are going to go to the poliCe station to 
report it crime. When you get down to signing complaints and £or111s 
and those kinds of things, and talking to investigators, yon are d\)ing 
that in generally what would nnrmully be considered working hours. 
And that is an economic imposition on young people just like the lack 
of mobility is on older people. 
. Again, my personal experience has been that when you get tG the 
point of actually bringing someone to trial, you get much more co" 

. operation from older pE'ople about cominF: to testify than from youngel' 
people because younger people are working. The older people are not 
working, and it is not as much of an economic imposition on them to 
come and testify.' . 
, I am not surprised with the statistics, although I would agree with 
you there nre some other things that need to be taken into cQIlsidera
. tion in dealing with the problem of crime in general and direc\\ly more 
emphasis toward combating crime against tlie elderly. . 

Mr. HIN1>ELANG. May I respond with a qualitative--
.: Mi'. ScmnJER. Yes, but I would als9 ask you, how can you explain 
the public perceptions that the elderly people are overwhelmill~ly the 
victims of crime~ Th8:t is not o;nly perceived by the eld~rly, Pl~t by 
9.1most everybody else ill our sOclety. It seems to be-we all take JUdI
cial notice of the fact that the elderly bear the preponderalit impact 
of crime in our society. 
. How did these perceptions arise and what is their meaning~ 

Mr. HIND:f~LANO. Let me respond first to yc.\ur point ttbout the quali
tative aspects. 

One of the nice things about the LEAA national crime surveys is 
that they gather a great deal of information about the nature o~ In" 
juries suffered and the extent that those injuries are suffered. 

Elderly victims in personal victimizations--rape, robbery,o.ssault, 
and personal larceny-suffer some injury about one out of six times: 
One out of six personal victimizations result in injury tQc:t;he elderly. 
For nonelderly persons, one out of four such vlctimizutio'ris result in 
injury. So in fact) injury is greater for nonelderh': than for elderly 
persons on a proportionate basis. . . 
. Whf.>ll we take a look at t~e k.incl of injury, we. find that the situa

tion that you suggested earher lS not supported III the data; thv.t is, 
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if we take a look at all of those who required medical attention, one in 
five of those. un~er 65 years of age, ~ut one in s~ ~£ tbpse older tha!l 
65 was hospltahzed!"So by the CrIterIOn ofhospltahzatlOn, by the C1'1-

terion of injury, the results are pretty much the same. 
I have looked specifically at weighing victimizations for their extent 

of seriousness, and the overall results are the same. . 
Mr. SCHEUER. Is there any way to factor in the psychological 

trauma, the change of lifestyles that victimizution engenders? 
Mr. IhNnEUNG. We can to some extent by taking a look at the atti

tude data available. The attitude duta indicate that llJthough victim
ization for some types of crime has an impact 011 fear and on restricting 
lifestyles, that impact is not nearly as dramatic and as crushing as you 
sugO'ested earlier. . 

Now, perhaps the attitude items in that respect are not so particu
larly good. I am working at the moment on trying to improve them 
because the attitude instrument ill general needs a lot of improvement, 
and perhaps differences of the kinds you suggest will emerge with a 
better instrument. But the best data that \VC have available on the 
question indicates that is not the case, 

Mr. RISENHOOVER. I am not surprised at those statistics either, even 
if we take into account that even thou~h the older person is more 
injury prone, the older person is not as likely to resist as the younger 
person. 

Mr. HmDELANG. Precisely. 
Mr. RISENHOOVER. If you have arm2d robbery, it is going to be pretty 

much the S3(me; but when you go to strong-armed robbery, that is going 
to be an enthely different situation where you have a younger person 
versus an older victim. 

Mr. HINDEJANG. A victim's resistance substantially inCl'eases the 
likelihood of injury. Older persons are much less likely to resist and 
hence, less but not much less-less likely to be injured. 

Mr. ROYBAL. Well, ~Ir. Chairman, what we are doing here is playing 
with words as we describe situations. 

For example, to go back to your original statement, you said that 
e~de!ly' Americans are no mo~e likely than younger .. :\..mel'icans to be 
Ylctlmlzed. Then you also smd--

:Mr, HINDELANG. No, no. I did not. 
Mr. ROYBAL. "V ell, rm reading your statement, and it says, "Elderly 

Americans in comparison to younger Americans are not less likely to 
can the police." But you also made a statement that, elderly Amerlcan 
victims are not likely to say that they failed to call the police for feur 
of reprisal by the offender. 

The statistics that you have stated are probably correct. 'When you 
look at the overall picture, you probably have st[1tistics that. nre sub
stantially correct. 

On the other hand, looking at the situation from the viewpoint of 
our committee's findings, we cannot come to the same conclusion, par
ticularly insofar us the elderly American's unwi1lin.!:mess to call the 
police for fear of reprisal. Our evidence oyerwhelmingly inuiates that 
that fear exists. In instance after instanct\, the victim calls the police 
but. t.hen does not follow through hecause. he has to go to the police 
station. and that is too much for 115llJ.. so he drops i.t. Therefor£', th(l 
report i~ not comp1eted and neyer alJpeRl's in stntistirf'. 
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'NO'w, dO' yO'U find that to' be a fact'alsO' O'r'have you. IQund'that',to 
be a fact in yQur studies ~ , 

Mr. lIINDELANG. Have I fO'und the elderly are 'What? 
Mr. ROYBAL. 'Well, have yO'U found a situatiO'n'in which the'seniO'r 

citizen has nO't cO'mpleted a repO'rt ~ 
Mr. HINDELANG. DQes nQt fQllO'wup, say a phQne call and not com

pleted the repO'rt ~ We have nO' data O'n that, I'm nO't sure. 
Mr. RISENHQO'VER. I ::tm thinking that the statistics are very mis

leading, althO'ugh they ll1ay be very accurate. 
Mr. RO'YBAL. Apparently. Tha.t's right, they can be accurately com

piled, but still misleading in geneml. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Very briefly please, because the secO'nd bell has, just, 

gO'ne off and we will declare a lO-minute recess. 
Mr. HrNDELANG. I will wait until yO'U CQme back. 
'Mr. SOHEUER. A 10-minute recess is called. 
[The hearing was adjO'urned fQr a 10-minute recess.] 
Mr. SOHEUER. \iV e will resume QUI' hearings with PrO'fessO'r Michael 

Hindelang. 
PrQfessor, yQU were abO'ut to' answer my questiO'n. Did yO'U first 

have sO'mething to' say in reSPO'nse to' the Qther questiO'n ~ 
Mr. HINDELANG. Yes; I did. 
M;t. SCHE17ER. OK, why dO'n't you answer theirs and then answer 

miu'e. 
:M:r~ HINDELANG. One of the last things that was said befO're",we tQQk 

a break was that statistics can be'\1Ilisleading and the questiO'n was 
asked, how is it that at these hearings people are saying one thing
and the Census Bureau interviewees are giving us much different data ~ 

I think that there are pretty clear differences between public infO'r
matiQn of this kind where interest grO'UPS may well nQt be representa
tive ol thQse that are Qut there suffering-the Nation's PQPulatIO'n-and 
can give a misleading picture. When Qne hO'lds a hearing and interest 
groups CQme i.a to' discuss these data they are not necessarily repre
senti"'lg the PQPulatiQn at large. 

On your questiO'n Qf public perceptiQn, victimizatiO'n surveys, because 
they are drawn frQm representative samples Qf the general popu
latiQn provide us with Qne Qf the first opPQrtunities to' lQQk s,Ystemati
cnlly at lJ.uestiO'ns that have been Qf great CQncern to' crimmologists 
since QffiClal police data were intrQduced in EurQpe at the beginnjng 
of the 19th century. 

The 9,uestiQn has always been to' what extent are PQlice data rep
resentatIve Qf Qffenses Qccurring ~ What dO' we know about biases m 
a selectiQn mechanism by which the QffeJ",i3es CQme in to' PQlice records ~ 
I will CQme back to' that in a mQment. 

The secQnd thing is that in victimizatiQn surveys for Qne Qf the 
very first times we have relatively gQO'd estimates Qf PQPulatiQns at 
risk. When Qne takes a IO'ok at Qffense data in a police file, one may 0'1' 

may nQt have available decent estimates Qf the number Qf persons; say 
the number Qf male or females in a particular community; the number 
Qf persons Qf the variO'us ages, various income grQUps, variQus marital 
statuses. Because the Bureau of the Census surveys are general popu
latiQn surveys that alsO' ask abO'ut crim8, victimizatiQn surveys for the 
first time put us in a gOQd PQsitiQn to' estimate the relative rjsk of 
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victimization to people with various characteristics. So these surveys, 
the first surveys of this kind available thl'ough the 'work done by the 
President's Commission 10 or 11 years ago now and these current 
LEU census national crime surve:ys are really the first opportunity 
that we have had to look systematlcally;and closely at risk factors, 
demographic factors associated with risks of victimization. I think 
as these findings become publicized that the incorrect public percep-
tions that exist will begin to dissipate. . 

One of the things that 1 do think is- problematic in taking a look 
at the news release from this committee that begins: "One out of 
every ten senior citizens in this country can expect to be criminally 
victimjzed each year." 1 think such statements are misleading in the 
sense that the kinds of crimes that people care about most, personal 
crimes, where injury is potential--

'Mr. SCHEUER. They are violent crimes, there is no question about 
that. 

Mr. HINDELA.NG. ,Vhich are violent criInes ~ 
Mr. SCHEUER. The kind of crimes that the elderly are concerned 

about. 
Mr.-HINDELANG:Right. 
~Ir. SCHEUER. Crimes of violence. Head-to-head confrontation 

types. 
-:Mr. 'HINDELANG. Exactly. In which case that lead sentence would 

more appropriately read lout of every 100 citizens in this' countl'y 
call' expect to be victimized by serious personal crimes in a given year. 

-Mr. SCHEUER. One out of one hundred ~ 
Mr.HINDELANG; One out of one hundred. 
'},fr. SCBEUER. Jonah Shacknai of our committee staff would like to 

ask-several questions. 
Mr, SHACKNAI. Dr. Hindelang, '1 guess this boils down to the very 

essential question of how you define violent acts when an elderly 
person is a victim. Is not the iInpact of less severe violent crmes like 
purse snatching far greater when the elderly are victims ~ It seems 
to me that their heightened psychological and financial vulnerability 
make crimes of a normally lesser severity far more devastating. What 
crimes e:x:actly would you consider VIolent when the elderly are 
-victims~ 

Mr. HrNt>ELANG. 1 would inclu.d.e purse snatching because it is a 
face-to-face personal crime in that statement that I suggested should 
be the lead statement of this release. That is, lout of every 100 elderly 
Ameticans can be expected to be a victim of rape, assault, robbery or 
purse snatching in the United States. 

Mr. SHAOKNAI. -How about burglary where the home is intruded 
upon ~ ~FromBiblical times on, the home is regarded as one's final 
sanctuary: doesn't burglary have a tremendous psychological im pact ~ 

Mr. lIINDELANG. It has some psychological impact, but I think'that 
these'two statements should be separated because I'think'that a sum
mary statement of the kind presented in the first sentence of this 
release is exceedingly misleading, and when the question is asked 
why is there a misperception among the public, I think that is one- of 
the reasons why. They can be informed through forums such as this, 
should be informed. This Jond of statement will 1--rnbably be repro-
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duced in it number of news reports and so on, and it is going to per
petratl7-excuse me-perpetuate the misperceptions that we are all 
cOMerned about. 

Mr. 'SHACKNAI. I was not asking for comments on the press release, 
but rather for a clarification of the definition of violent crimes when 
the elderly are victims. 

Mr. SCBE'D"ER. Please answer my question about the heightened pub
lic perception of crimes against the elderly. 

Mr. HINDELANG. Continuing about the misperception ~ 
Mr. ScmmER. Yes; why is the perception present, and what do we 

do about it ~ Maybe our communities are not as violent and maybe there 
are situations that are not as crimogenic as they think they are and 
we think they are. Maybe they would feel better if they lmew what 
the facts were. 

Why is the perception there and what is it that you think Congress 
can do or society can do that wW give our constituents a more secure 
feeling-about their ,l)rospects if iIldeed that is justified W 

Mr. HrNnELANG. I think that ,)ne prime reason why it is there is 
because all of us recognize that h\e elderly are very vulnerable, but 
IT?m that recognitioIl; it does not fo~ow that they ~a ve a higher rate of 
cnme nor a more senous rate of crIme. And I thmk that that largely 
accounts for the misperception. In addition, a lot of the professional 
literature, a lot of hearings of this kind, can continue that mispercep
tion, anti I would suggest the following to try to deal with it. 

First of all, I think that spots on radio and television that provide 
a little bit of the in/f,)rmation about-a little of what we know about 
the risks of being vIctimized would go a long way to deal with this 
problem. But that aside, since that may be qUIte difficult, I think that 
there are certain correlates of victimization that need to be discussed 
and understood by "Iilie general population. 

For eXfi.mple, 9 out of 10 VIctimS of personal crime are victimized 
wheiIl they are alone. Therefore, people who realize that most crime 
victims are victimized when alone, if they use kind of a buddy system, 
trav.el with companions, and so on, the platitude that there is safety 
in numbers appears to be true. 

Second, most victimizations~ most ;personal victimizations, occur 
dispro~o.rtionately in eveIl;ing" and mghttime ho~. Therefore, ~ 
probabilIty terms, the daylIght hours are the safest tImes, and this IS 
consistent with the relative lack of feal" that the elderly have to go out 
in their own neighborhoods in the daytime. So since the eldetly in 
general have the ability to choose when they will go out to do such. 
necessary things as shopping and cashing social security checks and 
other checks and so on, It makes much more sense to do it in the day
time, and I don't think you have to convince elderly people that that is 
sensible. 

The third thing is that--
Mr. SCHEUER Your corollary is that they should not go out at 

nighttime~ 
Mr. HrNnELANG. The corollary is that there is more risk of victimiza

tion when one goes out at night. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Even if they do it in cfllUpany? 
Mr. HINDELANG. Even if they do it in company. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. You are saying a pitiful thing. 
I have been in the homes of elderly people in my neighborhood, 

elderly Jewish people who lived across the street, not more than 100 
feet from their synagogue. They have a Friday night service that starts 
at sundown, a very brief religious service, Ilnd then sort of a socializing 
affair where they have refreshments. For the Orthodox Jewish people, 
that is the bi~ social event of the week. A short religious service and 
then a very mce little social event. But it doesn't start until sundown. 
And:T have been in their apartments when they looked out the win
dow and say, Congressman,.! just can't go to the services-and when I 
asked them why, they said, we are ufraid to go across the street. , 

Now, that's a devastating intrusion on their lives. They don't have 
many occassions to socialize, and here is a once-a.-week opportunity 
that they can count on where they know the people. It is really a very 
cherished portion of the week for both religious and social reasons; but 
they will not go acrosS the street. 

Mr. lIINDELANG. In my family there are 1?riests and so I can talk 
more about what I would recommend to a lmest because I know more 
about the situation, and I assume that it mIght apply to rabbis as well 
in terms of making a sug~estion to them. 

I would suggest that ill such a case that a rabbi arrange an escort 
serVice. I think that an escort service using perhaps younger people 
who go to the synagog as escorts could be a very effective way, not 
only to encourage interaction amon~ younger and elderly people, but 
to make elderly people feel safer about going out at night. What is 
important when we consider programs that might ibe introduced to 
deal with these kinds of problems is that we simulteneously work on 
the fear as well as the actual risk of victimization. I think as escort 
programs work on the fear, people will feel safer when ou~ in groups, 
and I think also they will reduce the objective risk of being victimized 
because they are accompanied. ", 

I also think, for eXlWlple, that in very many communities school-
· buses sit idle Illl day. I think that it is not inconceivable that some kind 
of an organized program where those buses could be used to take 

· elderly in groups out to do the business that they have to do and so on, 
and make them not only increase their social activity as does the 
synagogue service, but also make them feel safer and make them be 
safer in terms of crime. 

Mr. SOHEu:ER. Do you have a question ~ 
Mr. GAl.LAGHER. Yes. 
Mr. SCHEUER. This is Mr. Gallagher of the minority staff. 
Mr. GALI.tAGHER. I would appreciate your clarifying something for 

me concernmg your statement that the elderly are more likely to call 
the police than the non elderly, and the last page on your charts show
ing thl!-t 20 per/lent of your respondents gave a reason. for not reporting 
the crIme. . 

Why does it appear that in the third category they would not want 
· to be bothered ~ Why is it that the 65 and older have an 18 percentacre 
figure as opposed to 10 percent for ages 64 and tmder, for not reporl~ ins-.whe!l you have testified that they usually choose to report ~ 

.Mr. HrNDELANG. I am not sure, I can take a guess. " ' 
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Most studies of attitudes or people, toward police indicate that 
elderly persons are the strongest supporters of the polic~. They tl~nk 
the police are doing a go?d job, they end?r~~ what the p~hce are dOll?-g, 
they. appreciate thepohce and the actIvItIes, the serVIces the pohce 
perform more than younger persons.. . . 

My guess would be that because of thIs appreCIatlOn and because 
they probably perceive the police as very busy and havi.?-g to d? quite 
a. variety of things that they would be less likely to Vlew theIr own 
situation as sufficIently serious to call on police time. That's just a 
guess. I don't know of any other reason why that would be so. 

Mr. GALLAGHER. Touching on one other thinO' that Congressman 
Roybal brought up about fear of reprisals. You Ylave both categories 
listed at only 5 percent, a mininlal figure :for :fear of reprisal for aged 
persons . 

. Mr. HmnELANG. Yes. 
Mr. GALLAGHER. Y~t we know that much of the crime is committed 

by youth under 25, and secR'tl.d, those are the ones that commit most of 
their crimes within their own Mighborhood. 

Now, if you have older people living within that same neighborhood, 
it would seem to me that one could assume that the elderly may know 
who some of those youth are, and visa versa, and their :fear of re
prisal mav be higher than it appears. They may cover up by using 
some of the other reasons, but behind it is a fear of reprisal. 

Mr. lI:rNDELANG. That's possible, but because it is a Census Bureau 
interviewer rather than an official of the Justice Department or some 
police agency that possibility is probably minimized, but one thing 
that should not be :forgotten is that most of the victims of the non
elderly .are also victimized relatively close to their home terrain, and 
s<r-m fact, when we take a look at the proportion of elderly persons 
who are victimized by juveniles and the proportion of nonelderly who 
are victimized by juveniles for personal crimes the proportions are 
about. the same. 

So juveniles have a no greater tendency to victimize older persone 
than do juveniles have greater tendency to victimize llonelderly. So 
the fact of a .juvenile offender in your premise about their committing 
their crimes closer to their own homes, therefore, being in the neigh
borhoocl is correct. The fact that a juvenile offender i;:> about as likely 
in a nonelderly victimization as an elderly victinlization so that 
presence woul'll: be there regardless of the age of the vic'tim. 

Mr. GALLAGHER. One final question, Mr. Ohairman. 
Would it be legally feasible to put a heavier burden on a criminal 

by giving him an additional penalty for a c~ime committed against, 
say a 70-year-old person and up. Would this, in your opinion, be le
gally .feasible,~ We do it at the ot'her end of the age f:cnle. Example~ 
statutory rape, where the State moves in as a substitute for a juvenile 
under a certain age. Do you suppose there is any way where we could 
get some publicity out, providing such legislation did go through that 
there would be more severe penalties for attacking, in any manner It 
person 70 and above ~. That is just an arbitrary age figure .. 

Mr . .1I:rNDELANG. Right, there are two separate questions. 
One is do I thlnk we would have much .impact and another is do I 

think it would be good from a policy point of view, as I'm snre you 
know New York State passed legislation of this kind. 
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I do not endorse the concept of dillerentiating among the victims 
and making special categories of victims except in very special circum
stances such 'as correctional institutions where you have got a much 
dillerent situation. I would not endorse the principle of saying tha.t 
an elderly person should be more protected by our laws than a non
elderly person. 

What I would endorse and which is already the case the way our 
laws are set up, is that the consequences to the person, to the victim 
determine the amount of punishment that is meted out and I think: 
once we get a.way from that situation we ha'Ve real problems. 

Mr. SOIm'iJER. W~ have spent all m?rning discussing the fact that 
w~ h.ave not quantified th,e 'psycholo~cal', t?-e economIc, or even the 
phYSIcal damage to the VICtIm. We llave dIscussed hoW' much more 
traumatic an attack is to a~ e~derly' vi~tim than t<! a youn~ victim. 

I do not see how the crlIDmal JustIce system IS factormg any of 
those vety deep traumatic and psychological wounds and into the pen
alty structure. 

Mr. IInroELANG. Well, I think that we have in fact taken into ac
count tlia physical consequences. 

I think that the physical consequences have been taken into account 
both in terms of the analysis of th~ national crime panel victimization 
data available and I think that they are taken into account and well 
hown to a judge who is considering sentencing. 

Other kinds of harm to the victim are not currently taken into 
account. I haven't thought:-

Mr. SOHEUER. And· neither are the physical, because much of the 
physical damage is unpredictable at that point in time. If ther<~ is a 
broken hip involved in. throwing an elderly person to the ground, you 
~o n?t.know what. co~pli~ations are going tO,ensu,e, h~w long it is g,o
!fig to take t'llat hip to kmt,. what the health ImplIcatIons of that WIll 
be 1, 2',. or 3 years from now, the cr.ippling effects, the physically crip
pling, effects, let alone the, psychological crippling effects. We have 110 
way of quantifying those things at the time of an arrest or a.sentencing. 

Mr., HmDELANG. I know enough about how the criminal justice 
system works to say that by the time a person is up for sentencing most 
of those kinds of effects will be known. 

M)2'~ SOHEUER. Well, I Imow enough about the criminal justice system 
ro. be cognizant of the .fact that a young. person. is likely to get off 
scot-free or very nearly scot-nee. 
. Mr, HINDELANG. But that's a, different problem. ! think that problem 
for example---

Mr. SOHEUER. Through the plea bargaining device and aU of that. 
Mr. 1fn.roELANG. But that problem can ,be de-alt with through the 

plea. bargaining, device and ~ving that some attention rather than 
making special categories ot VIctimS. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Well, another perception is that the crinlinaI justice 
system just does not sentence appropriately ~ it does not incarcerate ap
propria.tely alld consequently there is very little deterrence built into 
th~ system to prevent these horrible. crimes. The system really is 
failing. , 

r do not know if you were here when Chairman Pepper was talking 
about the importance of buil'ding a deterrent factor into our system of 
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criminal justice. You know it is easy for us politicians to talk about 
sentence structures and mandatory sentences and all of that, 

. . practical matter the limiting factor is how many judges we 
. . cases, how many assistant DA.'s, how many court clerks, 

. secretaries in the system, and how many incarcera-
COl~rectllon:ll facilities. Those are the limiting factors and if the 

...... ~,.LJ.~.,~u.., are filled up and we do not have the trial capabilities, what 
happens ~ They will ~.lot indict for a crime that carries a minimum sen
tence because they Imow that we can't house him-if the defendant 
pleads innocent ther(~ is no way we can try him, we simply do not have 
the trial parts and if we did tl'Y them and convict them m a frdr trial 
we have no place to put him. So perforce we must plea bargain. 

So what difference does it maks whether we have a harsh p~nalty 
structure or not and a minimum sentence when the very system com
pensatesfor our lack of investment in facilities to try people and facil
ities to incarcerate convicted defendants. It becomes !t fraud. 

I JUDt wanted to reiterate Senator Pepper's comments. "Ve have to 
make the system credible and we have to provide some built-in deter
rence, and we do not do that with a cheap shot of yelling and scream
ing for harsher sentence structures and mmimum penalties. We do that 
by providing a system that can provide prompt, swift trials and then 
incarceration after the trial if the defendant is found guilty. And that 
would give ~~.'" system some built-in deterrence. Right now there is no 
deterrence at aU. 

In New York State we have an arrest in the case of about 1 out of 5 
felonies. And we have a conviction in the case of about 10 percent 
of that. So you are talking about an incar;:eration of about 2 percent, 
of reported crimes, let alone the majority of crimes that are not even 
reported. Now, where in the devil is there a deterrence factor built 
into that kind of system ~ In my view, that is why these kids run 
rampant, because they know they are never going to come into contact 
with the law. The chances are overwhelming that they will not even 
be arrested; and if there is an arrest, their chance of being incarcerated 
is still less than 1 in 10. 

Now, that is it system in which the det~rrent factor is !ITotesquely 
absent. I do not mean to criticize you, Professor, as you ~have abso
lutely nothing to do with that, but we just have not come to grips. 
with the problem of juvenile delin<J.uency. And most of the crime 
against the elderly is perpetrated by Juveniles. I have to tell you that 
you may be right on your statistics, but the perception around the 
country is almost bizarrely in contradistinction to the statistics that 
you adduced. I am reaUy.puzzled as to what the answer is. 

I still do not know how or whether we should try to convince the 
elderly that they really have only 1 chance in 100 of being in a violent 
c~mfrontation; that's a very different story than what they think their 
rlSk factor is. .. 

Mr. HINDELANG. I think there is always some risk of increasing 
. actual victimization if fear is reduced, but if the fear is-fear reduc
tion is accompanied .by mechanisms that deal with the aetnal risk {)[ 
victimi7.ation, I think that problem can be minimal. 

Mr. SCIDllUER. Yes i would you .be afraid that if we convinced them 
tha~ the reality is really not as bad as their anxieties, they would 
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liberate their behavior and loosen restraints on their activities, not 
increase the danger? 

Mr. HINDF..LANG. I think that there would be some of that, but if it 
were hooked up with things like companionship and other kinds of 
things that we know which reduce risks of victimIzation, I do not think 
that the net effect would be an increase in victimization, but I do 
think there would be a net reduction in fear of criminal victimization. 

Mr. SHACKNAI. Proportionately, Dr. Hindelang, what percentage 
of the crimes in your data are actually violent? 

Mr. lIINnELANG. Well, approximately-I think you have to talk 
about a couple of things. 

Violent crimes-I don't like the designation violent crimes because 
not all personal crimes involve 'violence or even an element of violence. 

Do you mean what proportion--
Mr. SHACKNAI. Well, let's use the FBI's definition, for example. 
Mr, Jfu1>ELANG. OK, the FBI definition of violent crime? 
Mr. SHACKNAI. Right. 
Mr. HrnDELANG. Something on the order of 90 percent of crimes are 

nonviolent, by the FBI definition. 
:l'YIr. SHACKNAI. Ninet.y percent of the crimes against the elderly? 
Mr. HnroELANG. Ninety percent of crimes agamst the elderly. 
Mr. SCHEUER. They would be commercial crimes, fraud, embezzle

ment-is that what you are talking about? White-collar crimes? 
Mr. HINDELANG. No; what I mean is of the crimes in either the 

Uniform Crime Reports, offenses known to the police, or in the N a.
tional Crime Panel victimization surveys. If we take a look at all 
crh'nes in either one of those categories, about 9 out of 10 are simply 
property crimes not involving a faGe-to-iace interaction between the 
offender and the victim. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Yes. 
Well, thank you very much, Dr. Hindelang, for your extremely 

provocative testimony. We are going to take a 10-minute break so I can 
make th5,s vote, and then we will hear from Dr. Barry Lebowitz of the 
Center 101' Studies of the Mental Health of the .Aging at the National 

. Institute of Mental Health. He will discuss with us the psychological 
aspects of crime in the elderly. 

[The hearing was recessed for 10 minutes.] 
Mr. SCRE'GER. The committee is now in session, and we will hear 

from Dr. BaITY Lebowitz on the psychological aspect of crime on the 
elderly. . 

Dr. Lebowitz, your t~stimony will be printed in its entirety in the 
record. So why don't you just chat informally with us for 8 or 10 
minutes and then we will undoubtedly have some questions. 

[See appendix 1. p. 74, for the prepared statement of Dr. Lebowitz.} 

SltATEMENT OF BARRY D. LEBOWITZ, Ph. D:,NATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF MENTAL HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALT1!'~ EDUCATION, 
AND WELFARE 

Mr.-LEBoWITZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman., 
I am not a criminologist and--
Mr. SCHEUER. What are you, Doctor 1 
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Mr. LEBOWITZ. I am a sociologist and gerontologist, and I study old 
age .. I. do • not know a whole lot about crime statistics and LEAA 
Vlctlmlzation surveys. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You are a medical doctor, I take it 1 
Mr.LEBoW'1.T'&. I am It Ph. D. 
But, the oonee:m that has been shown to me in my own research and 

of my social research colleagues in the field of aging is how crime fits 
into an. overall pattern of people's lives, and the way they make 
decisions.. 
L~t me pick up a couple of the threads of things that were developed 

here this morning. We know that old people restrict their activities, 
witlulraw"become isolated as the result of the fear of crime. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Well, is this the result of sheer old age ~ 
. Mr. LEBoW1TZ. No~ sir. 
Mr. SCl:IEUElL The circle, the circumference of their activities, begins 

to get smal1er..Now, the question is how is that process accelerated by 
the. fear- of crim.e ~ 

Mr. LEBOW1TZ. I think, sir, that there is relatively strong evidence 
that lleople who have been active throughout their lives maintain their 
acti.Vlty well into old age. 

Reti:red'pro.fesSOl'S continue to lecture, continue to write. Retired dub 
members continue to attend clubs. There is a continuity in lifestyle 
across the life span, those who had relatively few interests outside their 
work, for example, when they reach old age attempt to have relatively 
few interests outside their homes. But for those who maintain con
siderable numbers of interests during their lives and participate in lots 
of activities, there is no evidence even among the very old that there 
is Ii. construction as the result of a natural process of aging. 

:Mr. SCHEUER. That's a comfort. 
:Mr. LEBOWITZ. It is, sir. 
We know, however, that the fear of crime does have an impact on 

people and does constrain the kinds of options and the kinds of alterna
tives which they may see as being available to them. We do not know 
how much the fea.r of crime contrlbutes. 

For example, we talked this morning at length about the relative 
advantages of age segregated housing and I think the data are fairly 
clear. Age-segregated housing provides a supportive and strong en
. vironment for those people who choose to be there. But :for those 'people 
who don't want to be there, age..segregated housing is terribly confin
ing, they become very unhappy and they just don't do very well in it. 

What we don't know is how much the fear of crime contributed to 
a person's decision to move into age-segregated housing despite the fact 
they really didn't want to do it. We don't know. 

Mr. SOID1UEB. Do you lmow what percentage of elderly people just 
don't want to live in age-segregated housing? 

Mr. LEBowrrz. No, sir. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Do you know what percentage of elderly people don't 

want to live in an apartment house for the elderly in the middle of a. 
large apartment house complex where there are all kinds of people9 

Mr. LEBoWITZ. No, sir, I don't. 
There have been studies in local communities. I do know that the 

waiting lists in most so-called senior citizen housing developments are 
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"very long and there is a 'good deal of consternation about the time re~ 
quired from the point in which one signs up to get futo a buildmg un~ 
til the actual moving date. In general, the demand far \8xceeds the 
supply at this 'Point. 

The studies m those housing settings have shown that patterns of 
affection, of caring, of sharing, and of reciJ?rocity have developed, und 
the things that look an awful lot like families have developed am(lllg 
old people who live and share the same environment. 

We don't know how much the fear of crime contributes to other sorts 
of life changes which we consider as being potentially stressful in old 
age. "'\Ve don't know how much the fear of crime contributes to retire~ 
ment. 11te talked about retirement as being mandatory or voluntary. 
We don~t know how many of those voluntary retirements are actual 
withdrawals at this point from the labor force because of the fear of 
,.-idimjzation. 

lYe have some testimony and some individual case reports that this 
indeed does occur. Similarly, the decision to change residences might 
be affected by the fear or crime. 

The best that we can do at this time, I think, sir, is to encouratS"e r~ 
searchers who are working in all of these areas of the expected and 
unexpected transitions in old age, like stoppinO' work, dealing with 
housmg questions, chronic illness and various others to be~n looking 
at the fear of crime along with the usual kinds of preconditilons that 
we look at--primarily health status and income which seem to be the 
two major predictors of most families in old age. 

lYe do Imow that throughout the life course the most effectiv(~ copjng 
strategy for dealin~ with stress is first, the seeking of information, and 
second, the activatIOn of a natural support system, friends, r(~latives1 
et cetera. This is true throughout the life course. For example, it has 
been shown how adolescents coped with moving from elementary to 
junior high school, a terribly wrenching experience for them. 

In old age, retirement, changing housing, and widowhood are all 
stress points where the contribution of a natural support system may in 
fact be held down because, as has been pointed out often this morning, 
you need help, you need someone to come over and they won't, they 
ca.n't, they are afraid, they are immobilized. Consequently, the indi·· 
vidual suffers. He or she has not been a victim of crime, but is suffer~ 
ing because there are people who are afraid and whose lives are 
changed by that fear. 

So that we don't know what the place of crime is in the whole spec~ 
truro of people's lives in old age. 

The second thing that appears to me that we don't 11lOW is some
thinO" about motivation of those who victimize the elderly. I guess we 
could speculate on a number of these, old people are easy targets, they 
don't fight back. On the other hand the benefits probabiy are not that 
great-you can't expect to get much from snatching an old person's 
purse. On the other hand the motivation could be hostility, it could be 
hostility againEt authority, or hostility against a ~.neral diffuse
other-somebody out there and old people are nice to nit over the head 
because they don't resist. , 

Mr. SCHE1J.ER. On the GOst/benefit basis although the benefit may not 
be 'very spectacular the risk is practically nil. 

Mr. LEBOWITZ. Yes; that's right. 
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Mr" SOHEUER. So on a cost/benefit basis the benefits derived from 
rippill1g off somebody who is in their working years and is going to 
have more money in their jeans will of course. be ~eater, but there is 
also the likelihood that that person is going to last out and either 
attack them or run so the risk factor is greater as well. 

Mr. LEBOWITZ. This relates to some of the most sensible kinds of 
preventive strategies that you can recommend to old people. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Stay young. 
Mr. LEBOWITZ . .All right. 
Mr. SOHEUER. I think we could get a great degree of unanimity up 

herl3 on that. 
}Ir. LEBOWITZ. That's right. Then old people would never be 

vicHmized. 
lM:r. SOHEUER. Right. Now what else do you have. 
1!1fr. LEBoWITZ . .At certain points, Pit least for many old people, the 

poitential benefit of ripping them off is considerably greater such as 
around the first of the month when social security checks come in. 

:t~any old people that I interviewed in my studies get involved in 
pa,rticular patterns of behavior which are predictable, observable, 
everybody knows they do it. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Yes. 
Mr. LEBOWITZ. I'm alwuys on the corner on Fridays, in fact I'm al~ 

ways on the corner every day between 10 and 12. A lot of old people 
j,~st run their lives that way. They always go to the bank with their 

Mr. LEBOWITZ. I'm always on the corner on Fridays. In fact I'm al-
'\'Il'ays do that. Very easily observed, very easily followed, very easily 
tnken away. 

Old neople should be encouraged to use, at least for social security 
checks,4 the automatic bank deposit system which has been estab
lished. I don't know how many old people use it at this point very 
early on in the program which was the last time I took any re?,qjng on 
iv, there were relatively few old people who were taking ad'!" jll.ge of 
this. . , .. 

There are other kinds of things like that to break the pattem of 
their routine to go out at different times and go shopping, or to ~o to 
i:,Onle sort of recreational program. Not everything in their enVIron
J:nent is so easily manipulated, though. RelIgious services are on a 
fixed schedule, publicly supported nutrition program meals are on a 
;fixed schedule, and indeed there are certain thin!!S that they jUl:jt 
have to do routinely. But as much as possible they should try to vary 
routes, they should try to vary approaches, and they should try to 
vary as much as they have under their control. And I think this sense 
of control is something which has beell shown to be very important 
in old people's lives. 

And I would like to relate that, if I may, to some of our discussion 
this morninO' about whether crimes are violent crimes or nonviolent 
crimes, whether th\~y involve personal confrontation or not, because it 
has to do with the S~\llse of control. 

Old people very often are somewhat rich in assets. Half the old 
people in the United. States own their own homes free and clear with
out mortgages. 

Thare is concern among specialists in housing that these people are 
in fact overhoused. There is too much house. But the family home~ 
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stead in a rural area, the old apartment or the old home, is very much 
, a part of the way they define theirselfs. 

:Mr. SCHEUER~ Too much house, and also too much equity ju that 
llOuse. 

~fr. LEBOWITZ. They may be income poor but often asset rich because 
of the equity. Because they are income"poor, they can't afford to main
tain it. 

I lind it hard to say that burglarizing an old person's house when that 
person is not there IS somehow not doing violence to that person-at 
least that person's sense of who he or she is, and consequently to the 
person's self-esteem, quality of life, and mental health. 
, .A third of the old people in the United States live alone, and I think 

that the fear of crime, as we have talked abQ'lt it today, might tell us 
that they are afraid to go out because it is outside that they are going 
to be hit over the head. 

My own interviews with older people indicate that they are just as 
likely to be afraid of what they are going to find when they come back. 
And there is nobody there to watch the house because a third of them 
live alone. 

The LEAA data and I am in no position to say how good or bad 
those are at this point, espeGially this morning, indicate that half 
the violent crimes done against old people happen in their own 
homes or in the direct physical proximity in the yard, in the hallway~ 
on the sidewalk directly in front. That is not the characteristic of auy 
other age victims as reported in the LEU data. The home is really 
not very safe for old people, and that is one of the paradoxes of this 
wh91e situat.ion. They don't go out because they are afraid they will be 
victimized"but they are just as likely to be victimized in the house or 
while emptying the trash or outside waiting for a bus as they are 
anywhere else. ' 

The final point tIw.t I would like to bring out for you this morning, 
sir, is what has been referred to this morning as the multiple victim 
effect; that is, some people have more victimizations against them than 
others. I guess I am not exactly sure what that means, except in light 
of some recent data on rape against older women, these are women 
over the age of 50, and there are only 18 case studies so it is not a great 
number and it is not. a national sample. Of those 78 women, two-thirds 
of those rape!? occurred in combjnation with another crime. It is not 
easy tq figu~ olit y-;hich came first, whether somebody came in and 
raped an ol~er woman an,d then robbed or someone w~nt into al}- older 
woman's house', robbed and then raped, though Lmda DaVIS and 
Elaine Brody who have done this study indicate that it is that second 
way. That what started. out as a burglary either out of frustration 
because of the low amount of results of the burglary or out of anger 
and hostility, the burglary escalated into a mpe. 

Now, if that is what mUltiple victimology means, then I think it is 
somethin~ quite different than sa!ling that the same person gets hit 
over the head six or seven times during the course of a year. It is that 
the same act contains many sepl1rate crimes agninst the person. I don't 
lmow,.maybe that's just unique to this particular study of rape, or 
maybe it is characteristic of old people who are victims. But I will 
defer jt to my criminology colleagues here who are more expert at 
the Jarger national data sets. 
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But I guess I would conclude by turning the question arolmd. I 
don't know what I would do if an old person came to me and said: 
":My life is great. I'm not afTaid of being victimized." I think I would 
wonder whether that p~rson had all of his or her facilities about them 
and "\V'hether they were. really in touch with the world or not. So those 
are just som~ of the threads that I would like to pick out frem what's 
happened this morning here and what h included in the testimony. 
I would be pleased toansweI' any questions that you may have. 

Mr. SHACKNAI. You know, Dr. Lebowitz, there is a certain tension 
playing ~ei'e w~el1 we allay people's con<::0rn~ and fear~ by telling 
them, as Dr. Hmdelang hg.s proposed, that cnme really lSn't as bad 
as you think, and at the same time risking increased victimization 
if people free up their activities. If they liberate their behavior, as 
Chairman Scheuer has stated it. 

Wha.t are the attendant risks if people do li~te their behaviorW 
Mr. LEBOWITZ. I would say that n proper concern with security, 

personal security. would have two results. One, it would liberate action 
within a set of limits, and the other is that it would give old people 
a sense of control of their lives. 

As part of my testimony this morning, I have attached the early 
dr.a.ft of a manual on personal safety for older women, which has bf!.en 
don(\ as the result of a project being funded by NIMH, how many--, 

~fr. SCHEUER. Is that something thu.t is just being produced ~ 
Mr. LEBOWITZ. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SEAOKNAI. Linda Davis and Elaine Brody ~ 
MI'. LEBowrrz. Yes. 
Mr. SCHEUE:R. How many pages is that ~ 
Mr. LEBOWITZ. It's nine pages. It is part of an overall guide which 

giv~s lots {)f information about criminal victimization. and the crime 
of rape, along with instructions as to how to use the pa....o.cuIar manual 
in training older women to deal with rapa, or to make rape less 
likely. • 

Mr. SREUER. Is it already printed or is this a dra.:fU 
Mr. IJEBOWTI'z. This is a dmft. The entire guide will be in pr(>ss 

this year. ' 
Mr. SCHEUER. Whntparto:fthisY'e!l;r~ i/, 

Mr. liEBOWITZ. I exPect by the end of the calendar ye8.r it will he 
out <if the Printing Office. 

Mr. RCm:TTER. Do you have any idea if the draft is in its current 
state of publicationfln vour opinion is it a usable dra'ft, or do yoa 
have any further recomlnendations or additions to ml:tke W 

Mr. LEBOWITZ. I have a couple of emendations that I would make 
of the overall text of the guide. whi~h is some 250 p~es long; but of 
the manual itself which is a piece'L~'rthe guide. no, sir. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Because once it is in the reeord, it begins to (Eet into 
the stream of consciousness; and if there are any cocrections that yon 
would like to make to it, I would be very appreciative if you would do 
that nmv before it is printed. 

SQ why don't we hold the record open for 1 week and let Dl". 
Lebo"itz comb through it with a fine-tooth comb and ma.ke anv nec-
essary chang'es. 'We would be verv ~tefnl fo1" you!' input. • 

Mr. LEBOWITZ. Yes, and I appreciat~ the tillie, sir. 
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)11'. SHACKNAI. But from reading that guide I think that it has ap
plicability to a larger group than just women who are afraid of being 
victimized by a sexual assault. It wonld~ in fact, be appropriate for 
use by men and women who wish to increase their personal security 
outside the confines of their own home. 

Mr. LEBOWITZ. Or even within it. I would say that I found it most 
interesting and useful myself. Much of the material in there could be 
used as a general guide for old people. 

For example, keep a telephone in the name of the couple even if only 
one spouse is still alive. Keep the name of the couple on the mail box 
even if one spouse is alive. The manual has a number of those kinds 
of tips which I agree that are not just applicable for older women to 
defend themselves from rape. 

Making sure, to the greatest extent possible, that you go out with 
someone else, has the kind of rippIe effect to an older person's life that 
could only be beneiicial, that won't just let them get out, but it will in 
fact give them a sense of control which is terribly important in preserv· 
ing a person's sense of who they are and where they are in preserving 
their quality of life in mental heaith. And so I can see a number of 
benefitH in something like this. 

Mr. 8CI:IEUER. Dr. Lebowitz, thank you very much. Your testimony
has been extremely interesting and provocative and we will ask you 
to accept this little extra burden of combing thl'ough that report so 
that it is in good form for publication. 

We will now adjourn lLlltil tomorrow morning at 10 a.m. 
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 1 :10 'P.m.] 

• 
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ApPENDIX 1 

, ~ARED STATEMENT OF JACK ANDSHA.RON S. GOLDSMITR 

OVERVIEW OF ~ CRIMES AGAINST ?mE Y..LDEID,Y 

We would like to thank Congressmen Pepper, Scheuer and Roybal for the in
vitation to provide an overview of the problem of crimes against the elderly as 
part of this serIes of hearings on research into violent behavior. We also wish to 
commend the staff of the committees for the excellent job that they have done in 
planning these hearings and to thank them for their assistance. 

In providing an overview of the problem of crime against the elderly, we will 
concent,:ate on,important themes and major concerns and -will leave specific de
tails to the expert witnesses who will testify subsequently. 

:BACKGROUND 

The 1971 White House Conference on Aging raised t:M' fssue of public safety 
and older Americans by making a series of recommendations on the subject. 
Since that time a number of investigative hearings, a National Conference on 
Crime Against the Elderly (1975) and an increasing number of research reports 
have grett.tly improved our understanding of the problem of criminal victimization 
of older people. 

When our own work in this, area first began, very little was known about the 
extent, the patterns or the impact of crimes committed agaInst the elderly. As 
you will hear today and tomorrow, this situation has greatly improved in the 
past five years. In spite of lingering difficulties in collecting data, we are in
creasingly able to replace assumptions with documented facts, and our general 
understanding of the scope of the problem has improved. There remains much to 
be learned, however, about why particular patterns of victimi7.ation persist and 
about how crime and fear of crime impact on the lives of older Americans. 

Improved understanding of this problem is due in part to the great number of 
local initiatives generated by both concerned public Officials, by independent re
seaTChers and by older persons who are actively working to make their com· 
munities safer and better places to live. 

In large part, however, it is due to the active encouragement and funding of 
research and progr1\lllS by the federal government-primarily through the Ad
ministration on ,.,1.g111g (DHEW) and the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration (DOJ). Federal involvement appears to have focused primarily on highly 
visible projects and programs which have immediate ''payoffs''. It remains to be 
See!l what the impact of such programs will be after the federal money is gone. 
Unfortunately many of these programs and projects appear to be adding little 
to our understanding of the problem or to the development of effective measures 
to reduce victimization. We would urge in the future more emphasis on basic 
research, on rigorous program evaluation and on coordination of efforts. 

A number of research programs have given us important lntormation, however, 
and a better idea of where we must go from here. 

Before proceeding to an overview of key issues and in order to help explain 
our perspective on this subject, we would like to offer a series of general ob
servations for your consideration: 

Crime is not a problem to be left to "the crimInal justice system" to solve. 
The criminal justice system cannot solve the crime problem because crime is 

not a "technical" problem which can be correete<l by the criminal justice 
bureaucracy. Rather, crime must be understood within its social and economic 
context. Solutions-where and if possible-will have to be polijical decisions. 

Crime and its con~l!quences must also be understood in humtl:n terms. 
This is true for both offenders and for victims. A crime is an event with a 

history and an aftermath. At long last-and still far too slOWly-public policy 
(53) 
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makers and criminal justice personnel are directing concerted efforts to relieve 
the impact of crime on victims and their families. Victim assistance, victim 
compensation and victim advocacy programs have been making increasing con
tt'lbu~ons to eas~ng the impact of crime. I~ is necessa17 to know the statistical 
descnption of cnme. It is ruso, however, Important to-ll.sk why? And at what 
cost in human suffering? ' . 

Criminal victimization of older persons must be understood within the general 
context of the quality Qf life for older people in this country. 

Orime against older people is integrally related to a wide range of "problems" 
which con:front them-including Inadequate housing and transportation; poverty; 
malnutrition; discrimination; forced retirement ; and inadequate or lloorly co
ordinated social services. 

Ideally, it should be unnecessary to single out Qlder victims for special 
treatment. 

We believe that ideally any special needs or problems which older people 
might have (or which any other group might have) would be recognized and 
dealt with in an appropriate manner. Yet, it is the case that too often agencies 
do not recognize special needs and that resources are unavailabl~ to met these 
need!;). 

Furthermore, we feel that it is necessary to stress that older people who are 
Victims ot crime or victims of fear are not the problem: they are people who 
have a problem-erime. In many communities across this country older people 
have proven to be important 'resources-eapable in many ways of contrilmtlng 
to the reduction of crime and its consequences. ' 

Finally, it is not necessary to prove that a particular group is "ovemctimized" 
in order to justify action on behalf of those who have been or those who may be 
victimized. 

We belleve that provision of victim services, victim compensation or crim,a 
prevention education is not inherently age-related. However, unless or' until ade
quate social services are provIded to all people in need, there exists a basis to 
demand special programs to meet the specific needs of any gzoup. 

Of course, deciding which groups get which resources becomes a political 
issue. It is not surprising, therefore, that crime and the elderly progranls 'Which 
have been initiated recently have a highly polltical flavor. To some extent they 
reflect the "do something" reaction-the need to provide an instant remedy to 
a serious problem. Such programs will no doubt have some immediate effect and 
perhaps some lasting effects as well. 

In calling fol.' basic research aimed at a comprehensive solution to the crime 
problem or to the problems of older people, we recognize that such ,research may 
raise political issues whicll this society is either unable or unwilling to resolve. 

OVEllVDllW 

It is not our intention in this overview of the problem of crime and the elderly 
either to reiterate Well-knOWD research findings or to engage in further debate 
about whether there is in fact a serious problem. We will raise some of the key 
issues for your attention and will let subsequent witnesses document specIfic 
problem areas. We would also like to avoid repeating the fine work of the Sub
committee on Housing and Consumer Interests (of the Select Oommittee on 
Aging) chaired by Oongressman Roybal and would refer those in:terested in 
detailed analysis of the major issues to ilie Report of April, 1977, titled "In Search 
of Security; A National Perspective on Elderly Orime Victimization." 

Older people are victims of the same kinds of crimes as the rest of the popula
tion. Patterns of victimization vary, however, and the extent and nature of the 
criminal victimization of older people continue to be subjects of debate. It IS 
safe to say that definitive answers remain to be f01l.7).d. 

On one hand, there are methodological difficulties involved in relying solely 
on aggregate data (See Subcommittee Report noted above). On the oilier hand, 
there are also problems in extrapolating too much from the more intensive 
studies which deal with a limited geographic az:ea or a specific crime. 

We believe that it is logical to assume that patterns of crime vary from com
munity to cOnllnunity and over time within the same community. Therefore, it 
should not be a matter of tremendouS concern if research findings vary. Further
more, we believe that the absolute number ·of crinles committed against older 
persons indicates a serious problem exists. 

For most categories of crime which are regularly analyzed, data IndIcate that 
older people ha,e lower rates of victimization. This also appears to be true spe-
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~~fically about violent crime. Such generalizations can be made based on re
ported crime statistics and the results of victimIzation surveys. Taken alone, 
however, this is relativ~b' useless information. 

Statistical data,. Dd"crime can offer important descriptive information when 
(J!trefully brol~ .. !<down and analyzed. Data can also obscure specific information. 
Current knG,wledge about victimization rates is incomplete. We need to know 
more, tor example: 

About which segments of the older population are most susceptible to 
which crimes; 

About the relationship among variables such as seA, race, neighborhood, 
time, etc. and their impact on crime rates; 

About the rates of victimization for crimes for which relial>le statistics 
are currently unavailable-sueh as medical quackery and other frauds; 

About the effect of "risk reducing" lifestyles of many older people on 
their victimization. rates as a group; and 

About who commits which crimes against whom. 
We fUrther believe that it is also necessary to go beyond questions of who, 

what, how many and so forth to the qualitative, more complex questions of why; 
what is the impact; and what can be done? 

In order to reduce crime against older people it will be necessary to learn 
more about why people commit crimes and specifically why some choose to 
victimize older people. Systematic research into the causes of violent behavIor 
and efforts to reduce juvenile delinqueIl~y are both impol'tant steps in this 
process, but there are many other areas requiring analysis as well. 

It is impossible to ignore the impact of crime and the fear of victimization 
on older Americans. We understand that you will be hearing detailed testimony 
on this pervasive problem later, 'but we would like to underscore the impact 
of fear on the quau.ty of life for many older people. For too many who are 
poor, alone and afraid to leave their llomes, old age is a bitter, empty struggle 
to survive. We ask, why is this so? 

The ovel'all impact of crime is often greater on older victims than on younger 
victims. Fadors which contribute tf) this differential impact illdude: 

The physical crll111ges associated with aging which can increase VUl
nerability to crime and the likelihOOd and severity of injury; 

The often drastic reduction of economic resources associated with forced 
retirement, discrimination, and fixed and inadequate incomes which in 
combination with in:i1ation can magnify the effect of monetary or property 
loss; and 

The restriction of activity which is often associated \yith social isola
tion and the psychological trauma and victimization. 

Crime is a major concern for all Americans. It appears to be a very' serious 
problem for older Americans. Thus, basic research and programs which enhance 
our understanding of the problem of crime against tile elderly and increases 
our ability to reduce victimization and its consequences are needed. 

Older Americans belong to a rapidly growing-and perhaps the most unique
minority group in this country. 

Members of this minority group are drawn from I'll economic and social 
classes-but few Ill'e rich and many are poor; some are men-more are women; 
some are employed-more are retired; some live in the country-most live in 
the cities; they are liberal and conservative; they are in good health-ana in 
poor health; they may 'be active-or may be isolated; older people are of all 
races, all faiths, all nationalities; they were once young; and, most of us either 
are now or one day will belong to this minority. 

We would do well to see "their" problems as very much our own. 
Once agai~" thank YOIl for the opportunity to share our concerns with you. 

mOGRAPmCAL SKETCHES 

Jack GOldsmith, Ph. D., is associate professor at the Center for the Administra
tion of Justice, The American University, Washington. D.C. Dr. Goldsmith is Co
director of the Institute on Crime and the Elderly at the American University; 
en-editor of Crime and the Elderly: Challenge and Response (Lexington. 
Mass .. D. O. Heath, Lexington Books, 1976) ; and author of numerous articles 
and professional papers OD. crime and the elderly and on police and society. 
Dr. Goldsmith was Ch.airman of the National Conference on Crime Against 
the Elderly (Washington. D.C., 1975) and was a public administration faculty 
fellow at the Administration on Aging (DREW) in 1973. 
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Sharon S. Goldsmith, M.A., is an independent consultant and Co-director of 
the Institute on Crime and the Elderly at The American University, Washington, 
D.C. Ms. Goldsmith is co-editor of Crime and the Elderly: Challenge and Response 
(Lexington, Mass. : D. C. Heath, Lexington Books, 1976) ; is author of n11Dl.erous 
articles and professional papers on crime and the elderly; and was Coordinator 
of the National Conference on Crime Against the Elderly (Washington, D.C., 
1975). 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD F. SPARKS, SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEWARK, N.J. 

CRIMES AGAINST THE ELDERLY-PROBLE1>1S ~o I'ERSPECTIVES 

bttroduction: Studying the victims 01 crime 
I have been asked to testify on problems and perspectives in studying the 

victims .of crime in general, and elderly victims in particular. I will therefore 
try to deal with what is known about the current dimenSions of the problem 
of crime against the elderly; with some of the methods by which criminal 
victimization may be studied; and with some of the limitations inherent in the 
data which we n.ow have on victimization, especially where the elderly are 
concerned. 

In particular, I would like to discuss the value and limitations of victimiza
tion surveys, as· a method of studying crime. In victimization surveys, repre
sentative samples of persons are interviewed, and are asked whether or not 
they have been victims-for example, whether they have been assaulted, or bad 
their bouses broken into--in some period such as the preceding six mOllths or 
year. One advantage of this method of measuring crime is that it can include 
offenses which have not been reported t.o the police, or which, though reported 
to the police, were not recorded 1;1] them in statistics (such as the Uniform 
,Crime Reports). The 1irst surveys of this kind were cn.t"ried out for the Presi
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, in 1960; 
since that time, victimization surveys have been carrried out. in a dozen differ",,, 
em; countries around the world.' At present, of course, the largest program of 
victimization surveys is the National Crime Panel (NCP), being carried out by 
the U.S. Census Bureau on behalf of the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration (LEAA.). 

Before addressing these subjects, I would like to describe briefly my own re
search experience in this area. In 1973, when I was on the faculty of the Cam
bridge Institute of Criminology in England, I carried out a yictimization survey 
in three areas in Inner Lon(lon. In this survey, my colleagues and I were partly 
concerned with methodological questions: we wanted to find out how accurately 
people would remembet incidents involving crimes which had been committed 
against them, and whether ther would mention those crimes to survey inter
viewers. For this reason, we included in our sample some people whom we 
knew to have reported crimes to the police within the year preceding our survey. 
But we also wanted to learn as much as we could about the extent and distribu
tion of yictimization among inner I.ondon residents; so we also interviewed 
representative samples of adults living in the three London areas!' After re
tUl'ning to this country in 1914,. I served as a consultant to the staff of the Panel 
for the Evaluation of Crime Surveys, of the Committee on National Statistics, 
National Academy of Sciences. This panel had been asked by LEAA to evaluate 
the National Crime Panel surveys; its report was published in 1976." Thus in 
addition to having conducted my own reSearch in this field, I have gained some 
knowledge of the NCP surveys and of the data which have so far emetged from 
them. 1 am also in the process of carrying out some exploratory analY!les of the 
NCP data from one city (Newark, N.J.) ; however, this work is still at an early 
stage, and no results are available yet. 

1 In addition to several surveys In American clttes, v1~timizatlon surveys have now been 
carried out in Australia. Canada, England, Denmark, Finlsmd, West Germany, Holland. 
Norway, SwItzerland, and Sweden. 

2 The results of this research are des~lbed in Richard F. Sparks. Hazel G. Genn and 
David d. Dodd, "Surveying Victims: A Study of the Measurement of Criminal Victimiza
tion, Perceptions of Crime and Attitudes to Criminal dustlce" (London: John WlIey and 
Sons, Ltd., 1977). ' 

• Bettye K. Peuick and Maurice E. B. Owens. "Surveying Crime," Final report of the 
Panel for the Evaluation of Crime Surveys, Committee on National Statistics, Assembly of 
Mathematical and PJ;.yslcal Sciences, National ReselU'Ch Council (Washlugton, D.C.; 
National Academy of SCiences, 1976). 
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For the moment, victimization surveys are our main source of information 
about the victims of crime in general, aud about crimes against the elderly in 
particular. As I am sure you h-now. regularly published police statistics (like the 
Uniform Crime Reports) give no information about victims; while some police 
.forces do routinely collect data on victims of crimes reported to them, these forces 
are in the minority, and the 'data collectE\d. typically go no further than basic 
demographic facts such as age and sex. I will return later to police records of 
crime, since I believe that these have considerable unrealized potential for 
research. But most of the evidence which I shall discuss will be evidence derived 
from victimization surveys, in particular the NCP surveys. 
Crimes against the elderly: Dimensions 01 the problem 

Crime against the elderly has often been described, over the past few years, 
as a problem of crisis proportions. Legislators, criminal justice system officials 
and the media have asserted that the elderly are disproportionately victimized, 
that crime against older persons is frequent, and that it is increaslng. The 
impression is often given that the problem is a quantitative one: that large 
(and increasing) numbers of crimes are being committed against the elderly, 
and that crime intrudes on their lives more frequently than on the lives of 
younger persons. 

This view is, I belieYe, fundamentally mistaken. Our best available evidence-
from the NCP and other victimization surveys-is that victimization rates de
crease with age, and ill particular that persons over 65 have a much lower 
incidence of criminal victimization than persons below that age. This is so, for 
aU types of personal and household victimization. in the NCP national data; 
it is also generally true for the 39 city-level NCP surveys which have so far 
been carried out, except that in a few cities persons aged 65 and older report 
more personal larceny with contact (purse-snatching, pocket-picking) than per
sons under 65. The general conclusion that the elderly are less likely to be 
victims of crime also emerges from surveys conducted .In other countries; for 
example, it was found in my London survey, as well as in surveys of violent 
victimization in the four Nordic countries. 

This general conclusion needs several important qualifications. The first 
concerns the accuracy of the victimization survey data. It is known that such 
surveys tend to underestimate victimization, since some respondents forget 
things which have happened to then:. i there is also a tendency for people to 
forget exactly when an incident happened, and to report it as (usnaHy) having 
happened more recently than in fact it did. Little is known, at the moment, 
about how these biases in the snrvey data affect estimates of victimization 
for different age-groups--for example, whether the elderly are more Or less 
likely to report incidents accurately to interviewers than younger persons. 

Second, the statistic used to measure victimization in the survey reports pub
lished by LEU-the victimization rate-is very misleading. The victimization 
rate equals the total number of victimizations reported to linterviewers by the 
'Persons in It particular group (say those 65 and over), divided by the number of 
persons in that group. But a small proportion of the population is victimized more 
than once, in any given six-month or one-year period. A person who is victimized 
four times would thus be counted four times in the numerator of the rate, but 
only once in its denominator; the result is that the rate Is artificially infiated, 
and cannot be used as a measure of risk. Thus, suppose that the surveys showed 
that there were two million vict'imizations committed against the 2(J million people 
aged 65 and over; we could nm conclude that the elderly had one chance in ten of 
being a victim. On the one hand, the true risk for the majority of the popula
tion would be much lower; on the other hand, a small proportion of the popula
tion would have a very much ihigher risk than the rate would suggest.' This is a 
general 'Point about victimization rates, and does not apply only to the elderly; 
for the moment, however, we do not know whether it applies to them in a way 
that distorts comparisons with other age-groups. 

It is also true that inthe published reporis which LEAA has issued on the 
surveys, all persons aged 65 and over are 'lumped togeth~r; the reports may thus 
be masking some important distinctions, and do not really permit us to identify 
"the elderly" with :any precision. 1\Iore detailed analyses are pOSSible, using the 

'Some respondents experience so many incidents ot victimization that they cannot 
remembel' dates or details; these so-called "serlea" victimizations ue now excluded trom 
the LE.A.A-publ1shed tabulations. 
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micro-data tapes which LEAA makes available to researchers, but I ha,€) not 
seen the results of any such analyses yet. 

Third, at present the NCP surveys give very little information on the social and 
personal context of victimization, against the elderly or anyone else. Considerable 
information is collectod on Incldenbs of victimization (for example, whether the 
victim took self-protective measures, and who they thought the offender was). 
But analyzing these data raises a number of difficult com'Putati'Onal problems; 
and there are not as many items of data about the people themselves (,both vic
tims and non-victims) as one would like. As a result dt is difficult to measure vul
nera·bilityand exposure to dsk, except in a crude way. In my London survey we 
asked respondents, "On average, how many nights a week do you g<} out?" As 
might be expected, we found that vlder people tended to go out much less often 
than younger ones. This is admittedlY'a ver,y rough measure of exposure to risk. 
Nonetheless, when we controlled for it-that is, when we compared (suy) ver
sons 65 and over who went out twice a week wdth younger persons who also went 
out twice a week-the difference in their victimization rates was substantially 
reduced, though not completely eliminated. A similar question is included 'in the 
"attitude questionnaire" adfuinistered to people in one-hal! of the households in 
the NCP city-level surveys; as far as I am aware, answers to this question have 
not been analyzed in relation to victimization, but my belief is that if they were 
analyzed, the results would be the same us we found in London. 

It is, of course, possible that pa'rt of the reason why elderly peVIlle do not go 
out so often in the evenings is that they are afraid of crime. My own OpiIl.ion is 
that that is certainly not the only, or even .. tb.e most important, reason: as people 
get oldar, they tend to restrict their soclllI activities for all kinds of natUl;aI 
reasons which have nothing to do with crime. (Moreover, when. they do go ouf in 
the evenings, they are probably more likely to viRit friends or family, and less 
likely to go to bars, clubs, sports events and so on.) But I would like to return to 
this point shortly, and deal with it in the general context of fear of crime. 

Fourth, though there are some data available frOm the NOP surveys, there has 
t;'{J iar been very little analysis of the qualitative aspects 'Of victimization, es
pecIally against the elderly. On uhe one hand, an offender's behavior-say, a 
purse-snatching-might be successful with an elderly person, and might even 
result in fairly serious physical injury; whereas ·that same offender's behavior 
might result in a mere attempt, with no injury, where a younger victim was 
concerned. On the other hand, we know that different types of pevple tend to 
define things in different ways: an elderly person jostle!l in the street by a group 
of teen-agers might interpret the situation as an assault, or an attempted robbery, 
whereas a younger :person might shrug 'it off as a normal piece of juvenile mischief. 

]j"'ifth and finally, it flhO'Uldbe noted that the NCP sUl~veys ask about only a few 
of the kinds of crime which take place; and they do ltot ask respondents about 
some kinds of crime which may be a special probl.em \vhere the elderly are con· 
cerned. A good example here is consumer fraud: fOlcexamp1e, the bogus repairman 
wbo promises to repair the roof or re-surface the driveway. Often, in such cases, 
the vicl!im d'OeS not realize ·that a crime has been I~ommitted : plainly such crimes 
cannot be included in a victimization survey. It 1Xlay well be that elderly people 
are especially vunerable to crimes of this kind. 

'Nonetheless, despite these quulHications, I thillJI!: that the findings of the NCP 
and other victimization surveys to date are broaB:ly correct. The weight of avai'l
able evidence is that the elderly are, if anything, less likely to be victims of cMle 
than younger persons. The problem l()f crime agEHnst the elderly is not, in purely 
quantitative terms, a large problem; in genera!, the risk of criminal victimiza
tion is less for the elderly than for younger pelrsons. This is not 'Il. kind of crimtl 
whi!~h is so frequent, so widespread, that the police and other agencies of the 
crin~inal justice system cannot cope with it. I ~(m not, of course, denying that 00-
casjional cases happen, where murder or oth'!!r serious crimes of violence n.r~ 
COItlmitted agaInst elderly llenwns. Of course 'this sometimes happens. There are 
cer'l:ainly cases in which wantonly vicious at/;acks are made on elderly persons, 
wb~ch result in terrible injuries. But cases of this kind, in part because they nre 
ralte and terrible, tend to receive great amounts of publicity. The best available 
scientific evidence, whatever its limitations, tends to show that-f{)rtmnutel:y
SUli!h cases are rather rare. 

iN or am I denying that there may be a~eas, in some of our inner cities, in wMcb 
c):ime against the elderly is a much bigger p1!oblem than the NCP or other Sl1!iivey 
statistics suggest. ]j'or a variety of reasons, file ~CP surveys in their present fDrm 
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are not well suited to identifying localized problems of that kind; but that is not 
sufficient reason to deny that the problems may exist. I believe, however, that 
even here the problem is complicated. It may well be that elderly residents of 
poor areas in our inner cities are often victims of crime. But in such arells, 
surely, the residents face criminal victimization primarily because they are pOIDr, 
and not because they are elderly. 

It should also ha noted that we have no evidence that crimes against the eldelrly 
are increasing more rapidly than crimes against other persons. Indeed, the NIDP 
vitcimi~ation data show little evidence of any increase in victimization of persons 
aged 65 and over, over the period 1973-75 (which are the only years for which 
national data are now available). Comparing 1974 with 1973, there were increases 
in some categories of personal victimization, for both males and females alged 
65 and {)ver; in almost every case, however, those patterns are reversed by a 
comparison of 1975 with 1974." Two yeaT:S do not, of course, provIde much of a 
hasis for comparison; and for methodological reasons such comparisons must be 
wade with extreme caution, especially for sub-groups of the population v,ith 
low victimization rates. It is also true that in several of the thirteen cities 'Sur
veyed (as part of the NCP) in 1972 and 1974/75, persons aged 65 and oyer' re
ported higher rates of victimization, especially of personal larceny with conj;act. 
But there is certainly no evidence of a general increase in victimization of the 
elderly. 
Fear ot crime and the elderly 

I would like to turn now to another important aspect of this problem, namely 
the fear of crime and the effects which that fear may have on the day-to-day lives 
of poople in general and the elderly in particular. It has often been reported that 
elderly people, especially those living in the poor inner-city areas, are constantly 
fearful of being robbed or attacked, and that as a result they do not go out, be
coming virtual prisoners in their own homes. Clearly there are some areas in 
which this is tIne. Again, however, we must assess the problem caref~l11y, and 
avoid leaping to the conclusion that fear of crime among the elderly is a national 
problem. 

Apart from individual case-studies, the evidence on this subject is in fact 
rather ambiguoUl~. Some data are available from public-opinion polls and other 
surveys (including the NCP city-level surveys) ; but these data have not been 
much analyzed yet, and they need careful interpretation.' In my experience 
(and I think most survey researchers would agree) it is not much goo(l asking 
a person directly a question of the form "Are you afraid of crime 1" or "Have 
you limited your activities because of fear of crime 1" Such a question tends 
to invite the answer "Yes", and may not reflect the respondent's true feelings, 
still less his actual behavior. Crime is, after all, a -powerful emotive issue, and 
in many cases expressr-u I!oncern about crime may merely be a vehicle for concern 
about a variety of other things. If I may give another example from my own 
research; in our London survey we asked Our respondents a number of open
ended questions about their immediate neighborhoods--what kinds of areas 
they were, would the respondents be happy to leave, and so on. Substantial 
numbers expressed dissatisfaction with their neighborhoods; but when asked 
why they did not like their surroury,lings, almost none spontaneously mentioned 
crime. Later in the interview, theY,:were asked if there was much crime in their 
neighborhoods; and at that pOint, !:!nany who had saId they disliked their neigh
borhoods said that they felt there was a lot of crime. 

We also need to look at the attitudes and beliefs of the elderly in the general 
context of fear of crime: are older persons more fearful than younger ones? 

• The only exceptions are aggravated assault tor males, and personal larcency without 
cQntact, tor females, both of which increased In both years; robbery with fnjury tor 
females" and personal larcency with contact for males, decreasl'd in b'lth years. See 
"Crimhial Victimization In the United States. A Comparison of 1973 and 1974 Flndin~." 
National Crime Survey report No. SD-NCP-N-3, Table 4; and the comparable tabl" in 
the 1974-711 rtlport. No. SD-NCP-N-II (both published by the National Criminal Justice 
Information and Statistics Service, LEAAl • 

• Data from tile NCP "attitude questionnaire" administered to half of the households 
in tltirtct'u of the cities surveyed are summarized in James Garofalo, "Public Opinion 
About Crime: The Attitudes of Victims and Non-victims in Selected Cities," Analytic 
Report SD-VA!)-.1, 1977. Other attitude (Jata are summarized in Michael J. Hindelang 
et al .. "Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics." 1976. section 2. (Both volumea pub
l1shed by the National Criminal Justice Informati(l;) and Statistics Service, LEAA. 
Washington, D.C., 1977.) Unless otherwise indicated. findings discussed in this section of 
my testimony ar,e taken from these sonrces. It should be noted that the "attitude" Ques
tionnaire 18 not at present administered In the NCP national snrvey. Also. though the NCP 
"attitude" data lire available for thirteen cities for two years (1971/72 and 1974/75). 
no comnarison of those ftndlnll;s has to mv knowledge Yilt been done. 
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For what they are worth, survey data to date do not invariably show that this 
is the case. Thus, in the thirteen-city NCp "attitude" data, per(1ons aged 65 
and over were no more likely than other respondents to think crime in the United 
States was increasin~: they were slightly less likely to think that crime in 
their own neighborhoods was increasing, . and les!; likely than others to believe 
that their own risk of being attacked or robbed had risen. They were less ill,ely 
than others to say that there was an area in their city where they would be afraid 
to go, either by dny or by night; and no more likely to mention as a problem in 
their neighborhoods. They were somewhat more likely than younger persons to 
say that they had limited their own activities because of crime. They were 
somewl!at more likely than other respondents to say that they went out less fre
quently than a year or two previously; and (together with persons aged 50 to 64) 
they were slightly more likely than younger respondents to mention crime or 
fear of crime as a reason for tbls. But that was not the commonest reason given; 
it WRF.I mentioned by 18 per cent, while "age" was mentioned by 27 per cent of 
those 65 and over, and health by 23 per cent. Those aged 65 and over were 
slightly less likely to say that they felt safe when out alone in their own neigh
borhoods during the day; but they were much more likely than younger respond
ents to say that they felt "very unsafe" when out alone at night. This was 
especially marked for female respondents aged 65 and over, 48 per cent of 
whom said they felt "very unsafe" when O'lt alone in their own neighborhoods 
at night. But this question was virtually the only one indicating that older 
respondents were more fearful of crime than younger ones; and as I have already 
indicated, we need to be careful in interpreting that figure of 48 per cent. 

In general, the findings from most surveys indiciate that bellefs about crime, 
and fear of it, are remarkably unaffected by personal experience as a victim. This 
is indeed illustrated by tb.e elderly, who tend to express fellr and concern at least 
as much as others, though their own risk of victimization is generally lower. 
Nonetheless, whatever its source, fear of crime can plainly have a damaging 
effect on the lives of the elderly persons-especially those living in poor neigh
borhoods of cities, who have few resources to protect or reassure them. It may 
well be that the surveys done to date, which have included respondents from the 
whole of central cities, have masked the extreme fear (and limitation of be
havior asa result of it) which may occur in particular inner-city neighborhoodS. 
As with victimimtion, fear of crime seems to me likely to be a problem for 
elderly people in particular neighborhoods or areas of cities, rather than a gen
eral problem. It is obviously important to try to identify those areas of high risk 
or high fear, and to try to create an environment in which elderly residents can 
feel secure as well as being as safe from crime as posRible. 
Priorities for future research 

I would like to conclude by discussing briefly what seem to me to be priorities 
1~or :future research in this area, and to say something about the methods by which 
that research might best be carried out. 

1:.\8 I have indicated, victimization surveys such as the NOP surveys are for the 
moment our most comprehensive source of intormation on crime in general, and 
crime against the elderly in particular. In tbeir present form, the NCP surveys 
certalt.,uy have their limitations and imperiedions, and we need to be very cau
tious in drawing con~'lusions from their finillu.gs. Following the National Academy 
panel's l'eport, LEll.i~ is in the course of re'assessing the NCP surveys. At ... one 
time, L1lli.\A. proposed to suspend data collection in the NOP. Now, I understand 
that they have revised their views, and prOpose to continue collecting national 
panel data .intil June 1978, reducing data .collection after that date to allow more 
research on ,conceptual -and methodological issues. In my view, this is the right 
courSe. While many criticisms may 1l:a made of the NCP surveys to date-in par
ticular, too little work has yet been done on methodological questions, and on 
analyzing the data so far collected-it remains true that such surveys may make 
an enOl'mous C(.\ntribution to our understanding of crime and its social con
sequences. I would hope, therefore, that LEAA would continue to give the NCP 
a high priority. It. should not be forgotten that the flrst surveys of this kind were 
conducted only twelTe years ago. Twelve years is a short time in the history of 
any science, 'Rna in 'Particular in the social sciences. 

The NOP sU?Vey~, may provide us with a broad perspective on p~oblems such 
as crime against th~ elderly; data from such surveys can provide a national or 
a city-level overview of those problems, and can put more d(~taned studies into 
perspective. But we should D6t, in my oplnlon, rely entIrely on the NOP surveys 
to assess the nature 'Rnd quality of crime against the elderly . .As I have already 
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Indicated, it seems clear that this problem is likely to be highly localized: to exist 
in particulll\r neighborhoods, especially in inner-city areas. A city-wide vicj~miza
tion survey·-llke those already conducted, as part of the NCP program,. in 26 
.~erican cities-may not reveal clearly the acute problems which may ~xist in 
certain neighborhoods of those cities. One possibility would be smaller-scale local 
victimization surveys, targeted to particular areas and populations wher~~ there 
is reason to suspect that crime, and fear of crime, are problems for elderlly r.esi
dents. Such surveys could also illuminate the extent to which elderly pel~l'lons
victims and noil-victims-make use of existing social services (including compen
sation or restitution programs for crlme victims), and could indicate what j!urther 
services are needed. 

Victimization surveys, however, are extremely expensive. In the NCP n!ltional 
panel surveys, for example, only about ten per cent of those interviewed 11lention 
any victimization of any kind, in the preceding six-month periOd. Even a survey 
done in a high-crime neighborhood might yield only 20 or 30 per cent of tl.e sam
ple of respondents who had been vIctims; and the number of "multiple vlctims" 
who are attacked several times is of course much smaller. An alternative rll!search 
method, which has so far been virtually neglected but which may produ¢e much 
uesful information, is research based on crimes reported to the police. 

As I noted earlier, some police forces-my guess is the majority, among 'big-city 
forces where this problem is likely to be the most acute-now routinely collect 
some information on victims who have reported offenses to them. It is lik~~ly that 
the quality and the quantity of this information varies, across cities i but ~;b.ere is, 
in principle, no reason why it should .DOt be both augmented and improved, in par
ticular cities where crimes against the elderly are seen as a problem. On~!e thesQ 
data were c~ected, they could help tiS to identify high-risk areas and gI~oupS in 
the populati6:1l; they could provide more information on the factual subsltance of 
crimes against the elderly, and help U~l to devise preventive strategies 'and assess 
needs for compensation. 

In addition, police records of the sort I am referring to could serve as tL way of 
identifying victims of crimes reported to the police, so thllt further and :more in
tensive research on those victims could be carried. out. In the general poIlu1ation, 
only a minority of a random sample will have experienced any victimization; but 
in a sample of people reporting crimes to the police, all will (by definition) have 
experienced something which they thought involved a crime against them. Such 
a selected sample cannot, of course, be used to measure the level of crime, since 
it would not include victims who had not notified the police. Nor can it serve as 
a basis for statements or policies concerning victimization in general, for the 
same reason. But it can provide much valuable data on that part of the problem 
with which the criminal justice system, llnd the social services, must deal. Where 
elderly victims of crime are concerned, the element of bias introduced by the ex~ 
clusion of victims who have not reported crimes to the police may not in fact be 
too severe: data from the NCP surveys to date suggest that p~rsons aged 65 and 
over are, if anything, somewhat more likely to report incidentl1l to the police than 
younger victims. In my opinion, therefore, research on victims who have reported 
oJ!enses to the police is well wurth Si1vpn~thl;;, especially if it is carried out in 
large cities like those in whiCh victimization surveys have 'already been done. 
Biographica~ I{ketch, Richard, F. Sparks 

I aID a Professor at the School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers Unf,versity, the 
State of New Jersey. The School of Criminal Justice is a graduate sc11o:)l, located 
in Newark, New Jersey; it was established in 1974, as 0. result of a mandate from 
the New Jersey legislature. 

I received the B.A.. degree from Northwestern University, Evanston, IllinOiS, 
in 1954; and the Ph.D. degree from the University of Cambridge, England, in 
1966. My p:~evious university appointments were as Lecturer in Crhninal Law and 
Criminology; Faculty of Ln w. University of Birmingham, England (1964.-67) ; 
and as Assistant Director of Research, Institute of Criminology. University of 
Cambridge, England (1967-74). I was ViSiting Professor at the Rutgers .School 
of Crim.inal Justice during 1974-75 i and have held my present appOintment as 
Professor at thllt'School since 1975. 

In additlo.n to journal articles and technical ~eports, my publications include 
the following books: "Key Issues in Criminology" (with R. G. Hood; London: 
We1denfeld and Nlcolson, New York: McGraw-Hill, 197'0) ; "Local Prisons: The 
Crisis in the EngUsh Penal System" (London: Heineman, 1977) ; and "Surveying 
Victims: A Study of the Measurement of Criminal Victimization, Perceptions of 
Crime and Attitudes to Criminal Justice" (with Hazel G. Genn 1lnd David J. 
Dodd; London: John Wiley 'and Sons, Ltd., 1977). 
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I have served as a consultant to the Panel tor the Evaluation ot Crime Sur
veys, Committee on National Statistics, National Academy of. Sciences i to the 
Division of Crime Problems of the Council of Europe; and to the Crime l?reven
tion and Criminal Justice Section of the United Nations Secretariat. I am a mem
bel' of the Crime and Delinquency Review Committee of the National Institute (If 
Mental Health. I am also a member of. the American Society of Criminology, and 
the American Sociologicnl Association. 

At the present time I am writing '11 monograph on "Studying the Victims of 
Crime: Problems and Perspectives," under 11 contract with the Center for Studies 
of Crime and Delinquency, National Institute of Mental Health. 

PREPARED STATf:MENT OF :\IICHAEL J. HINDELANG, PH. D., PnoFEssoR AND llSSO
CIATE DEAN, SCHOOL OF CB.IMINAL JUSTICE, STATE UNIVERSl'ry OF NEW YOllK 

CRIMIN.\L VICTIMIZATION OF THE l~LDERLY 

(Prepared Jointly by Micbael J. Hindelang and Ellen H. Richardson, School of 
Criminal Justice, SUNY, Albany, N.Y.) 

Thank you for the opportunity to appell.r before thi.s Committee today. The 
topic "Crime Against the Elderly" is one that has received enonnous attention 
from tbe public, researchers, and legislative bodies dIning' the past few years. 
Crime itself is an emotional topic and crinle against the elderly evokes great con
cern from most younger and older Americuns alike. Among those of us who are 
llOt I.'lderly. this concern stems not only from an interest in the general social 
well-being of elderly Americans but alsl) from concern over our elderly pll.1:ents, 
relatives, and neighbors amI from the re'~ognition that most of us who are younger 
will live to become elderly. I share nIl of these concerns. 

Perha}:!s because of my personal fel~iings on this topic I find it all the more 
necessary to step back away from the' fl'ars that we hear voiced by our parents 
and step bac1~ from individual cases of which we are all aware in which elderly 
persons lwve been crimlmtlly tlUd m<'rcilessly victimized. Such stepping back is 
necessary because rntlonal solutions to such prOblems-to the extent that such 
solutions are within our grasp-require an attempt at objective and dispassion
ate assessments of the extent and nature of the problem. 

For the past five years I have directed several research efforts at the Criminal 
Justice Research Cl.'nter in albany, New York involving criminal victimization in 
We United States. Included nIt,\ong,' our research topics have been several in which 
prime attention has focused oll~Jb.e relation~hip between age on the one hand and 
both fear of crime Ilnd actual crhninal victimization on tIle other. In these studies 
we have used data collected bytlle Bureau of the Census from representative 
samples of Americans about crimes ~y may have suffl.'red, whether or not these 
crimes came to the attlmtion of'the pollce. These /1Urveys, sponsored by the T.law 
Enforcement A~:sistuuce AJ.w1ili~triltivn {LEAA} ~:::-:; !:no~"!l ee the l'!!!.ti~!!~l 
Crime Survey. The following-to be elaborated below-are major conclusions 
from some of our research: 

(1) Elderly AmericanEl-foi:' our purposes here those 65 years of age or older
have 11. substantially I!,Tl.'ater fear of criminal victimization than do younger 
.tUnericans. 

(2) Elderly Americans in \lrban areas and in the United States as a whole have 
a higher rate of personal larcl.'ny (e.g., purse-snatching) than do Am.ericans in 
some younger age groups. 

(3) However, elderly Americans have far lower rates of homicide, robbery, 
rape. assault, burglary, larceny from the household, and motor vehicle theft 
victimization than do younger Americans. 

(4) Elderly Americans are less lil{l.'ly to be illjurl.'d and less lIkely tQ be con
fronted with \wapons in criminal victimizations than are younger Americans. 

(5) Elderly Americans are no more likely than younger Americans to be vk
timi7.ed by juveniles. 

(6) Elderly America:ns. in comparison to younger Amerieans, are not less likely 
to call the police once v:.ctimized. 

(7) Elderly American victims are not prone to SIIY that they failed to call the 
pOlice because they feare-d reprisal by the offender. 

(8) Elderly Americans have not experienced a rl.'cent upsurge in criminal 
victimization. 
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With the eX~lltion of the first of these conclusions-that elderly Americans 
liave a great fear of crime--most of these conclusions are not consistent with 
('ither prevailing opinion or media portrayals. Before getting to the specifics of 
of these conclusions. permit me to say somet.hing more about the LEAA/Census 
surveys themselves, because they are the basis of my discussion today, 

The National C~jme Survey is the generic nume for two series of surveys con
ducted by the Bureau of the Census for LEAA. One series-the na!:ional survey
involves samples drawn for the United States as a whole and the other-the city 
surveys-is for 26 selected American cities. In the national Bllmple, a probability 
sample of 130,000 ,Am",ricans twelve years of age or older is intervieWed twice 
per year on a continuing basis. In the city surveys, 22,000 city :residents in each 
of 26 selected cities 1 were interviewed during 1974 and 1075 (about 600,000 
persons). In the combined national and urban samples in excess of 2 million 
interviews have now been conducted. 

Respondents, who are drawn from the general population, are aekP.d whether 
the,y have been victims of rape. robbery, assault, larceny, burglary, or motor 
vehIcle theft during the six months (12 months in the city surveys) prior to the 
interview. For those who report such victimizations, details of the event-what 
actu!llly happened, when and where it happened, what the consequences were, 
whether it was reported to the police, etc.-are solicited. In addition, respondents 
in the city surveys were asked about theit fear of crime and the effects of crime 
on their daily activities. Because cooperatt.\m with Census Bureau interviewers 
is generally excellent, it is possible to make quite reliable estimates of victimiza
tion e:l{periences in the population on the hasis of the sample results. Permit 
me to bighlight some of these results. 

ATTITUDES ABOUT VICTIMIZA.TION 

The da.ta in FigJ.ll'e 1 are consistent with most results that bear on the relation
ship between "fear ot crime" and age. Among urban males and females as age 
increases there are steady increases in the proportions who report feeling unsafe 
or very unsafe about being out alone at night, even in one's own neighborhood. 
When these urban respondents were asked about feelings of safety ill their 
neighborhoods during the daytime, much less fear was expressed; one out of. ten 
elderly males and two out of ten elderly females reportedly felt somewhat or 
very \tll-Bllfe. 

1 The cities fire: Atlanta. Baltimore, Boston, Bulralo. Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
Dallas. Denver. Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Milwaukee. Minneapolis. New.\'lrk, 
New Orleans. New York, Oakland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland (Oregon), St. LoUis, 
San Diego, San Francisco and Washington D. C. 
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Urban respondents were also asked whether they had "limited or changed 
their activities in the past few years because they [were] afraid of crime". Again, 
a relationship with age is apparent in thl,' results: just over one-third of those 
16-24 years of age and more than one-hilIf of those 75 years of age or older 
reported limiting their activities because of fear of crime. 

In summary, most elderly urban Americans feel unSllfe on their neighborhood 
streets at night, but the vast majority of elderly feel safe there during the day
time. Just over one-half of tbe elderly residents of these cities reported changing 
their activities in recent years because of fear of crime. 

VICTIlIlIZATION F.xPEBIENCES 

.Age is one of' the strongest predictors of the likelihood of being criminally 
victimized. Contrary to popular belief, hcwever, for almost all types of crime 
as age increased rates of criminal victilai~:ation for the crimes studies in the 
LEU/Census, surveys decreased markedly. Figure 2 shows data from the 1975 
calendar year for the United States as a whole. For the crimes of rape, robbery, 
aSSllult, burglary, household larceny, and motor vehicle theft, the rates of 
victimization are generally smaller for the older groups than for the younger 
groups. For example, for the crime of robbery-which involves the use of 
force or threat of force directed against the person in a c~ime of theft-there 
were more than 1,000 robberies for every 100,000 persons under 25 years of age 
but less than half that rate (430 robberies pllr 100,000 persons 65 years of age 
or older) in the oldest age group. For burglary, the rate for households headed 
by those under 19 years of age was about 4 times as great as for those 65 or older 
(21,000 VS. 5,0(0). 
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Only for the crime of personal larceny-which involves theft from the person 
without force or threat of force directed against the person (as in pO(lket picking 
and purse snatching by stealth)-was the rate for the elderly as large as or larger 
than the rate for some younger age groups. As can be seen in the figure, although 
the rate for personal larceny from those 16-24 years of age WillS gref.lter than the 
rate for those 65 or older, the rate for the latter was greatel~ than the rate for 
those 26 to 64 years of age. 

The data in Flgure 3, which are for the 26 urban areas surveyed, show the 
same general pattern as the data for the United States as a whole. lPor every 
major crime except personal larceny, the rnte for the elderly is much less than 
that for the 'Other age groups. Overall, then, these data suggest that actual vic
timization rates of the elderly are not nearly as great us the rates for other age 
groups. 
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Some have suggested. that although the elderly are less frequently victimized 
than are younger persons, the elderly are more seriously victimized. When the 
seriousness of the victimization-such things as presence of weapons, extent of 
injury, and extent of financial loss-is taken into consideration, this expectation 
is not supported. For example, in the 26 urban are'.LS surveyed, four out of five 
personal crimes suffered by the elderly involved thl!ft or attempted theft and 
more than half of these did not involve force -or threat of force directed against 
tqe victim. Elderly victimS -reported being confronted with a weapon in 24 :percent 
or the personal vi~timizatiolls compared with 42 percent fOT younger victims. 
Some bodily injury rf?~ulted to elderly victims in about one out of six victinl"tza
tiona, eompared to one out of f.our fi.\:C younger victims. Among all age groups 
about two-thirds of the injuries suffel:ed were minor, involving bruises and 
scratches. Of those victims requiring medical attention one ~n five of those under 
00 years of age, but only one in six of those 65 years of aJle or older wal'1 hos- '.'1 
pitalized over night or longer. By several: ~riterla 1.1len, the v'[i!timir.;ations suffered 
by the elderly are not more serious than those suffered. by younger per;;Jons. 
Juvenil(} offender8 

Much of the common law crime committed in the Unit\'ld States is committ~d 
by youthful offenders. To what extent are the elderly disproportionately 'l"ictlm
ized by juvenn~s? In the course of the victimization survey intervHhvs conducted 
in the 26 cities, victims were a.sked to estimate the offendel"s age. When there 
was a single offender, one-quarter of the robbery victims under 35 years af agel 
but only one-sixth of the robbery victims 65 years or older, were Victims of 
offenders l;'aStlmated to be less than 18 years of age. When the robbery victinlizll
tion invoh':l!d more than one offender, the youngest of the offenders was estimated 
to be less than 15\ years of age in one-half of ~1e robberie$ of victims under 35 
years of age but in only one-third of the robberies of the elderly. For personal" 

., crimes overall, the.elderly .were D.O-zoo:te.J.ikely-tQ,be :lI1.ctiz:nl:'ted-by..;juv.ell;iJe.s,tbrol . 
were younger victims. I' 

Reporting to the police;' 
In the literature relating to crimes against the elderly it is often alleged that 

the elderly victims of crime are le3s likely than younger victims to report the 
C11ime to the pOlice, because, it is argued, the> elderly have less colUidence in the 
cJliminal justi{!e system, want to avoid red tape, Ilnd fear reprisals from offendel·s. 
:nefore the advent of victimization surveys such claims were speculati,e and not 
'~ilbject to systemati'.! testing becl).use police data by definition only count offenses 
! eported to the police. 'l'he availability of victimization survey data permit all 

I: ssessment of some of these suggestions. In the 26 urban areas surveye6 and'in 
I'the United States as a whole, about half of aU personal crimes-tape, robbery, 
assault, and personal lltrCeny-repoli·"..l to survey interviewers were said by 
victims not tp have been reported to the poUce. The hypothesis that the eldedy 
are more likely not to .1'eport to the police was not confirmed in either the 26 
'Urban areas or in the United States as a whole. For all age groups, the serious
ness 'Of the offense--whEther weapons were used, whether injury orlOilS "ere sus
t-ained by the victim, etc.-seemed to determine whether );he event w~\s .reported 
to the'police. 

.All of those wllO did not !report the victimizatlon to the peUce were asked why 
they did not.F:igur~ 4 shows fa:!! the United States as a whole the reasons gh'en 
by victims who ianed to notify the police about their victimizations. (Some ,ic
tims gave more than OnEI reason). For bothyounber and older respondent" the 
bellef that "nothing ;~ould be done about the victimizMion" Ilnd that the vic
tlmilmtlml.Wo,s "nut iinportant enough" were most eommonly glven. It is note
Wi:;::.'fuy that il:t'ear 'Of rep:ris~l" is one of the raresIF~"9ns cited by elderly 
or :younger vict1.ms as reasons ;for failing to notity the poll,,:;e about a personal 
vi~timization. 
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t:}ondu8ion 
The National Crime Smvey data indicate that the real anu paralyzing teal' 

of being Yictimized that is expressed by older Americans is disproportionate to 
the frequency or seriousness of criminal victimization suffered ::>y the elderly 
either in large urban areas or in the United States as a Whole. Undoubtedly this 
fear, translated into limitations on behavior that slwerely constrict the dailyac
tivities of the elderly, results in both a lower rate of actual. victimization than 
would otherwise tie the case and a serious d.aterioration of the quality of life 
of older Americans. Many beliefs abDut victimization of the elderly popularly held 
among professionals and the public alike, are not consistent with the best r~ 
search data currently available. Overllll, elderly persons have relatively low 
rates of both personal and househoLd victimization; they ure Slightly less likely 
than younger victims to be confronted willi a weapon, to be injured, 'Or to be 
hospitalized if they are victimized; they are not more likely than younger victims 
to be Victimized by juveniles, to fail to report their victimization to the police, or 
to dte "fear of reprisal"~s a reason :for not reporting the victimization to the 
police. 

In light :of the high fear and yet relatively low rate of Victimization, pro3'rama 
designed tt- address the special problems of the elderly should focus on ways to 
reduce the very high levels of fear. Decoy programs-in whlch police officers 
disguised as elderly persons await victimization and arrest the offenders-at
tempt to reduce actual victimization of the eldetly by making nnobtrusive at
tempts to arrest Offenders. Although thll!- approach may be sensible in unusual 
instances in which therels heightened victimization of the elderly within a given 
section of the city, as a general policy this approach would not appear to be cost 
effective in light of the low rate of 01der1y victimization. Rather, it would seem to 
make better sense to use more toot patrol officers in such areas because their 
visible presence will tend not only to discourage actual victimization of elderly 
and non-elderly alike, but also to l:educe the fear of victimization so strongly helli 
by older Americans. In addition, educational "spots" on radio and itelevision 
might be used effectively to inform audiences, for example, that most victims 
of crime are victimized when alone; therefore the "buddy',' system-going out 
into public places (e.g., on the streets) where most personal crimes occur, with 
a friend or a group of friends--w()uld be safer than going out alone. Such an 
approac4 to the problem would Simultaneously make the elderly (and others) 
feel saf.:er, and act1lll11y be safer w}:;en ont in public accompanied by friends. 
The ~,tirvey results show that the elderly su:lfm.' a higher. proportion of "lone" 
victiinizations than do younger persons. 

Thi_s may be because the elderly have tewer companions. Hence an organized 
escort program-in which groups of older persons who want to go out, say to 
shop, would be accompanied by volunteer escorts. or foot patrol officel'iS could be 
implemented. Again, this approarh would reuuce fear an<l would l'~duce the 
actual chances of being victimized. The point that I wish to emphasize is that: 
programs desir-dM to focus only on redUCing actual victimization of the elderly
like decoy pT{l~,·allls-without ulso reducing fear are doomed to failure. Of course 
it is possible that if fear is reduced aduill victimization may increase to some 
extent, but this should nol: OC<!lU: if the means of reducing fear includes as a by
'prodnct an actual reliuction of risk of victimization as well (e.g., an escort 
program). More importantly, reduced fear which Is more c.ommensurate with 
objective assessments of the risks of actual victimization wi'll serve to remove 
some of the self-imposed fear tarriers that now severely and unnecessarlJy 
reduce the quality of life of. elderly Americans. 

PREPA.lt!lD STATEMENT OF BAlmY D. LEBoWITZ, PI!. D., NATIONAL INSmU1'E OJ' 
MENTAL lIEALTB: 

Mr. Chairman, I am. honored to have the opportunIty to testify before ;vn1l1' 
committee concerning the issues relating to crimes against the elderly. J'.fy 
remaTka will focua on .four general issues: 

What arE) the factors whUh increase the vulnerablIlty of the (llderly to 
criminal victimization? . i. I 

What is known about the ):t;\t\lre and extent of. IIrimlnal vic.timization of the 
eldedy? . 

What il?~ie impact ot criminal Victimization of the elderly? 

II 

II 
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How does criminal victimIzation relate to other factors which contribute to 
social isolation? 

Let me acknowledge, at the outset, my debt to colleagues at the Center for 
Studies of Crime and Delinquency in the National Institute of Mental Health for 
our many discussions over general issues of criminology and specific discussions 
ove~ the issues I will preseni today. 

VULNERABILITY 

Each day, 4,000 pel"Sons reach the age of 65 in the United States, and 3,000 of 
those over 65 die. A.t the pres~iIlt time, approximately 11 percent of the American 
population is over 65, and p.'l9jections have this proportion reaching 16 percent 
by the year 2040. The largest ~toportionate growth in the elderly population is 
in the oldest portion-those over!.75. In the elderly population there are approxi. 
mately 150 women for every 100 i'llen. It is surprising to many that only 5 percent 
of the elderly population lives in','institutions like nursingihomes or state mental' 
hospitals,llnd, indeed, only 19 percent of those over 85 live in institutions. Ap
proximately one-third of the elderly population lives alone. 

The heterogeneity within the elderly population has been noted by many re
i;.;;~t~ers, as has the inevitability of certain declines and losses. Nonetheless, there 
are C~'lracteril!tics of the aged population which may well be expected to increase 
vulnerability to criminal victimization. 

(1) Physiologically, the decline in bone mass and associated brittleness of the 
bones with age, coupled with decreases in sensory functions of vision and hearing 
may contribute to uncertainty and inetrecti'feness in dealing with aspects of an 
environment. Older people may bave to walk more carefully, risk missing 
auditory or visual cues associated with danger, and experience weakness and 
fatigue. 

(2) Mentally, some 10 to 25 percent of the elderly sutrer from some sort of 
mental impairment. Manifestations of these impairments may include problems 
with memory, confusion, disorientation, and a weakening of intellectual function
ing. Any ot these characteristics could contribute to the vulnerability of an elderly 
pe1'son. 

(3) Socially, although many ot the elderly do not live alone, allpro:x:imateIy ODe 
in three does live alone. In addition, many elderly persons are dependent upon a 
fixed schedule of income, e.g. pension checks, Social Security, or Supplemental 
Security Income checks are delivered at predictable times (usually the first of the 
month). Therefore, shopping, banking, ltnd othf,l~ activities become settled into an 
easily observable pattern or routine. A.ll of which increase vulnerability. 

In summary, physiological, mental, and social characteristics of the elderly 
would seem to contribute to a high vulnerability to crime. The risk involved in 
victimization (It an elderly person could be seen to be slight, especially if these 
teatures were seen as characteristics of all elderly persons. The extent to which 
the available data on victimization suPllOrt this contention will be examined in 
the next section. 

CBIMJNAL VI<lTIMIZATION 

There Is absolutely no consensus in thl~ field on the nature and extent ot crim
inal nctimization of the elderly. Analysis of national survey data collected for the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration shows that overall the rates of vic
timization of the elderly are lower than rates for younger persons. Even ill: this 
gross level some interesting age di1ferenees are presente.d. For example, nearly 
one.:third of th~ violent c:eimes (rape and .assault) carried out against the elderly 
occur in the victim's home and over half occur in or near the home (such aa the 
yard, hallway, or adjacent sidewalk). 'l:'hls relative unsafety of the home Is 
characteristic of the elderly to a much gtMter extent than to those of any other 
age. . 

These national survey data have been questioned on a number of methodological 
and technical grounds, and several surveys: of specific neighborhoods or cities have 
shown variance with the national survey estimates. In and ot themselves, how
ever, ,+,he num.bers mask more than they t1tluminate. For example, in analysis of 78 
case Ustories of women over 150 who have been raped, Davis and Brody indicate 
that in nearly two-thirds of the cases ~~t.hil~ rape was aSBociuted with theft. It is 
not known whether the rapist enters p~mllrily for rape or for theft. Many of the 
case histOries, however, reveal thnt What started out as a bUrglary, escalated to 
rape when the burglar d1ecovered the victim or become frustrated with hero" This 
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doubling up of offenses may well be a unique pattern of victimization, and it is 
deserving of considerable attention by researchers in 'criminology • 

.Another issue which needs research is the situational and motivational aspects 
of crimes against the elderly. My NIMH colleague, Dr. Christopher Dunn, of the 
Center for Studies of Crime and Delinqul'ncy, .has helped me frame the iSime in ,il 
terms of juvenile delinquency. The literature on delinquency is sparse when it 
comes to identification of situational and motivational aspects of delinquent be
havior, parti(!1llarly regarding the direction of aggression and the selection of 
targets. or victims. To date, much theoretical and empirical work has been directed 
at explaining the social distribution.of criminal offenses and victimization along 
with the personality of offenders and victims. 

The general issue is that it is important to study not only the social and per
sonality dimensions of criminal acts directed at older persons, but also the situa
tional and motivatiolUll aspects of these;'acts. To date, the best research in the 
field has not established the "lalidity of self-report research for serious or special
ized types of delinquency and crime. In a'ddition, many self-report stUdies have 
not dealt with significant situational and n1otivationlll aSpe<'ts of serious offenses. 
Yet because tlrime is known to occur at ratt:~ above that knowntOJ)olice, and be
cause official data are not reliable indicators \If behavior, self-repor~~ seem to offer 
a llseful means of investigation. :' 

Specltic research should be conducted on .tbe techniques and m~ltbod,s of sel!
reports that are best able to provide infq'imation from juvenlied about situa
tional and motivational aspects of theit.' delinquencies. Particular attention 
could 00 di~ted to the discovery of d,p!IDquencies against th.e elderly through 
self-report :t,.!tlloda and to patterns~f youth activity that lead to predatory 
contacts willi older people. ',rhe re'*1';£rch could determine the sC!J~ of informa
tion that can be ascertained about the motives for such activ>:" ~, and whether 
linch patterns and motives of behav!\or are unique to the juvenile allender/elderly 
victim or are morl! typical of juvenf)e offending generally. 

Adjunct to this research could liJ a study of the motivation and reeonstrueted 
activities of known juvenile otJ'~nderB who ,~9.d victimi:lled an elderly person. 
The objective of this research would be to describe in detail some of the motiva
tional themes which underlie known criminal behavior. For example, two such 
themes that may be postulated are: Utility i.e., elderly persons are victimized 
because they are easier to con, cheat, swindle, rob, mug, or otherwise utilize for 
criminal purposes; and hostility, i.e., elderly persons w(''Ce victlmiZea because 
the elderly personify authority that can be successfully challenged,and because 
rebelliousness can more easily be directed at older persons. 

Su.ch research would do much to CUJltribue to our understanding of the elderly 
victim of crime. Since only hal! the victimizers of the elderly are juvenile~; how
ever, this research would only be a start toward developing a more complete 
and complex undcl'$tanding of the dynamics involved in the criminal victimiza
tion of the elderly. 

An emphasis on reported crime rates, however, has the potential for misleading 
us. 

For the actual number of crimes seems to have little to do with the I2rsonal 
impact ot crime both tor the elderly victim and for all elderly persons. We may 
be Inlled into a sense ot security by observing the overall age dltferentials in 
victim rates or we may be motivated to outrage by observing the incroased risk 
of many older persons. Regtrrdlessof our judgment, however, the fear of being 
victimized is a major determinant of an elderly person's behavior in. the United 
States, and it is to this factor which I would like to dmw the attention of the 
committee. 

no!AOT 

In a 11';\74 nationally representative poll of 4,200 adults, Louis Harris and A!5-
saclates /l:.Sked 'about the very sei1.ous problems for the 65 and over pO£lulatlon.' 
The most frequently mentioned problem by The elderly respondents was fear;'o! 
crime--even more than poor h~alth and not having enough money to llve on, In 
addition, more than 4 in 10 of the Black elderly respondents rate the fear of 
crime as a very serious problem. But what does a very sedous problem mean? 
At base, it means that many elderly people restrict their range of activities to 
a minimum and become withdrawn and isolated. For example, my own research 
nas shown that over 70 pereen:.: of the older population ol latge cities report 
that th~y would be afraid to walk alonG at night. This findIng htll:$ been repli~ 

" 
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ca.ted several times and is generally a-cknowledged to be valid. The most common 
response to this fear is, simply, to stay indoors, and this means, for at least one 
in three, to stay alone. Now, decades of reseftrch have consistently shown that 
social isolation hilS daliterions mental health consequences of the most serious 
kind. 

That this is especially true.in an elderly population wa! convincingly shown 
by Dr . .Alexander Simon, Majorie Fiske and their associates in the NIMH-sup.
ported studies at the Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute in San Francisco. 
Significantly, one does not have to have been a victim to undergo this self-imposed 
isolation. Indeed, one of the tragic ironies of this whole state of affairs is that 
many older persons isolate themselves as a preventative strategy when the data 
show that the likelihood of being the victim of a violent crl~ il! ~ great at home 
as it is elsewhere for an olcrer persOJl. Consequently, t.lle imp!lct of criminal 
victimization is felt by all old persons, those who have been victimized as well as 
those who have Dot. The withdrawal and isolation, cnrtailing of activities and 
occasional obsessive concern with security, ean have only the most serious eft'ects 
OD quality of life and mental health of the oHier p;~rson. 

On the other hand, a concern with security is only reasonable and proper for 
the older person. As part of a project sponsored by the National Center for the 
Prevention and Control of Rape of the Nation:al Institute of Ment!'.l Health, 
Linda Davis and Elaine Brody of tbe PJl1ladelllhil1. Geriatric Center have pre
pared a manual, "Protecting Yourself A!;Il.1nst: Senal Assault." This short, 
9-page manual, though directed toward rape, contains useful and generalinfor
mation fo? personal safety at Jr\ilne, in a building. on the street, and in various 
other situatlons . .A. draft of the manual is attat~ed as an appendix to my re
marks. The overall guide, of which the manual is a part, will be pllblished this 
year. 

We must be careful about the concltlsions to be drawn from the relationships 
between victildization and social isolation of the elderly; this wili be discussed in, 
the final ~{'·.';Jon of the presentation. 

MULTIDI,YENSIONAL PERSl'ECTXVE 

Research, theory, and practice in the field ot' agil1g mWit be informed by a 
perspective whiCh stresses the interplay of bionredical, social, and behavioral 
factors. This is very e1,early illustrated by subject UDder discussior.. today-the 
efff:.Ct of the fear of criminal victimization on: the social isolation of the elderlY. 
Let us suppose that we were able to eliminate the fear of criminal victimization 
tomorrow. Would it necessarily follow that we would eliminate isolation? Un
fortunuiti!ly, (\nd obviously, the answer would have to be no. Several other factors 
came t~1 mind as potential conti'ibutors to isolation. Fir3t, w-e must be concerned 
with ac~ess and effectiveness of bealth care, In particular, if podiatry is unavail
able, then shoes are too unccmfortablc, and mobility becomes too painful. Conse
quently, isolation will be increased. Once the person gets outdoors, however, en
vironments may not be deSigned for access by the elderly. For example, studies 
with which I have been involved show that an individual'S I!elf-reported ability to 
cross 11 street bcrm:e the tra:ffit! light changes i& a strong predictor of quality of 
life. In other words, inab-ility to cross the stree-t, severely limits a persons terri
tory-although it extends beyond tha home it is limited by R bluck for those in 
the city. Finally, if public trllnsPQrtation continues to be designed with the long 
first step above the curb 01" roadway, then access by the physically-impaired 
elderly person is severely limited. 

CONCLUSION 

IJl conclusion, there is no questlc:.:! in my mind that the fenr of crime is an 
important contributor to the quality of life of the elderly in the United States. 
At this point, however, it Is difficult for me to assess the degree of its importance 
when weighed alongside physical, ~octal, and other factors. This aSs'<>.Bsment needs 
careful and systematic research which will focus on unraveHing·the complexUies 
and misunderstandings which pervade the arefJ .• 

:1£1". Chairman, I would like to thank you for providing me with the opportunity 
of testifying on this important issue, and I shall be pleased to answer any flues
Uons that you an.d the members of the committee may have. 
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APPENDIX 

PllOTEO'rING YOURSELF AGiUNST SEXUAL ASSAUL'r 

(Sponsored by the Center for Prevention and Control of Rape, National Insti
tutes of Mental Health, U.S. Department (If Health, Education, and Welfare) 

Sexual Assault, is committed against wom® of all ages, incomes and Uving 
arrangements. 

According to reports by law enforcement and survoy agencies, sexual assaults 
are committed much less frequently than all other crimes jlxcept homicide. It 
1s therefore highly unlikely that yon will ever experience such an attack, real 
or threatened. It is also true, however, that all 'Women mnst be aware of their 
actions and SlllToundings at all times in order to rednce the chances of becoming 
a victim of any clime. 

The following list of pe:l;'so'aal safety ideas has been formulated with publica
tions of and intetviews with many law enforcement agencies and e;lCperts on rape 
prevention. Perhaps you are familial' with some of these ideas. Ot.lters may be 
nmv to you. In. any case, they all deserve your careful considerati?n. VVlliIe pollce, 
housing personnel and neighbo~s may be helpful in deterring crilne, enough can
not be said for y?ur own skills in protecting yourself. 

PERSONAL SAFETY IDEAS 

1'111 lI0f/,r limng unit 
r. Don't advertise living' alone-

(a) Use initials on mail box, in phOne book-add dummy name. 
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(b) If alone and the door bell rings, call out. "I'll get it; Jobn" as though. 
someone is with you. 

(0) Draw shades, drapes at night. 
II. House should always look and sound occupied

(a) Use timers to turn on lights at night. 
(b) Use porch light. 
(0) Play radio .. 
(d) Leave phone off.hook if leaving home tor considerable period dtll'lnl 

the day. 
(6) Notify neighbor if goingaway-ask to collect mail, papera. etc. 
(1) Don't pin notes.to door. 
(0) Keep a bathroom light on at night. 

III. Essential hardware-
( a) Keep doors and Windows locked. 
(b) Use peephole. 
(0) Ohange locks from former tenant. 
(a) Never hide key-give to a friend. 
(e) If key is lost, change cylinder. 
(1) Never put address on key ring. 

IV. Use of phone-
(a) Have phone near bed. 
(b) Have emergency. numbers near phone in big letters so you can read 

them without glasses. 
(0) Never revaal personal information on phone: plans; that you live 

alone; your schedule; name or address; any personal information. . 
(d) Report series of obscene calls to police 

1. blow whistle into receiver. 
2. tap mouthpiece and say, "Operator-this 1s the call I wanted you 

to trace." 
(e) Have friend to check on daily at specific time, verbal code to indicate 

if something is wrong. 
V. Valuablef;l-

(a) Kwp purse, radios, stereos, TVs out of window reach and Visible 
view. 

(D) Engrave valuables with special security number, social security or 
driver's license. 

(0) Deposit and keep money in bank. 
( d) Don't keep large amount of cash in home. 

VI. (This may sound unfriendly but) never open door to stranger
(a) Don't rel.v on chain for identification of visitors. 
(D) Require identificatiop. from everyone-ntility men, maintenance men, 

pOlice, repairmen, salesmen; pass ID under door, when in doubt-chilck 
with company by telephone. 

( 0) If stranger requests use of phone, regardless of reason or "emer
gency", offer to make call for him while he waits outside of locked door. 

VII. If intruder is s11spected-
(a) If awakened, pretend to sleep knd:stay in room. 
(b) Try to retreat without being seen. . 
(0) If confronted, do not antagonize-observe description. Self defeX:3e 

measures are appropriate only if you are certain of your advantage and 
skill. or if loss of life appears imminent. 

VIII. Know yOUI' neighbors-work out procedure for alerting each other in 
case of emergen<lY. 
In a building 

I . .Always have key in hand before l10u r~ach entrance. 
II. Avoid deserted areas within building when alone-stairways, laundry, 

trash and storage arens. 
III. Avoid or use ca.ution when getting into elevator with stranger-

(a) In elevator-stand near control button and push for main fioor or 
emergency if concerned. 

IV. Don't overload yourself with bundles-be prepared to drop them quickly 
if being follow,':l. 

V. If Y011 think you're being watched when lllaving apartment, shout to mythi
eal companion, "Take the cake out in ten minutes, George!" 

VI. If apartment seems to have been (mtered, don't go in yourse]!. 
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.. vn ~thilil may· S0i\llld silly, but if accosted, yell ''fire,'' not "help"-it will 
attract atte:.:ttion quicldy. 
On the 8trr~et 

I. Whenever possible don't jVl.I,lk alone-,
(a) Use buddy systeru; or groups. 
(0) Don't sbortcut through vacant or parking lots. 
((I) St~ aWll.:lT:£J»ID doorways alld shrub~. 
(d) ;Walk near curb, facing tl'ftfilc. 
(e) U ear pU;US next to, :rOll gObl~ the same way. you are, reverse direction. 
(1) Avoid streetg in unfamiliar neighbeuhoods. 
(g) Vary route In going to, s.oore, coming home. 
(h) If msecure on sidewalk and traffic permits, walk down middle of 

street. 
II. Talklng to strangers-

(a) Be vel.'Y cautious when stranJger .asks dUections or time-ol' offers to, 
carry yeur packages bome. 

(0) Beware of an individual who claIms to have found meney and wants. 
to share with you-or who effers go.o<ls Ilt lew;prices. 

III. Always look antI be alert to, surroundings-
(a) Don't walk through a group of men, c.\'OSs street or wa.lk around them. 
(0) If ltp,{ll1ooched, look !o,:e lighted win<;lo\Vs, wave :md shout upward a~ 

though someone r..t window is watching you. 
IV. C~· PUIlSe;. pap.erg, umbr.ella unIi..er arm-or keep purse b'erneen body-

and bundlest-
(a) Carry purse on side a~y trom the street. 
(0) Carry minimum of cash. 
(0) CIU!r.:'!'i DII0Jley In tw~ plllces-us~ shoe, bra. or hidden pocket. 
( a) Don't overload yeursruf 'with packages, Iteep hands free. 
(fi) DGln'1l hog 'tleg> on.book in puBlic bathroom. 
(I> Ke~ bag tightly in grip in stores and market. 
(0) If you th,tak semeonE> might take purse, drop it in nearest mailbex

it will beretumJ.ed to you. 
(h.) Never wind purse-strap around wrist (it grabbed-yeu can be 'Culle<!: 

down unit iuju1'OO). 
(i) If someone tries for purse-throw it in str~t, or turn it upside down, 

and let contlmts fall eut. 
(j) Inse!:ic cemb in wul:1et with teeth up to. prevent easy removal. 
(k) If PIU':Se snatched-beware of phone- can giving informatien where w. 

retrie,e it (call police for advice). 
m J:tp{lSSible, do-not can? apurse at all. 

Y. CIlII!l'Y w17dst1e-
(a) Pu.t whistle on key chain-not around lIl€ck. 
(~) Hslve it available to bl&W: when yml feel threatened. 

VI. Kna.w locution of police call boxes, Imlldings with doormen on duty, aU' 
night stores, and othel~ sources of hel;p along your route. 

VII. When going t() vWt~all ahead to, tell how ~eu are geing, when to be
expected. 

VIII. U accosted yell "1l:re,l' Dot "rape'; or "help." 
Ix.. 1\,"bcn b:::oa-nght h{l]llle, ha\'e trleli.\d, ta::d. wait till yeu're ID;l3ide and sate •. 

WMZe tra.veling 
I. Travel with companion whenever possibJe. 
II. When awaiting ~Ir riding t:i"ansportatio~ 'conveyances, stand with feet apart.: 

in !II. balanced pesition" 
III. At bus and subway stops-keep yeur ~)ack to the wall to avoid being' ap-

P!'Ollched fNlm behtnd<.-
(a) Sit in front,l-near drtver or conducter. 
(0) Always .ha~1e token ready. 
(0) I'll subwaY,rSit in populated car, av()id lllst.!!ar-get near-cond.uctor. 
(d) Use busy st<~p-avoid deserted one8. '. 
(e) If suspect ibei·ng fol1owed-don'tget of! at normal step-get of! at: 

busy stop, teli attl~ndant In change booth. 
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While 'cJUnkIng 
I. :Bank by mail. 
II. Deposit checks. soon after ?:,eceipt. 
III. If you. must walk, don't go alone and 'Vary route and time of deposit. 
IV. Put your cash away before leaving window. 
V. A,gk for direct deposit of checka by public assistance or other agencies 

blv:01ved. 
In your Gu»omo11ile 

I. Key in ,hand when ~pproaching car-
(a) Ktt):ep car key on separate chain- separate from house kej's. 
(b) Leave only igniti!ln key with attendant. 
(0') Don't put name/address on keys. 

II. DPive with doors locked and windows rolled at least three-quarters up. 
III. Put packages on floor out of view, 
IV. Don't pick up hitch-hikers. 
V. Always ha.ve at least ~ tank of gas in your C11r. 
VI. Disabled cal'-Raisehood, tie white cloth to aerial or doorhandle-

(~) Stay in cal'-d'l> not get out, ask interested motorist to call police for 
you. 

VIII. Night-always park in weUllt area-
(a) Rave friend escort you to car in dark. 
{~} Always check back seat and 11001.' before entering, use flashlight at 

night if necessaTY. 
VIII. If you notice a vehicle with a person in distress--<lon'tstop. Note loca

tion and stop ,at 11rst safe phone to call police. 
IX. D{Jn't leave credentials or personal papers in car. 
You may notice as you read these tips that they are ideas which will help to 

protect 'Sou from all ty,pes of crimes, not just sexual assault. There is a good 
rea so'll for this. statistics show that most sexual assaults ag;ainllt middle -aged 
:and older women OCCur in the victim's own home :and in cODn(:ction with another 
crime, particularly burglary and robbery. 

The main idea is to be aware, alm:t, ftIld to prevent a pote)ltial assailant from 
having the opportunity of m:aking you his next victim. 

In addltion to using these ideas for individual safety, mnny groups of neigh
bors have organized formally or informally in an effort t(} protect each other 
!rom victimization. Some examples of successful programs irLclude buddy systems, 
neighborhood watches, IQbby sitting, door monitoring, escort services, cooperative 
shopping and many other activities. 

In Philadelphia, the Citizens Local .Alliance for a Safer Philadelphia (CLASP), 
(well known for their Freon Horn Program), is an agency which any group may 
contact for guidance in planning and implementing a community protection pro
gram. Their address and phone number are as follows: OLAS:P, 1710 Spruce 
Street, :Philadelphia, :Pa. 19103 (215) 732-4288. 

Remember that every woman is a potential victim of rape or other other 
sexual offenses. The suggestions in this booklet deal with how to protect yourself 
and your neighbors from victimization. 

If you follow tbese suggestions for personal safety, chanceR are YOll will never 
be confronted with an attacker. If you are, however, the most important things 
to remp~ber are: 

1. Try to remain calm and use your head. Escape from the si,tuatlon with 
the least amount of hann to yourself. 

2. Be able to identity your assailant. 
If a sexual assault occurs: 
CaU the police immediately at 911. Tell them what happened and how badly 

you lire hurt. 
Avoid cleaning up yourself or the areq; where the assault occurred. :Physical 

evidence is essential for apprehension ano.:'Prosecution of your assailant. 
Call the rape crisis 24 hour hotline: WO!1\en Organized Against Rape (WOAR) 

(215) 828-7997. .. 
A voltmteer will counsel you, tell you whnt to expect and how they can help 

you. They understl1nd-doo.'t be afraid to call ! 
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DEPARTYENT OJ' lIEAtJ.r11, lllbt/OAiri()t<;, AND WEIJr.AIuJi, 
PUBLIO BEALTlI SlllnVICl'J, 

.ALcOHOL, DauG AlroSE;; AND :MlIiItTAL lIEALTlI ADMINISTRATION, 
Februar1J 10, 1978. 

Mr. JONAH SRAOKN.AI, 
Staff Di"ector, Subcommittee on Domf/IiUo and International 8o£etittjtc Planning. 

Analll818, and, Oooperation, OommittefJ on Science and Technology. H0U86 
of Representatives, Ravburn Hou8e Office Building, Was1Litigton, D.O. 

DEAD :MR. SlI..utNAI: During my testlinony at the Subcommittee's joint hear
ings on Crime Against the Elderly on January 81, tht:ll"e were questions raised 
concerning the direct deposit feature of Social Security. 

The direct deposit of recurring Federa'l payments into financial institutiollliJ 
designated by the beneficiaries has been available since 1972; in 1975 this was 
made flvailable to Social Security beneficiaries. The Socitl.l Security Administra
tion reports that by June, 1976 appro:Xinllitely 14 percent of the beneficiaries over 
the age of 65 were using this feature. These data are I!ontained in the Social 
S~cur1ty Administration's ress,rch and statistics note, ..'lSoclal Security Bene
ficiaries Using the Direct DepQsit Procedul'e," published Janua.ry 31, 1978. This 
note also indicates the planning of a study of the direct de{JQslt teature with 
Interviews to be carried out with those who nowuee direct Ileposit, those W:~~, 
formerly used it, and those who ha ve never used it. ,. 

It you would like any further information on tWa, plense do not hesitate to r&
quest it. 

Yours sincerely, 
BARR!' D. LEBOWITZ, PlI. D., 

Research Specialist, Oenter for Studie8 Of the MentaZ HeaW, of the Ag
ing. Divi8ion of SpeoiaZ Mental H eaU11t Programs 
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